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Foreword
This Special Summer Edition of the FOTA Newsletter 
features a new translation, from Russian to English, of 
the article The Truth about H.P. Blavatsky (1883). This 
article, originally written by HPB’s sister Vera Petrovna 
de Zhelihovsky (1835 – 1896), was first translated from 
Russian to English by HPB and transcribed by Michael 
Gomes.

In May, 2015, I contacted Svitlana Gavrylenko, the Secre-
tary of the Theosophical Society in Ukraine, to ask if she 
could help me find someone to translate the article “The 
Truth About Blavatsky”. She replied reminding me that 
the article had already been translated by HPB and a new 
translation might not be meaningful. I explained to her my 
opinion, that a new translation would be important for his-
torians, because it could bring into light additional informa-
tion about HPB’s life. She agreed and sent me the transla-
tion which made possible this special summer edition.

In the present publication John Patrick Deveney compares 
and contrasts HPB’s translation with this new one, providing 
us with a unique opportunity to evaluate idiosyncrasies in 
HPB’s thought, which may help to shed light on how she 
elaborated her writings in order to construct a personal 
narrative, while revealing new and unknown incidents in 
HPB’s life. This publication is valuable for researchers 
interested into assessing and evaluating the enigmatic 
personality of Madame Blavatsky.

I have included an appendix with a few remarks about the 
author of the article by Svitlana Gavrylenko, and all the 
original pages from the Rebus magazine. 

I would like to express my gratitude to Svitlana Gavrylenko; 
without her valuable help the present publication would 
not be possible. Also, I would like to express my gratitude 
to the translator of the article who wishes to remain 
anonymous and to Konstantin Zaitzev, from the TS in 
Russia, for providing us with the Rebus pages reproduced 
here. Last but not least, I would like to congratulate and 
thank John Patrick Deveney for his valuable comments 
and comparative work presented here.

Erica Georgiades
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This is a new, literal translation of HPB’s sister Vera Jelihovsky’s/Zhelikovsky’s 
“The Truth about H.P. Blavatsky” (“Pravda o Yelene Petrovne Blavatskoy”) as it originally 
appeared in eight parts in the Russian journal Rebus in the fall of 1883. The translator, 
who wishes to remain anonymous, has done a superb job. The alert Theosophical 
historian will at once point out that there is no need of such a translation because HPB 
herself translated the articles in order to help A.P. Sinnett in writing Incidents in the Life 
of H.P. Blavatsky (1886) and her version has been unearthed in the archives at Adyar 
and transcribed by the indefatigable Michael Gomes and published in The Theosophist 
in 1991 and in volume 14 of the Collected Writings (Appendix 2).  This was an 80-page 
manuscript in the handwriting of HPB except for the first 14 pages, which have her 
notations on them.

Despite the existence of this earlier version, this new translation is very important 
for Theosophical history.  It allows us to see how HPB dealt with an historical text, fills in 
several lacunae in HPB’s manuscript, and reveals her sister’s unredacted recollections 
of HPB as of mid-1883, subject only to whatever editorial changes the editor of Rebus 
might have seen fit to make before publishing them.  There is no indication that Vera’s 
articles had been reviewed or revised by HPB before being published, or even that HPB 
knew they were being written, and she must have been astonished at seeing them in 
Pravda and shocked that her sister had inadvertently trodden, all unawares, into matters 
she had thought long consigned to oblivion.

In preparing her version HPB took great liberties with Vera’s work to a point that 
her “translation” largely stands as its own creation, both in what it added and in what it 
chose to omit.  To some extent, HPB’s editorial work might reflect the sisters’ joint effort 
to restore the manuscript Vera had originally submitted to Rebus.  Sinnett, in introducing 
Vera’s recollections in Incidents (p. 6), notes that:  

These articles have been recently revised and corrected by the authoress 
[Vera] for the service of the present publication. The Rebus, the title of 
the Russian periodical in which the articles appeared, was committed 
deeply to certain rigid views concerning the origin and cause of such 
phenomena as those with which they dealt. This led to some mutilation 
of the narrative at the time of its publication, but the authoress has now 
endeavoured to restore it as far as possible to its proper shape, with 
the help of her original manuscript, which she had preserved, and from 
which portions missing from the periodical have now been translated.

Vera, in other words, in presenting the text that HPB translated worked from her 
original manuscript of the articles submitted to Rebus and sought to correct the “rigid 
views” on the “origin and cause” of HPB’s phenomena that she (Vera) had, by late 1884 

Preface to the New Translation of
The Truth about H.P. Blavatsky
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or 1885, come to see as erroneous.  In that respect, HPB’s translation might to some 
extent reflect Vera’s own recollections and judgments, though the version prepared by 
HPB for Sinnett heavily reflects HPB’s own additions and omissions—in addition to the 
acknowledged comments and corrections she added in the notes to her translation.  
Some of this editorial work, like her passing dig at having to prevail on her “lazy sister” to 
visit a church for Mass and her promotion of her father from “an old artilleryman,” as Vera 
had written, to “an old artillery Superior officer,” is incidental, merely the filling out of the 
details of scenes and events both sisters personally were present at and remembered.  

The two versions, however, more fundamentally reflect the sisters’ differing 
purposes in writing.  Vera wrote the published articles to correct the failure of the Russian 
press to recognize her sister’s extraordinary life, talents and achievements, and to correct 
the malicious rumors that had been circulating about her as a charlatan, fraud, and even 
murderer.  She was more than ready to attribute the phenomena produced by her sister 
in the 1850s and 1860s to the usual spiritualist causes, and only in passing and late in 
the series of articles referenced HPB’s Master in that respect.

From our point of view, it was her natural talents that were 
helping her, and also her knowledge and memory that were developed 
due to her hard work. However, as we can see in the abstracts from her 
letters above, she was the last person to value herself; she denied her 
personal participation in this work and credited all her success to certain 
“influences,” to suggestions by some mythical “master”.

Similarly, Vera only in passing made reference to HPB’s “new vision” of the 
causes of spiritualistic phenomena:

During this period [when writing Isis Unveiled], Mme Blavatsky, 
while not denying the reality of mediumistic events, developed a new 
vision about their origin and the medium’s role in their manifestations. 

Under the influence of her new vision, she began denying her medium 
powers. She persistently rejected the name of spiritist that was imposed 
on her in the press. 

HPB’s version, on the other hand, was directed to a different goal, and she 
took every opportunity to emphasize that she had never been a medium or spiritualist 
in any common sense, and that the directing force behind her actions, especially her 
later writings, was her Tibetan Master.  For example, HPB writes “medium” where Vera 
had written simply medium, and in place of Vera’s reference to her sisters “medium/
mediumistic powers,” HPB wrote “occult powers.”  Where Vera described the “invisible 
personalities” who played tricks on the credulous at séances, HPB attributed to tricks 
to her own power: “At times she would wickedly revenge herself by practical jokes on 
those who so doubted her.”  These examples could be multiplied and reflect the situation 
HPB found herself in in 1884-1885.  She was in the midst of a prolonged debate in the 
British and American spiritualist journals over whether she had ever been a spiritualist 
or medium, and the last thing she must have wanted in print in English was her sister’s 
flat assertions, however qualified in passing, that she was both.  It might be noted in this 
respect that this new translation uses both “spiritist” and “spiritualist,” a choice that from 
the context of HPB’s other writings is probably significant of HPB’s own opinion on the 
subject.

More significantly, HPB’s translation omits matter that is prominent in the Rebus 
articles and often renders innocuous what she does include in her version by omitting 
specifics that might allow the historian to investigate the event.  She omits altogether, 
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for example, Vera’s wonderful story of HPB’s patriotism when she was in London during 
the Crimean War, under contract to perform with a philharmonic society, and had caused 
a chandelier to assault a blustering British lord who was belittling the courage of the 
Russian soldiers at Sebastopol.  (She was fined £5 and paid £10, “as advance payment” 
should the lord repeat the charges.)  She also omits without comment the mysterious 
Hindu in New  York  who (according to Vera) was teaching her Sanskrit: “When she was 
studying Sanskrit, in addition to language manuals she greatly enjoyed the assistance of 
a Hindu man who was close to the Theosophical Society.”  These examples also could 
be multiplied.

The most glaring omission in HPB’s version is D.D. Home.  In places, Vera’s “Mr. 
Home, the medium” becomes “some persons who called themselves mediums” in HPB’s 
version.  HPB also deletes entirely Vera’s story of her sister’s intimacy with Home:

Before her return home, she became closely acquainted with 
a group of followers of the newly started spiritualistic movement. She 
developed a very close friendship with Mr. Daniel Dunglas Home, the 
medium, and his wife, and together with them she made a wonderful trip 
to America where she discovered a strong mediumistic power in herself 
which attracted the attention of her American fellow-spiritualists. 

Her purposes in doing this can only be guessed at but, again, the last thing that 
she would have wanted was to revive the enmity of D.D. Home, who had pursued her in 
her New York days to such an extent that she contemplated leaving for India to escape 
his charges and transformed the Theosophical Society into a secret organization.  Even 
omitting the references to Home in her translation did not remove the threat of Home’s 
raking up the past, since Home had read the original Rebus articles in Russia and wrote 
to the Religio-Philosophical Journal (March 22, 1884) to scoff at the chandelier incident 
and to emphasize that “the name of Madame B was well known to me (but not as a 
medium) in the spring of ’58, in Paris, but I never met with or even saw her.”  Similarly, 
HPB omitted from her translation “Baron M” as one of those attending her séances in St. 
Petersburg, and probably did so for the same reason: if this was, as seems most likely, 
Baron Nicholas Meyendorff, he had been dogging her footsteps for a decade with rumors 
spread by him and his friend Home. 

HPB and Vera were sisters, with all that implies.  Vera was the younger by four 
years and seems—at the time she wrote for Rebus—to have had a genuine admiration 
for her talented and traveled older sister.  In later years, their relationship soured for 
long periods of time, with Vera falling under the spell of Soloviov and HPB becoming 
angry at the betrayal, but in 1883 Vera was still the younger sister trying to right the 
wrongs done HPB.  Both sisters could write and write well and attractively and they 
provide a fascinating view of the Russian gentry of the period, educated to their class 
and propertied or impecunious (as the family often was).  Vera’s dialogues are natural 
and interesting, even in translation, although her recollections of events lack the color 
and eye for novelistic detail that HPB brings to the task.  Vera also was no historian, in 
the sense of detailed accuracy with regard to detail — she puts HPB in Cairo in the mid-
1860s and says that she came to New York City in 1872. Her importance, however, is 
not as an historian but as a witness, the witness of a time before HPB’s early history had 
become an orthodoxy, set in stone.  

Vera also had peculiar views of both the purpose of the Theosophical Society and 
of its relationship with both Buddhism and Hinduism, and in venturing into metaphysics 
and the nature of man she failed to keep up with the publication of “Fragments of Occult 
Truth” in The Theosophist beginning in 1882 and was still echoing the ideas of Isis 
Unveiled when talking of “the half-immortal soul (which becomes immortal only in the 
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��

case of the ethical pureness of man by merging with the Holy Spirit that hovers over the 
head of each mortal when he or she is still alive.”

Rebus (1881-1917), the journal in which Vera’s articles appeared, was the only 
Russian spiritualist journal published at the time.  It had been started and was financed by 
Alexander Aksakov the year before Vera’s articles appeared.  Aksakov was very familiar 
with HPB and had been her correspondent in the New York days and had regularly noted 
the activities of HPB and the Theosophical Society in his Psychische Studien, published 
in Leipzig.  Aksakov had intended to start a purely spiritualist journal in St. Petersburg 
but because of censorship in Russia initially disguised it as a rebus or puzzle magazine 
with some spiritualist content.  Only gradually did its subtitle change from simply “Weekly 
Journal” to “Popular and Scientific Journal of the Phenomena of Spiritualism, Psychism 
and Mediumism.” Its long-time editor was Captain (of Marines, later Admiral) Victor 
Ivanovich Pribytkov, a convinced spiritualist whose wife Elizabeta (Elena) Dmitrievna 
Pribytkova was a medium (one of whose exploits is given in the editor’s notes to Vera’s 
articles) who worked to convince her friend Dostoevsky of the truth of spiritualism.

 Both versions of the articles, Vera’s and HPB’s, are given here in parallel 
columns to show their relationship to each other.  The new translation is almost entirely 
as given by the translator, with only minor stylistic alterations. The first 14 notes are those 
that appeared in Rebus and the remaining notes are those appended by HPB to her 
translation. Material in square brackets in the Rebus article is by the translator or editor 
and material in square brackets in HPB’s version is by Michael Gomes.
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NEW TRANSLATION
“The Truth about H.P. Blavatsky” 1

Rebus, vol. 2, nos. 40-48, October
16-December 11, 1883

I.
Those who are keeping up with the periodicals, 

on several occasions have had a chance to see the name 
of Helena Petrovna Blavatsky mentioned in newspaper 
columns. When these were foreign newspapers — a 
blessing for her! On the contrary, when those periodicals 
were Russian — well, it is hard to say what this poor 
woman has not been accused of in these publications!  
It is impossible to repeat all the calumnies and absurd 
fabrications her compatriots have hurled at her, starting 
with lies and cheating and ending with criminal offences, 
all included. We know H.P. Blavatsky very well: we have 
known each other since we were children and throughout 
our adulthood. For a long time, we have been looking 
for an opportunity to provide interested people with a 
few short accounts about this “exceptionally odious 
personality.”  Will you believe or not our true words about 
her? Actually, we don’t care, because we are proud of 
telling the truth — perhaps the only truth told about her 
in Russia.

We will not touch upon her private life: it is difficult 
for other people to judge the private life of a person 
even if this person has been close to them. Actually, her 
private life has nothing to do with the purpose of our story. 
Let’s say only that since her tender age, she was not an 
ordinary person: very vivid, talented, witty and brave, 
even in her childhood she impressed people by her 
distinctively original and decisive actions. For example, in 
her early youth, she behaved very decisively and willfully 
by leaving her native land without permission of her family 
and her husband who, unfortunately for both of them, was 
three times older than she was.

She left her home and spent ten years in strange 
lands, traveling around Europe, Asia and America without 
stop; for several years she refrained from writing to her 
relatives because she wanted to escape her husband 
searching for her. Only after about four years did her family 
start receiving some news about her through their mutual 
acquaintances: she was seen in Constantinople, Paris or 
Spain.  In London, she became famous because of her 
musical talent: she was a member of a local philharmonic 
society. Again in London, she had legal proceedings with 
a certain lord, and these proceedings caused a sensation 
in English press media. Despite her voluntary exile, H.P. 
Blavatsky was always a passionate Russian patriot. 
During the Crimean War she was in London, where she 

The name of H.P. Blavatsky is one of those 
best known to readers of contemporaneous periodical 
literature. When the articles speak well of her, it is by 
chance. But woe unto her when they are written in an 
unfavourable spirit! To repeat a portion only of the

[Here the manuscript breaks off. Page 2 is missing. Page 
3 begins:]

HPB’s TRANSLATION
“Fragments from HPB’s ‘Mystical History’”
The Theosophist, 1991;
BCW vol. xiv
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was required by her contract to 
stay.  She missed Russia a lot, 
and always openly expressed her 
patriotic views. Honest and decent 
people respected these views, 
but, as every family has its black 
sheep, that says nothing about the 

nation as a whole.  
During one performance, in a lobby of the Drury 

Lane theatre, the conversation turned to Russian affairs 
and Russians in a tone that was unbearable to any 
true Russian. One fat lord (who, of course, had never 
himself smelled powder in Sebastopol) was shouting 
and swearing —  actually swearing most loudly. Helena 
Petrovna stood up and told him that she was Russian 
and in the name of her nationality she asked him to stop 
shouting. The lord replied impudently. Helena Petrovna 
turned to the visitors who were sitting near her and asked 
them to stand up for her rights since she was a Russian 
woman and a guest visiting England. Some people 
supported her, but some raised their voices against her. 
The latter group won, and with such an encouragement, 
the angry lord started talking even more brusquely and 
loudly. Then, Blavatsky, once again, all pale because of 
indignation, loudly proclaimed that his actions were mean 
because he was insulting enemies who were far 
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away, whom he did not 
know and whose courage and 
merits he could not judge. In 
addition, she said, if somebody 
did not make him stop shouting, 
she would stand for her nation and 
would not permit him to continue 

calumniating Russians.
“How would you do so?” — An Englishman said, 

mocking her. — “Are your arguments really stronger than 
all arms of hundreds of thousands of your Russian armed 
forces?  That would be interesting to see.”

“I would not recommend for your own sake that 
you get to see it.  I don’t known now how I will do it, but I 
repeat: stop shouting or I will make you do so!”

The fat lord roared with laughter.
“In such a case,” he said, “I certify that Russian 

women are more courageous than Russian soldiers who 
without hesitation flee the field, leaving it to our army.”

Before he had time to finish, a heavy candelabrum 
filled with candles whistled through the air and struck the 
insulter’s head, and the lord fell down with blood all over 
his body.

This caused an enormous agitation. He was 
taken away in a dead faint, and legal proceedings were 
instituted. To the credit of English people be it said that 
judges, taking into consideration all circumstances of the 
case, took the side of a woman whose most legitimate 
and sacred feelings had been hurt. Exposing the wealthy 
lord to public ridicule, Blavatsky was sentenced to pay 
him for offence — five pounds!  In accepting the sentence, 
Helena Petrovna could not help but make a joke of the 
whole thing: publicly, and standing straight in the court 
room, she paid ten pounds “as advance payment” for 
possible future meetings with him,” as she explained 
cheerfully to the public who burst into sincere laughter.

Later, when H.P. really began to miss her country 
and had become sure that her husband would not follow 
her, she decided to apply for her return to Russia, and the 
above story helped her a lot in getting the forgiveness for 
her ten-year absence and for her illegal departure abroad 
without her Russian passport.

However, before her return home, she became 
closely acquainted with a group of followers of the 
newly started spiritualistic movement. She developed 
a very close friendship with Mr. Daniel Dunglas Home, 
the medium, and his wife, and together with them she 
made a wonderful trip to America where she discovered 
a strong mediumistic power in herself that attracted the 
attention of her American fellow-spiritualists.

This power manifested itself in a constant and 
continuous knocking around her (“ésprits frappeurs”), 
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in moving objects, in increasing 
and decreasing the weight of 
objects, in her ability to see and, 
sometimes, in her presence, to 
show other people the deceased 
persons who lived in the area as 
well as the famous persons who 

had passed away at different times.
From numerous astonishing facts about her 

medium practice in both Russia and abroad, we will be 
referring here only to those that we witnessed ourselves.

Helena Petrovna’s return to Russia took place in 
the winter of 1858-1859. She had spent her early youth 
years in the Caucasus from whence she left to go abroad. 
Now, she returned to the northwest lands —  to the 
province of Pskov, where her sister, a landed proprietor, 
had recently became a widow. Helena Petrovna was 
expected to arrive not earlier than the spring, but her 
strong desire to return home did not let her wait that long: 
one late winter night, without any notice, she arrived very 
unexpectedly and found herself in a middle of a wedding 
party. Her sister was temporarily staying at her husband’s 
relatives, the Ya-vs’ [Yahontovs’] place, and that night her 
sister-in-law was getting married. We were dining and 
in the outer entrance hall, we heard the doorbell ringing 
incessantly, announcing the arrival of new guests as the 
best man was pronouncing a toast to the health of the 
newly wed couple.  It was Blavatsky who was ringing, 
and her sister, despite this important ceremonial moment, 
moved by an unexplained feeling, jumped up from the 
table and ran to the door to open it since she was sure 
that it was her sister arriving.

From that night, everybody who was staying 
at this residence started hearing strange dry and sharp 
noises that were occurring in all objects surrounding the 
new arrival: in the walls, in the floor, in the wardrobe, on 
the window glass, in the pillows, in the mirror, in the clock 
cover, and in all the little objects in the room. Helena 
Petrovna’s attempts to dismiss the matter with a joke did 
not help to hide the nature and meaning of these noises. 
Persistent questions of her sister made her confess that 
these manifestations were following her, without her will or 
wish, sometimes becoming stronger, sometimes weaker, 
and sometimes completely disappearing. 

entire bodies of the individuals 
who had inhabited the places, 
where she might be, as also the 
simulacra of various well known 
personages living and dead, of 
different epochs.

The return of Madame Blavatsky occurred during 
the winter of 1858. Her childhood and youth were passed 
in the Caucasus from whence she left for unknown 
countries. Once back in Russia, she went directly to Pskoff 
where her younger sister, who was one of the landed 
proprietors of the province, was at that time residing. She 
was expected not earlier than in the following spring. But 
as one of the traits of her character was, that once she 
had decided to do anything, do it she must, and at once.

She appeared one cold Christmas night at Pskoff 
quite unexpectedly, and thus found herself landed in the 
midst of a wedding festival. Her just widowed sister was 
at that time residing temporarily with her late husband’s 
father, then the Marechal de Noblesse of Pskoff,15 and his 
family, and the wedding was that of one of her belle soeurs. 
We were all sitting then at supper, carriages loaded with 
guests were arriving one after the other, and the hall bell 
kept ringing without interruption. At the moment when the 
bridegroom’s best men arose with glasses of champagne 
in their hands to proclaim their good wishes for the 
happy couple—a most solemn moment in Russia—a 
new bell was impatiently rung. Madame Yahontoff (Mme 
Blavatsky’s sister) moved by an irrepressible impulse, and 
notwithstanding that the hall was full of servants, jumped 
up from her place at the table, and to the amazement of 
all, rushed herself to open the door. She felt convinced, 
she told us afterwards, though why she could not tell, that 
it was her long lost sister!

From that night, all those who were living in the 
house remarked that strange things were taking place 
in it. Raps and sounds, mysterious and unexplained 
were heard not only in the presence of, and near the 
new arrival but also in every room of the house; in the 
walls, the floor, the furniture, in the windows, the sofa 
cushions, mirrors, and clocks. In everything, in fact, that 
could be found in the rooms. It was useless for Madame 
Blavatsky to deny the fact, or the occult significance of 
these sounds. At last, to the incessant questions of her 
sister, she confessed that these manifestations had never 
ceased to follow her everywhere as in the early days of 
her infancy and youth. That such raps could be increased 
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It is obvious that all the 
people of Pskov, like the entire 

world, knew everything that was written about spiritualism 
and its various manifestations. At that time, Mr. Home, 
the medium, had visited St. Petersburg, and his visit 
caused a furor, but of course, he did not visit Pskov, and 
so local residents had never heard knockings of “ésprits 
frappeurs” before. After Mme Blavatsky’s arrival, news 
about miracles around her was quickly spread around 
the town and people felt agitated. The miracles, indeed, 
were wonderful, without any doubt concerning their 
genuineness.

The fact is that the knocking was not a simple 
meaningless knocking, but rather something endowed 
with knowledge and intelligence. Moreover, it was 
something endowed with a gift to learn the unspoken, 
something that was able to fathom the internal thoughts 
of each person and easily unveil all his or her past deeds 
and present intentions.

The Ya_v [Yahontov] family, the relatives of 
Helena Petrovna’s sister, lived rather publicly.  Helena 
Petrovna’s presence attracted several people to visit 
and none of these visitors left the house unsatisfied by 
the results of table turning or “writing according to the 
table movements”—more exactly, in writing following 
the knocking sounds, [so called] because the answers 
were provided through knockings produced after the 
letters had been pronounced in an alphabetical order, 
each specific letter being pronounced and registered, 
thus allowing the recording of whole speeches in various 
languages, even those totally unknown to the medium 
herself.  The poor medium was submitted to various tests 
and, in a very good-tempered manner, obeyed the most 
absurd requests in order to prove that she was absolutely 
not causing the occurrence of the phenomena that were 
taking place around her. Usually, she would quietly sit 
with her handwork in a chair or on a coach, seemingly 
without any sign of her participation in the hustle and 
bustle happening around her, which was in full swing. 
Somebody would pronouncing the letters of the alphabet, 
some other person would recording the letters, and others 
were in a hurry to ask questions they were thinking of, 
making only sure not to mix up the order of questions 
asked. It happened very often, however, that the invisible 

or diminished, and at times even 
made to cease altogether by 
the mere force of her will, she 
also acknowledged, proving her 
assertion generally on the spot.  
Of course the good people of 
Pskoff, as [the rest of] the whole 
world, knew what was then transpiring and had been 
said of spiritism and its various manifestations. There 
had been mediums in Petersburg, but they had not 
penetrated as far as Pskoff, and its guileless inhabitants 
had never heard the rappings of the so-called spirits.16  
With the arrival of Madame Blavatsky the news about 
the extraordinary phenomena produced by her, spread 
abroad like lightning, turning the whole town topsy-turvy. 
That the phenomena were in reality most marvellous, 
leaving no doubt of their genuineness, is a thing that can 
be certified to by the whole town of Pskoff.

The fact is that the sounds were not simple raps, 
but something more, as they showed extraordinary 
intelligence, disclosing the past as well as the future to 
those who held converse through them with those Mme 
Blavatsky called her kikimorey or spooks. More than that, 
they showed the gift of disclosing unexpressed thoughts, 
i.e. penetrating freely into the most secret recesses of 
the human mind, and divulging all the past deeds and 
present intentions of every man.

The relatives of Madame Blavatsky’s sister were 
leading a very fashionable life, and received a good deal of 
company in those days. Her presence attracted a number 
of visitors, among which not one ever left her presence 
unsatisfied, for the raps which she evoked gave answers, 
composed of long discourses in every imaginable 
language, even of those which were unknown to the 
medium, as she was called. The poor ‘medium’ became 
subjected to every kind of test, to which she submitted 
very gracefully, no matter how absurd the demand, as 
a proof that she did not bring about the phenomena by 
‘juggling’. It was her usual habit to sit very quietly and 
quite unconcerned on the sofa or an armchair, engaged 
in some embroidery, and apparently without taking the 
slightest active part in the hubbub which she produced 
around herself. And the hubbub was great indeed. One 
of the guests would be reciting the alphabet, another 
putting down answers received, while the mission of the 
rest was to offer mental questions, which were always 
and very promptly answered. It so happened sometimes 
that the unknown and invisible beings at work favoured 
some people more than others, while there were those 
who could obtain no answer whatever. In the latter case, 
instead of replying to queries asked aloud, the raps would 
answer the unexpressed mental thought of some other 
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personalities showed a preference 
for certain people: they talked to 
them for a longer period of time, 
more readily and in more detail, 
but in contrast they did not want 
to answer other people at all. 
Sometimes they answered not to 

those asking questions, but to other persons’ thought by 
directly calling that person’s name. While this was going 
on, there were conversations, debates and discussions 
of potential hypotheses going on around her. Some 
distrusted the medium, banter escaped some people’s 
lips, and sometimes some people even questioned quite 
indelicately the medium’s honesty. Being accustomed 
to such a reaction, Blavatsky took it with patience, 
only sometimes allowing herself to smile or shrug off 
the hundred- or thousand-times repeated questions of 
dubious logic:

— “But how do you do this? But what is producing 
this knocking sound?”

Or:
— “But how can you read thoughts? How did you 

know that I’ve been thinking about this?”

In the beginning, Helena Petrovna tried her best to 
convince people of the truth of her non-participation in the 
appearance of these miracles by explaining her passive 
role in the process, but then she gave up her efforts and 
smiled in silence at such questions. However, when direct 
questions concerning her honesty were put forward, or 
when absolutely foolish hypotheses were suggested that 
she was producing these knocking sounds by herself, or 
that she had a special device in her pocket, or that she 
was snapping her fingernails; or, if her hands were busy 
doing her sewing, they said that she was snapping her 
toenails.  In such cases, H.P. Blavatsky implicitly obeyed 
all absurd requests: people searched her, they tied her 
hands and legs, or sometimes they put her on a sofa, took 
her shoes off and put her hands and legs on a pillow to 
make them visible, and demanded that she produce the 
knocking farther away, in other corners of the room. In 
such situations, she openly declared that it was beyond 
her power, that she would try, but couldn’t guarantee 
a success. Almost always, however, her wishes were 
realized, especially at the beginning and also when there 
were those people present in the room who were really 
seriously interested in what was going around: knocking 
started in the ceiling, in the windows, in the furniture 
located near the opposite wall.  But sometimes invisible 
personalities would play spiteful tricks on scoffers. They 
almost knocked the eyeglasses off the nose of a young 

person first, calling him by name. 
During that time, conversations 
and discussions in a loud tone were 
carried on around her. Mistrust 
and irony were often shown; 
and occasionally, even a doubt 
expressed in a very indelicate way, 
as to the good faith of Madame Blavatsky. But she bore it 
all very coolly and patiently, a strange and puzzling smile, 
or an ironical shrugging of the shoulders being her only 
answer to questions of a very doubtful logic whenever 
offered to her over and over again.

‘But how do you do it? And what is it that raps?’ 
people kept on asking. Or again: ‘But how can you so well 
guess people’s thoughts? How could you know that I had 
thought of this or that?!’

At first HPB sought very zealously to make 
people believe she had nought whatever to do with the 
phenomena; and tried as hard to explain her perfectly 
passive part in the production of the phenomena. But 
very soon she changed her tactics. She declared herself 
tired of such discussions, silence and a contemptuous 
smile became for some time her only answer. Again 
she would change as rapidly; and in moments of good 
humour, when people would be foolishly and openly 
expressing the most insulting doubts of her honesty, 
instead of resenting them she used to laugh aloud in 
their faces. Indeed, the most absurd hypotheses were 
offered by the sceptics. For instance, it was suggested 
that she might produce her loud raps by the means of 
a machine in her pocket, or, that she rapped with her 
nails (?!). The most ingenious theory being—when her 
hands were visibly occupied with embroidery—that she 
did it with her toes! To put an end to all this, she allowed 
herself to be subjected to the most stupid demands: she 
was searched, her hands and feet were tied with strings, 
she permitted herself to be placed on a soft sofa, to have 
her shoes taken off and her hands and feet held fast 
against a pillow, so that they should be seen by all, and 
then she was asked that the knocks and rappings should 
be produced at the further end of the room. Declaring 
that she would try, but would promise nothing, her orders 
were nevertheless, immediately accomplished, especially 
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teacher M. by knocking on the 
glasses so badly that he grasped 
them and turned pale as a ghost. 
To a skittish derisive question 
“what is the best conductor for 
the communication of spirits with 
people” that was asked by a lady, 

an “ésprit fort,” who was still very concerned about having 
a good public image, they responded with the following:

“Gold. We will prove it to you right now.”

A lady was sitting with her lips somewhat 
opened in a crooked smile. Once the recorded answer 
was pronounced, she grasped her face with fear and 
consternation!

Everybody exchanged glances, realizing that 
she experienced knocking in the golden dental plate 
of her false teeth; so when she rose and left the room 
immediately, the trick of her (invisible) antagonists caused 
Homeric laughter in the room.

It’s not possible to go into detail about everything 
that was seen and heard during Mme Blavatsky’s stay 
in our circle; it is only possible to mention her generally 
direct and clear answers to questions asked by people 
in their minds, her various medical prescriptions in Latin, 
the secrets unveiled by her, the stories told by invisible 
personalities about themselves and about who they were 
during their lives and what their condition was then. 

in those cases when people were 
seriously interested. Then raps 
were produced at her command 
on the ceiling, on the windowsills, 
on every bit of furniture in the 
adjoining rooms and in places 
quite far away from her.

At times she would wickedly revenge herself 
by practical jokes on those who so doubted her. Thus, 
for example, the raps which came one day inside the 
glasses of the spectacles of the young professor M., 
while she was sitting on the other side of the room, were 
so strong that they fairly knocked the spectacles off his 
nose, and made him become pale with fright! At another 
time, a lady, an esprit fort, very vain and coquettish, to her 
ironical question of what was the best conductor for the 
production of such raps, and whether they could be done 
anywhere, received a strange and very puzzling answer. 
The word ‘Gold’ was rapped out, and then it was rapped 
out: ‘We will prove it to you immediately.’

The fine lady kept smiling very sarcastically with 
her mouth slightly opened. Hardly had that answer come, 
than she became very pale, jumped from her chair, 
and covered her mouth with her hands. Her face was 
convulsed with fear and astonishment. Why? Because 
she had felt raps in her mouth as she confessed later on. 
Those present looked at each other significantly. Earlier 
than her own confession, all had understood that the lady 
had felt a violent commotion and raps in the gold of her 
artificial teeth! And when she rose from her place and left 
the room with precipitation, there was a homeric laugh 
among us at her expense.

It is impossible to give in detail even a portion of 
what was produced in the way of such phenomena during 
the stay of Madame Blavatsky amongst us in the town 
of Pskoff. But they may be mentioned under the general 
classification as follows:

1.  Direct and perfectly clear written and verbal answers 
to mental questions.
2. Prescriptions for different diseases, in Latin, and 
subsequent cures.
3. Private secrets—unknown to all but the interested 
party—divulged especially in the case of those persons 
who mentioned insulting doubts.
4.  Change of weight in furniture and of persons at will.
5.  Letters from unknown correspondents and immediate 
answers written to queries made, and found in the most 
out of the way mysterious places.17

6.  Apparition and apport ol objects unclaimed by any one 
present.
7. Sounds of musical notes in the air, wherever Mme 
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All these wonderful 
unexplained manifestations of the 
intelligent and omniscient force 
caused a sensation in the town of 

Pskov that many people still remember. For the sake of 
truth, it is necessary to say that the invisible personalities 
did not always tell the truth: very often, the facts were 
distorted as if someone wanted to tell a lie intentionally 
in order to laugh at those who were credulous and 
ready to see in these tales definite prophetic predictions. 
Nevertheless, the fact of the manifestation of the intelligent 
force that was able to learn man’s thoughts and feelings 
as well as to produce a knocking noise and movement of 
inanimate objects was and remains a valid fact.

II.

Here are two facts that several people witnessed 
during Blavatsky’s sojourn in Pskov.

As almost always in similar situations, people who 
were closest to Helena Petrovna were at the same time the 
most deep-rooted skeptics concerning her mediumistic 
powers. For a very long time, her brother Leonid and her 
father Peter Alekseevich Hahn did not want to accept 
the evidence of her power, but the following event shook 
Leonid’s skepticism. There were a lot of visitors in the 
reception room of the Ya_v [Yahontov] house; they played 
some music, some cards, but the majority of guests were 
taking part in séances. Leonid Hahn2 [HPB’s brother] did 
not participate directly in any of these activities, but was 
present in the room and was watching what was going 
on. He was a strong and stocky man, trained at Derpt 
University in Latin and German wisdom. He stood behind 
his sister and listened to her stories about how in the 
presence of Mr. Home, the medium, certain light objects 
became so heavy that it was not possible to lift them from 
the floor but other objects, incomparably heavier, became 
unusually light.

— “And you can do it?’ he asked his sister with 
irony.

— “Sometimes I can, but I can not guarantee 
that I can do it now,” Blavatsky replied in a self-restraint 
manner.

— “Would you try it now, please?”   Somebody 
turned to her, and everybody started asking her to do so.

— “As you wish, I will try it, but please remember 
that my power is not similar to the power of Mr. Home, so 
I can not promise you anything. I will focus on this chess 

Blavatsky desired they should 
resound.

All these surprising and 
inexplicable manifestations of an 
intelligent force, nay, of nearly an 
omniscient interlocutor, produced 
a sensation in Pskoff, where there yet remain many 
who remember it well. Truth compels us to remark that 
the answers were not always in perfect accord with the 
facts, but seemed purposely distorted as though for the 
purpose of making fun, especially of those questioners 
who expected infallible prophecies. Nevertheless the 
fact of the manifestation of an intelligent force, capable 
of perceiving the thoughts and feelings of any person, 
as also to express them by rappings and motions in 
inanimate objects—all this and much more—was, and 
remains still, a Fact.

The following two occurrences took place in 
the presence of many eyewitnesses during the stay of 
Madame Blavatsky with us.

As usual, those nearest and dearest to her were, 
at the same time, the most sceptical as to her occult 
powers. Her brother Leonide, and her father, stood out 
longer than all against evidence, until at last the doubts 
of the former were greatly shaken by the following fact.

The drawing-room of Y—was full of visitors. Some 
were occupied with music, others with cards, but most of 
us as usual with phenomena. Leonide H— did not concern 
himself with anything in particular, but was leisurely 
walking about, watching everybody and everything. He 
was a strong, muscular youth, saturated with the Latin 
and German wisdom of the University, and believed, so 
far, in no one and nothing. He stopped behind the back of 
his sister’s chair and was listening to her narratives of how 
some persons who called themselves mediums made 
light objects become so heavy that it was impossible to 
lift them, and others which were naturally heavy became 
again remarkably light.

‘And you mean to say that you can do it?’ ironically 
asked the young man of his sister.

‘Mediums can, and, I have done it occasionally; 
though I cannot always answer for its success,’ coolly 
replied Madame Blavatsky.

‘But would you try?’ asked somebody in the room; 
and immediately all joined in requesting her to do so.

‘I will try,’ she said, ‘but I beg of you to remember 
that I promise nothing. I will simply fix this chess-table 
and try.... He who wants to make the experiment, let him 
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table. Those wishing to may want 
to lift it now and then later, after I 
have looked at it.”

-— “What does it mean 
that you will look at it?  What’s 
next? You won’t be holding it?” a 
few people asked.

— “Why do I really need to hold it?”  Blavatsky 
asked, smiling.

One of the young men decisively walked up to 
the table and lifted it easily, light as a feather.

— ‘All right. Be so kind as to put it down and 
move away from it please.’

He obeyed, and the room became quite. Everyone 
was holding his breath and watching Mme Blavatsky. 
She, however, was doing nothing; during some time, she 
was only fixed and strained her big blue eyes at the chess 
table. Then, not taking her eyes off the table, she waved 
her hand, inviting the young man to lift the table

He approached the table, full of confidence in his 
efforts, and seized it by the leg.  The table did not move.

He seized the leg with both hands.
The table stood as if it was screwed to the floor.
The young man squatted, gripped the leg with 

both hands and began aggressively pushing the table to 
the side, up and to all sides; his face became red from his 
efforts. All in vain: the table did not move, as though it was 
rooted to the floor!

A huge wave of peoples’ admiration and 
exclamations filled the room.

The young man gave up en désèspoir de cause, 
walked away from the table, folded his arms over his 
chest as Napoleon did, and said:

— “What a surprising trick!”
— “A trick indeed!”  agreed Leonid Hahn. He 

began suspecting that this guest was in concert with his 
sister Helena! 

“May I try it?” he asked her.
-— “Be so kind!”
Her brother approached the table with a smile 

and using his strong arm seized the leg of the tiny little 
table.  Immediately at that moment, however, his smile 
changed into an expression of astonishment. He stepped 
back and observed the table, which he had known for a 
long time. Then, he strongly pushed it to the side using 
his leg, but the table did not even shake.
Then, he pressed his body hard against the table and 
tried to shake it loose. The wood started cracking, but did 

lift it now, and then try again after I 
shall have fixed it:

‘After you shall have fixed 
it?’ said a voice, ‘and what then? 
Do you mean to say that you will 
not touch the table at all?’

‘Why should I touch it,’ answered Madame 
Blavatsky with a quiet smile.

Upon hearing the extraordinary assertion, one of 
the young men went determinedly to the small chess-
table, and lifted it up as though it were a feather.

‘All right,’ she said; ’Now kindly leave it alone and 
stand back!’

The order was at once obeyed, and a great silence 
fell upon the company. All were holding their breath as 
they anxiously watched for what Madame Blavatsky 
would do next. But she did nothing at all. She merely 
fixed her large blue eyes upon the chess-table and kept 
looking at it with an intense gaze. Then without removing 
her eyes she as silently and with a motion of her hand, 
invited the same young man to remove it.

He approached, and grasped the table by its leg 
with great assurance... The table could not be moved! 
He then seized it with both his hands. The table stood as 
though screwed to the floor.

Then the young [man] crouching, took hold of 
it with both hands, exerting his strength to lift it by the 
additional means of his broad shoulders. He grew red 
with the effort. But all was in vain: the table seemed 
rooted to the carpet and would not be moved!

There was a loud burst of applause. The young 
man looking very much confused, abandoned his task, 
endesespoir de cause and stood aside.

Folding his arms in quite a Napoleonic way, he 
only slowly said, ‘Well! This is a good joke!’
‘Indeed it is a good one!’ echoed Leonide.

A suspicion had crossed his mind that the young 
visitor was acting in secret confederacy with his sister 
and was fooling them.

‘May I also try?’ he suddenly asked her.
‘Please do, my dear,’ was the laughing response.
Leonide grinning and triumphing beforehand, 

approached and seized the diminutive table by its leg 
with all the strength of his muscular arm. But the grin died 
suddenly away to give place to an expression of mute 
amazement. He drew back and examined again the, to 
him, well-known table; and then suddenly gave it a kick 
with all his might. But the little table did not even budge. 
Then he threw himself on it flat trying to shake it.... The 
wood cracked, but it would yield to no effort. Its three feet 
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not give in to his efforts. Three legs 
of the table seemed to be screwed 
to the floor. Leonid Petrovich gave 
up and after having stepped back 
pronounced:

— “Strange!”  He shifted 
his eyes from the table to his sister.

Everybody was in full agreement with his 
exclamation.

Then, guests in other rooms heard these loud 
exclamations and entered the room, and many of them, 
young and old, tried to lift or at least shake the stubborn 
chess table, but in vain.

When Helena Petrovna saw her brother in such 
perplexity, and perhaps trying to completely dispel all his 
doubts, she turned to him gently smiling, and said:

— “Now, try to lift it again!”
With hesitancy, Mr. Hahn approached the table, 

again seized the table’s leg and jerked the table up nearly 
dislocating his arm by the needless effort: the table was 
lifted like a feather!

Now the second case.  This time, it took place 
not in Pskov, but in St. Petersburg in the Paris Hotel, a 
few weeks later. Peter Alekseevich Hahn [HPB’s father] 
came there together with his two daughters. In the 
mornings they were pretty busy doing some errands, at 
nights they paid visits or attended the theatre; séances 
had never even been mentioned. One night, two of their 
friends paid them a visit; both of them were old men, one 
of them, Baron M., a friend of Mr. Hahn from the Corps 
of Pages, and the second was former Decembrist Andrey 
Lvovich K_ov. Both of them, especially the latter, were 
ardent spiritists and came there with the sole purpose 
of personally witnessing the medium powers of Mme 
Blavatsky.

seemed attached more firmly than 
ever to the floor. Leonide losing 
eventually all hope retired in his 
turn, muttering to himself:

 
‘Very, very strange!’ his 

perplexed look keeping all the 
while involuntarily running from the table to his sister.

[The translation stops at this point in the middle of page 
14. There is no page 15. Resuming on page 16, the 
manuscript is in HPB’s handwriting]

Apparently the missing part was available to 
Sinnett, for the affair of the chess-table continued with 
various individuals, young and old, tiying to move it and 
failing like the rest. Mme Blavatsky finally invited her 
brother to try again, and the table was lifted like a feather. 
A footnote, probably added by HPB, is appended to 
Sinnett’s text, and is worth reproducing for its explanation 
of this incident.

‘Madame Blavatsky has stated that this 
phenomenon could be produced in two different ways:

1st. Through the exercise of her own will directing 
the magnetic currents so that the pressure on the table 
became such that no physical force could move it: and

2nd. Through the actions of those beings with 
whom she was in constant communication, and who, 
although unseen, were able to hold the table against all 
opposition.’

Another example of scepticism in her family is 
then provided by an episode with her father a few months 
later. Mme Blavatsky, her sister, and father. Col. Peter 
von Hahn, were in St Petersburg on their way to Mme 
Yahontov’s newly inherited property at Rugodevo, where 
they planned to pass the summer.

One night their father received a visit from two old 
friends who were interested in Spiritualism. Though the 
guests were convinced by Mme Blavatsky’s powers, he 
remained indifferent. Eventually he consented to try an 
experiment by writing a word in another room and having 
it revealed. ‘Well, our dispute will now be settled in a few 
moments,’ remarked one of his friends. ‘What shall you 
say, however, (continuing the sentence the MS begins)  
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After several successful 
experiences, the visitors became 
excited and felt puzzled that 
Mr. Hahn remained so indifferent, 
calmly playing a game of solitaire. 
When he answered a question 
addressed to him he responded 

that he did not want even to hear about such nonsense 
and that, in his opinion, it was disgraceful for serious 
people to engage in such a pastime. The old friends 
did not take offence at him for his answer, but began to 
persistently ask Peter Alekseevich to move to the next 
room, to write a question on a piece of paper and, without 
showing it to anyone, put it into his pocket.  At first, the old 
man chuckled, but then he accepted the suggestion. After 
having thoroughly followed the instructions, he resumed 
playing solitaire.

— “Now is when our dispute will come to the end!” 
Mr. K_ov said. “What will you say, Peter Alekseevich, if 
the result is most positive and explicit? Like it or not, you 
will have to come to believe in it!”

— “I do not know what I will say!”  skeptically 
responded Mr. Hahn, –“the only thing that I do know for 
sure is that the moment I come to believe in spiritualism, 
I will come to believe in devils, witches, mermaids, 
werewolves—that is, in all the old wives’ tales, and you 
will have to take me to the mental hospital!”

Having said this, he again became absorbed in 
his game of solitaire, while we started listening to the non-
stop knocking taking place in a plate on the table. The 
younger sister would pronounce the letters in alphabetical 
order and one of the guests would record the letters 
revealed.  Blavatsky’s role was just to be present in the 
room during the experiment. (She was also a good writing 
medium, but regardless of the fact that this method makes 
speaking faster and simpler, she did not like to use it 
because she was afraid of peoples’ suspicions.) 

Knockings and letters of alphabet produced a 
single word, but the word appeared so strange that all 
of us, who were waiting for some complicated phrase, 
started exchanging puzzled glances, feeling lost about 
whether we should read it aloud or not.  To our question 
about whether the phrase was complete, the resolute 
response followed: “Yes! Yes, yes, yes!!” expressed in 
three knocks. Three knocks meant emphatic confirmation.

Noticing our confusion and hearing our 
exclamations, P.A. Hahn turned to us and asked:

-— “So, what? Is the answer ready?  It must be 
something pretty sophisticated.”

He stood up and approached us with a smile. 

old friend, if the word written by 
you is correctly repeated? Will you 
not feel compelled to believe in 
such a case?’ ‘What I might say, if 
the word were correctly guessed, 
I could not say at present!’ he 
sceptically replied. ‘One thing I 
could answer, however: from the time I could be made to 
believe your alleged spiritism and its alleged phenomena, 
I will have become ready to believe in the existence of 
the devil, undines, sorcerers and witches—in the whole 
paraphernalia, in short, of old women’s superstitions, and 
you may prepare to offer me as an inmate of the lunatic 
asylum!’

Upon delivering himself of this, he went on with his 
patience and paid no further attention to the proceedings. 
He was an old “Voltairian’—as the atheists are called in 
Russia—who believe in nothing. But we, who felt deeply 
interested in the experiement, began to listen to the 
unceasing and loud raps coming from a plate brought 
there for this purpose. The younger sister was repeating 
the alphabet, the old general marked the letters down 
while Madame Blavatsky did nothing at all—apparently. 
She was, what would be called in our days, a good 
‘writing medium’, that’s to say, that she could write out the 
answers herself while talking with those around her upon 
quite different topics. But, simpler and more rapid as 
this method of communication may be, she would never 
consent to use it. She was too afraid, she said, to employ 
it, fearing, as she explained, uncalled for suspicions from 
foolish people who did not understand the process.18

By the means of raps and alphabet we got one 
word, but it proved such a strange one, so grotesquely 
absurd as having no evident relation to anything that 
might be supposed to have been written by her father, 
that all of us, who had been in the expectation of some 
complicated sentence, looked at each other, dubious 
whether we ought to read it aloud. To our question 
whether it was all, the raps became more energetic in 
their affirmative sounds. We had several triple raps which 
meant in our code ‘Yes!... yes, yes, yes!!’

Remarking our agitation and whispering, Mme 
B.’s father looked at us over his spectacles and asked:

‘Well?... Have you any answer?... It must be 
something very elaborate and profound indeed!’

He arose and laughing in his moustache, 
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His younger daughter Ya_v 
[Yahontov] stood up and with 
some confusion replied to him:

 
— “There is only one word.” 
—“What?”   
— “Zaitchik!’ [bunny]

You should have seen what a change happened 
to the old man! He became pale, looked confused, started 
settling his glasses on his nose, and said, reaching out 
his hand:

—“Let me look at it.  
Is it true?”

He took the piece of paper with the word on it and 
repeated in an excited voice:

— “Zaitchik?  Yes, Zaitchik!  Strange!”

He took his note out of his pocket and silently 
handled it to his daughters.

They took it and quickly read what was written 
on it:

“What was the name of my first war horse which 
I rode during the Turkish War?” And next, in brackets: 
“Zaitchik.” 

It was our triumph.

Now, it should be mentioned that Peter 
Alekseevich, an old artilleryman, spent almost all his 
life alone, far away from his family. His first wife Helena 
Andreevna Hahn, Fadeeva by her maiden name (the 
same woman who wrote under the pen name of Zinaida 
R_v and whose charming novels and stories the whole 
Russian reading world admired at the end of 1830s and 
at the beginning of 1840s), passed away when she was 
27 years old leaving him with three children. The eldest, 
Helena, was 11 years old, the youngest, a son, was 2 
years old. Her parents took the children and soon moved 
to Tiflis where they grew up practically without knowing 
their father. They had never been really intimate with him, 
so they could not know certain things belonging to his 
early youth. In addition, he had, by himself, selected the 
question, which they could not have had any idea of.

This “Zaitchik” produced an enormous impact 
on old Hahn. As it often happens with strong skeptics, as 
soon as he realized that that there was something in this 
that had nothing to do with cheating, he came to believe 
in one fact, and he so came to believe fully in all the 
facts, and started taking part in spiritualistic experiences 
with purely youthful enthusiasm. Of course, he did not 
proclaim himself insane as he had declared earlier.

approached us. His youngest 
daughter, Mme Yahontoff, then 
went to him and said with, a little 
confusion:

‘We only got one word.’
‘And what is it?’
‘Zaitchik !’19

It was a sight indeed to witness the extraordinary 
change that came over the old man’s face at this one 
word! He became deadly pale. Adjusting his spectacles 
with a trembling hand, he stretched it out while hurriedly 
saying: ‘Let me see it!... Hand it over... Is It really so?’
He took the slip of paper and read in a very agitated voice: 

‘Zaitchik... Yes... zaitchik... so it is... How very 
strange!’

Taking out of his pocket the note he had written 
upon in the adjoining room he handed it in silence to his 
daughters and guests.

They found on it both the question offered and the 
answer that was anticipated. The words read thus:

‘What was the name of my favourite war horse 
I rode upon during the first months of the Turkish 
campaign?’ and lower down in parenthesis (Zaitchik).

We felt triumphant and expressed our feelings 
accordingly.

Here, I must add, that Mme Blavatsky’s father, an 
old artillery Superior officer, had lived nearly the whole 
of his life alone, separated from his family. His wife, nee 
Fadeyeff, the elder sister of the just deceased General 
Fadeyeff, (the same who in the earlier part of our century 
had charmed the whole reading public of Russia with 
her remarkable romances and novels under the well-
known pseudonym of Zenaida R—f) died, hardly twenty-
five years old leaving three children to the care of her 
parents. Thus the daughters having been brought up at 
Tiflis far away from and hardly knowing their father, could 
scarcely know the name of a horse he had in his youth. 
The question was well chosen by him as something they 
were entirely ignorant of.

This solitary word Zaitchik had an enormous effect 
upon the old man. As it often happens with inveterate 
sceptics, once that he had found out that there was 
indeed something in his eldest daughter’s claims and 
that it had nothing to do whatever with deceit or juggling, 
having believed in one fact, he rushed into the region of 
phenomena with all the zeal of an ardent investigator. 
He was now far from doubting his own reason. That 
event led him farther and farther. Mme Blavatsky having 
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once given him correctly a date 
he was searching for in his family 
genealogy, he determined to 
restore the tree from its roots—lost 
in the night of the first Crusades—
down to the present day. The 
information was readily promised 
and he set to work from morning to night.

First the legend of the Count von Rottenstem, the 
Knight Crusader, was given him. The year, the month 
and the day on which a certain battle with the Saracens 
had been fought; and how, while sleeping in his tent, 
the Knight Crusader was awakened by the cry of a cock 
(Hahn) to find himself in time to kill, instead of being 
stealthily killed by an enemy who had penetrated into his 
tent. For this feat, the bird—the true symbol of vigilance—
was raised to the honour of being incorporated in the coat 
of arms of the Counts of Rottenstem, who became from 
that time the Rottenstem von Rott Hahn, to branch off into 
the Hahn-Hahn family and others.
Then began a regular series of figures, dates of years and 
months, of hundreds of names by connection and side- 
marriages, and a long line of descent from the Knight 
Crusader down to the Countess Ida Hahn-Hahn—Mme 
Blavatsky’s grand aunt—and her father’s family. Names 
and dates, as well as a mass of contemporary events 
which had taken place in connection with that family’s 
descending line, were given rapidly and unhesitatingly. 
The greatest historian endowed with the most phenomenal 
memory could never be equal to such a task. How then 
could one who had been on cold terms from her very 
youth with simple arithmetic and history be suspected of 
deliberate deceit in a work that necessitated the greatest 
chronological precision, the knowledge of very often the 
most unimportant historical events with their names and 
dates, all of which upon careful verification were found 
to be correct to a day? True, the family, immigrants from 
Germany since the days of Peter the III, had a good deal 
of missing links, of perfect blanks in their genealogical 
tables. Yet the few documents that had been preserved, 
among the various branches of the family—in Germany 
and Russia— whenever consu lted were found to be the 
originals of those most exact copies, furnished through 
Mme Blavatsky’s raps.

Her uncle, a high official at the General Post Office 
at St Petersburg in those days.whose great ambition was 
to settle the title of a Count on his elder son permanently, 
took the greatest interest in this mysterious work. Over 
and over again, he would, in his attempts to puzzle 
and catch his niece in some historical or chronological 
inaccuracy, interrupt the regular flow of her raps and ask 
for the information on something
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III.

The list of extraordinary events includes the 
following.

After the murder that took place in a nearby 
tavern, the local district police superintendent arrived at 
the Ya_vs’ [Yahontovs’] compound. He did not say a word 
about the real purpose of his visit, and just announced 
an assembly of the local peasants for the next day, but 
soon after his arrival the gathering became unneeded: as 
usual, after the tea, the knocking noises started in the 
walls and in the furniture, and the communication using 
the alphabet brought out all the details of this blood-
stained case. Here is the text that, although not an exact 
copy, is pretty close to the original communication that 
was addressed, in a very impolite manner, to the district 
police superintendent: “You, an old fool (or something 
similarly rude), are sitting here living on tea and talking, 
while the murderer Samoylo Ivanov is preparing to leave 

that had naught to do with the 
genealogy, but was only some 
contemporaneous fact. For 
Instance:

‘You say that In the year 
1572 Count Karl von Hahn-Hahn 
was married to the Baroness 
Ottilia, so and so. This was In June at the castle of — 
at Mecklemburg. Now who was the reigning Kurfister, at 
that time, what Prince reigned at — (some small German 
state) and who was the Confessor of the Pope, and the 
Pope himself in that year?’

And the answer always correct, would invariably 
come without a moment’s pause. It was often found far 
more difficult to verify the correctness of such names and 
dates than to receive the information. Mr I.A. Hahn had 
to plunge for days and weeks sometimes into dusty old 
archives, write to Germany, and apply for information into 
the most out of the way places that were designated to 
him, when he found difficulties in his way to obtain the 
knowledge he sought for in easily obtainable books and 
records.
This lasted for months. During that time never was Mme 
Blayatsky’s invisible helper or helpers found mistaken in 
one single instance!20

One of the most startling phenomena happened 
very soon after Mme Blavatsky’s return, In the early 
spring of that year [1859].

Both sisters were then living with their father in their 
country-house in a village, belonging to Mme Yahontoff.

As I was not always at home to follow every one 
of the Incidents, the following chapter is from the pen of 
Mme Yahontoff herself,21 who put very obligingly her diary 
and notes written in those days at my command. I leave 
the narrative as I find it.

In consequence of a crime committed not far from 
the boundaries of my property (a man was found with 
his head severed In the woods and whose murderer 
remained unknown), the Superintendent of the District 
Police passing one afternoon through our village stopped 
to make some inquiries in the village. The researches were 
made very secretly, and he had not said a word about his 
business to anyone in the house not even our father. He 
was an acquaintance who visited our family occasionally, 
and when he stopped at our house on his district tour no 
one asked him why he had come, for he made us very 
frequent visits, as to all the other proprietors. It is only 
on the following morning after he had ordered the village 
serfs to appear for examination—which proved useless—
that the inmates learned anything of his mission. During 
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for other another uyezd [district], 
which “will be the last time he is 
seen here.” So, go to Oreshkino 
right away: you will catch him 
hiding in the attic of the muzhik 
[peasant] Andrey Vlasov’s house.”

— “Batuishki!” [good 
gracious]

“My dear fellows! What are these miracles?”  The 
district police superintendent was puzzled and begged for 
an answer.  As a matter of fact, Oreshkino village is on my 
list of the suspected spots!  Please allow me ask you how 
you know that the name of a murderer is Samoylo Ivanov 
and that he is hiding at Vlasov’s place?  And who is this 
Vlasov?”

An answer followed in the same manner: “You 
may not see farther than your nose! But we, we know 
everything that we want to know!  Samoylo Ivanov is a 
soldier on indefinite leave. Yesterday, he was drunk, had 
a fight and was not himself when the devil pushed him to 
beat a man to death.”

So, the district police superintendent jumped up 
and left in a hurry. The pieces of information he obtained 
closely corresponded to the information already collected 
by him, and he rushed to Oreshkino.3

Next morning, very early, a courier sent by the 
district police superintendent arrived and informed the 
ladies and gentlemen that everything had happened just 
as though it had been written in stone. The murderer was 
arrested as he was lodging for the night at the muzhik 
Vlasov’s place and indeed appeared to be the soldier 
Ivanov on indefinite leave.

tea, as they were all sitting around 
the table, there came the usual 
knocks, raps and disturbances in 
the walls, the ceiling and about the 
furniture of the room.

To our father’s question 
why the Police Superintendent 
should not try to learn something of the name and the 
whereabouts of the murderer from my sister’s invisible 
agents, the officer. Captain O—, only incredulously 
smiled. He had heard of the ‘allknowing’ spirits, but was 
ready to bet almost anything that these ‘homed. and 
hoofed gentlemen’ would prove insufficient for such a 
task. They will hardly betray and give out their own,’ he 
added with a silly laugh.

This fling at her invisible ‘powers’, and laugh, as 
she thought at her own expense, made Mme Blavatsky 
change colour and feel—as she said—an irrepressible 
desire to humble the ignorant fool, who hardly knew what 
he was talking about. She turned fiercely upon the police 
officer.

‘And suppose I proved you the contrary?’ she 
defiantly asked him.

Then,’ he answered still laughing, ‘I would resign 
my office and offer it to you, Madame. Or still better I 
would strongly urge the authorities to place you at the 
head of the Secret Police Department.’

‘Now, look here. Captain,’ she angrily said, ‘I 
do not like meddling in such a dirty business and help 
you detectives. Yet since you defy me, let father say the 
alphabet, and you put down the letters and record what 
will be rapped out. My presence is not needed for this, 
and with your permission I will even leave the room.’

She angrily went away and taking a book placed 
herself on the balcony, apparently quite unconcerned 
with what was going on. Our father, anxious at 
making a convert, began repeating the alphabet. The 
communication received was far from complimentary in 
its adjectives at the address of the police Superintendent. 
The outcome of the message was, that while he was 
talking nonsense at Rougodevo (the name of our new 
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This incident caused a lot of talk around the district 
and highlighted the events associated with Blavatsky. We 
ourselves were interested most of all in the manifestation 
of the intelligence and unique distinctive nature of the 
invisible personalities.

property), the murderer, whose 
name was Samoylo Ivanof, will 
have crossed over before daylight 
to the next district and thus escape 
the officer’s clutches. ‘At present 
he is hiding under a bundle of hay, 
in the loft of a peasant, named 
Andrew Vlassof, of the village of Oreshkino. By going 
there immediately you will secure the criminal...’

The effect upon the man was tremendous! Our 
Stanovoy (district officer) was positively nonplussed, 
and confessed that Oreshkino was one of the suspected 
villages he had on his list. But....

‘Allow me, however, to inquire,’ he asked of the 
table from which the raps proceeded and bending over 
it with a suspicious look upon his face, ‘how come you—
whoever you are—-to know anything of the murderer’s 
name, or of that of the confederate who hides him in his 
loft?...And who is Vlassof...for I know him not?’

The answer came clear but rather contemptuous.
Very likely that you should neither know nor see 

beyond your own nose. We. however, who are now 
giving you the information have the means of knowing 
everything we like to know...Samoylo Ivanof is an ancient 
soldier on leave...He was drunk and quarreled with the 
victim in the woods. The murder was not premeditated, 
for the hatchet that cut in the morning brushwood, in the 
hands of a man blinded with fuiy, cut the victim’s head in 
the afternoon... .It is a misfortune...not a crime.’

Upon hearing these words the Superintendent 
rushed out of the house like a madman and drove off at a 
furious rate toward Oreshkino, which was more than thirty 
miles distant from Rougodevo. The information agreeing 
admirably with some points he had laboriously collected 
and furnishing the last word to the mystery in the names 
given—he had no doubt in his own mind that the rest 
should prove true, as he confessed some time after.

On the following morning a horseman—a 
messenger sent by the Stanovoy, made his appearance 
with a letter to father. Events in Oreshkino proved every 
word of the information to be correct. The murderer was 
found and arrested in his hiding place at Andrew Vlassofs 
cottage, and identified as a soldier on leave named 
Samoylo Ivanof!

This event proved a great sensation in the district, 
and henceforward the messages obtained through the 
instrumentality of my sister were viewed in a more serious 
light.  But this brought, a few weeks after, very disagreeable 
complications; for the Police of St Petersburg wanted to 
know how could one, and that one a woman who had 
just returned from foreign countries, know anything of the 
details of a murder. It cost our father great exertions to 
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The séances were most successful when we were 
alone, when nobody wanted to conduct any experiments, 
when nobody needed to be persuaded or educated, 
when the séance was guided by will and instructions, 
not limited by any of us, even by the major hero of 
these events (Blavatsky), but orchestrated by invisible 
personalities which had a full control of these events. 
At such séances, the invisible personalities surpassed 
themselves by demonstrating their own supernatural 
powers. We came to the conclusion that there were 
different types of such personalities, and one of these, 
a personality of the highest rank, rarely condescended 
to communicate with strangers, but readily manifested 
itself before our eyes, responding to our appeal only 
when there was total harmony within the audience, which 
promoted the manifestation of the medium’s power. The 
effects which were produced scarcely depended on the 
medium’s will. Such séances, like the one with the chess 
table in Pskov, were rarely successful. In most cases, 
personalities operated absolutely willfully, not in the least 
coordinating their actions with the requests of people 
around.  This was rather annoying when we wanted to 
engage an intelligent refined adept but, as ill luck would 
have it, nothing wonderful would occur! We wanted to 
hear something outstanding, but they spoke nonsense. 
We wanted to observe an event that we had repeatedly 
witnessed, but this almost never happened.4 I remember 
one evening, when in the presence of guests, who came 
from far away to visit us specifically “to see with their 
own eyes and to hear with their own ears,” Blavatsky 
unsuccessfully tried to use all the power of her will, but 
absolutely nothing happened!  Our guests felt extremely 
dissatisfied and left in a most skeptical and derisive 
mood; however as soon as the door closed behind them, 
when the bells on their carriage could still be heard as 
they were riding along the entrance drive, all the objects 
started moving and it seemed that all the furniture became 
animated, so the rest of the evening and all that night we 
felt as if we were in an imaginary enchanted palace of a 
kind of Scheherazade.

What didn’t happen that night!  All events that 
we had observed previously at different moments of our 
life took place that memorable night. Now, it was scales 
played on a closed piano in the reception room while 

settle the matter and satisfy the 
suspicious authorities that there 
had been no fouler play in this 
business than the intervention of 
supernatural powers— in which 
the Police pretended, of course, to 
have no faith.

The most successful phenomena took place 
during those hours when our family were alone, when no 
one cared to make experiments or demand useless tests, 
and when there was no one to convince or enlighten. At 
such moments the manifestations were left to produce 
themselves at their own impulse and pleasure, none of 
us— not even the chief author of the phenomena under 
observation, at any rate as far as those present could see 
and judge from appearance—assuming any active part in 
trying to guide them. And then the marvellous phenomena 
became unparalleled in their weird, so to say, superhuman 
display. We arrived very soon at the conviction that the 
forces at work—as Madame B. constantly told us—had 
to be divided into several distinct categories. While the 
lowest on the scale of invisible beings22 produced most 
of the physical phenomena, the very highest among the 
agencies23  condescended but rarely to a communication 
or intercourse with strangers. The last named ‘invisibles* 
made themselves manifestedly seen, felt and heard only 
during those hours when we were alone in the family, 
and when great harmony and quiet reigned among 
us. Harmony, it is said, helps wonderfully toward the 
manifestation of the so-called mediumistic force; and the 
effects produced seemed to depend but little on the will or 
volition of the ‘medium’.24  Such feats as accomplished with 
the little chess-table at Pskoff were rare. In the majority 
of the cases the phenomena were sporadic and quite 
independent from anyone’s will, never heeding as they 
seemed anyone’s suggestions and generally appearing 
in direct contradiction with the desire expressed by those 
present. We used to feel extremely vexed whenever 
there was a chance to convince some highly intellectual 
investigator and that through HPB’s obstinacy or lack of 
will nothing came out of it. We asked for one of those 
highly intellectual, profound answers we got so often 
when alone, and received in answer some impertinent 
bosh...begged for the repetition of some phenomenon we 
had observed hundreds of times—and our wish was only 
laughed at. I well remember, how during a grand evening 
party, when several families of friends had come from far 
off, in some cases from distances of hundreds of miles, 
on purpose to witness to ‘hear with their ears and see 
with their eyes’, Mme Blavatsky though assuring us she 
did all she could, gave them no result to ponder upon. 
This lasted-for several days. She would do nothing!25  
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all of us were dining there. Now, 
following the demanding glance 
of the medium, her cigarette box, 
her handkerchief or her matchbox 
was flying to her through the 
room. Now, in the room next to the 
reception hall, all the lamps and 

candles went out, and when we came in with candles, 
it appeared that all the furniture was turned up upside 
down by invisible hands, absolutely undamaged.  We had 
scarcely recovered from such a miracle, when we heard 
playing piano again in the reception room, but this time 
the playing was orderly, resembling a bravura march. We 
looked at each other and realized that everybody, except 
for little Liza, who had already been sleeping for a long 
time, were present, so we rushed into the reception room 
but, as expected, found the piano closed.

We sat around a large dining table and started 
the séance. Immediately, the table started violently 
shaking, quickly moving around the room, rising up to a 
man’s height.  Briefly, all the events occurred there that 
had repeatedly happened when the audience included 
only those who were close to Helena Petrovna.

The visitors left dissatisfied and 
in a spirit as sceptical as it was 
uncharitable. Hardly, however, the 
gates had been closed after them, 
and the bells of their horses were 
merrily tinkling in the last alley of 
the entrance park that everything 
in the room seemed to become endowed with life. The 
furniture acted as though every piece of it was animated 
and gifted with voice and speech, and we passed the 
rest of the evening and the greatest part of the night as 
though we were between the walls of the magic palace of 
some Sheherazzade.

It is far easier to enumerate the phenomena 
that did not take place during those forever memorable 
hours than to describe those that did...All those weird 
manifestations that we had observed at various times 
seemed to have been repeated for our sole benefit during 
that night. At one moment as we sat at supper in the 
dining room there were loud accords played on the piano 
which stood in the adjoining apartment [and which] was 
closed and locked and placed so that we could all of us 
see it from where we were through the large open doors. 
Then at the first command and look of Mme Blavatsky 
there came rushing to her through the air her tobacco-
pouch, her box of matches, her pocket-handkerchief, 
and anything she asked or was made to ask for. Then 
as we were taking our seats all the lights in the room 
were suddenly extinguished—lamps and wax- candles—
as though a rush of mighty wind had swept through the 
whole apartment, and when a match was instantly stuck, 
there was all the heavy furniture, sofas, arm-chairs, 
tables, cupboards and large sideboard, standing upside 
down as though turned over noiselessly by some invisible 
hands, and not an ornament of the fragile carved work, 
not a plate broken! Hardly had we gathered our senses 
after this miraculous performance when we heard again 
someone playing on the piano—a loud and intelligent 
piece of music, a long marche de bravoure this once. 
As we rushed with lighted candles to the instrument (I 
mentally counting those present to ascertain that all, with 
the exception of little Liza, were present), we found, as 
we had anticipated, the piano locked, and the last sounds 
of the accord finale still vibrating in the still air under the 
heavy closed lid.

After this, notwithstanding the late hour, we placed 
ourselves around our large dining table and had a seance. 
The huge family dining board began to shake with great 
force, and then to move, sliding rapidly about the room In 
every direction, to raise itself up to the height of a man; 
In short, we had all the manifestations that never failed 
when we were alone, i.e. when only those nearest and 
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Among the numerous, 
various and startling events that 

took place at this séance, I will tell you in detail only about 
two events.

This time, Pushkin was one of the communicating 
invisible personalities who manifested himself in a most 
pronounced way. In saying this, I would ask the reader 
not to conclude that we believed this invisible personality 
to be the really deceased poet whose ashes were buried 
near Rugodevo, in the area called “Holy Hills.” We have 
already expressed our opinion concerning the extent 
that one could believe in the messages and statements 
communicated by these personalities. However, that 
does not prevent us from mentioning that at our séances 
the names of great men were presented. Some of them 
talked very cleverly, used the scientific approach and 
provided useful information; others, despite the famous 
names presented, talked about rubbish that would have 
done honor to any circus clown rather than to Socrates, 
Cicero or Martin Luther.5

So, that night it was Pushkin who entertained 
us with his conversation. He was in a melancholic and 
dismal mood, and, by the way, to our questions about 
why he was so sad or what he was suffering from or what 
he wanted, he responded with the following impromptu 
address, which I kept for myself despite the fact that it 
was beneath any literary criticism:

dearest to HPB were present and 
none of the strangers who came 
to her attracted by mere curiosity 
and often a malevolent and hostile 
feeling.

Among the mass of the 
various and striking phenomena 
that took place on that memorable night, I will mention 
but two.

And here I must mention the following remarks 
made In those days:—whenever my sister Mme B. sat, 
to please us, for communications through ‘raps’ we were 
asked by her to choose what we will have—‘Shall we 
have the mediumistic, the spook,26  raps, or the raps by 
clairvoyant proxy?’ she asked.27  And, though few of us. 
If any, understood then clearly what she meant, yet she 
would act either one way or the other, never mixing the 
two methods. We chose the former—the ‘spook raps’ as 
the easiest to obtain, affording us more amusement and 
to her less trouble.

Thus, out of the many invisible and ‘distinguished’ 
visitors of that night, the most active and prominent 
among them was the alleged spirit of Poushkine. I beg the 
reader to remember that we never for a moment believed 
that spook to be really the great poet, whose earthly 
remains rest in the neighbourhood of our Rougodevo, in 
the monk’s territory known as the ‘Holy Mountains’. We 
had been warned by Mme Blavatsky and knew well how 
much we could trust to the communications and say of 
such unseen visitors. But the i fact of our having chosen 
for that seance the ‘spook-raps’ does not at all interfere 
with the truth of that other assertion of ours, namely, that, 
whenever we wanted something genuine and resorted 
to the method of ‘clairvoyant proxy’ we had very often 
communications of great power and vigour of thought, 
profoundly scientific and remarkable in every way, made 
not by, but in the spirit of the great defunct personage in 
whose name they were given. It is only when we resorted 
to the ‘spook-raps’ that, notwithstanding the world-known 
names of the eminent personages in which the goblins 
of the seance-rooms so love to parade—that we got 
answers and discourses that might do honour to a circus-
clown, but hardly to a Socrates, a Cicero or a Martin 
Luther.28

Thus, we were entertained on that evening by 
A. Poushkine. The poet seemed to be in one of those 
melancholy and dark moments; and, to our queries, what 
was the matter, what made him suffer, and what we could 
do for him, he obliged us with an extemporary poem 
which I preserved, notwithstanding that its character and 
style are beneath criticism. The substance of it—which is 
hardly worth translation—was to the effect that there was 
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“Why, my friends, do you 
want to know,

What I may want today?
My only wish is
To rest in the bosom of 

death.
I will not reach the vault of 

heaven!
I have sinned much when alive.
So now I am tormented by awful shadows.”
— ‘Poor Aleksander Sergeevich!” Mme Blavatsy’s 

father said after we had read him this verse.  He stood up 
looking around in search for something.

— “What are you looking for?” we asked him.
— “Oh, my chibouk! I am sick of cigars, but my 

chibouk disappeared and I can’t find it anywhere!
— “But during dinner, you were smoking your 

pipe.”
— “Well, I did, but now, it seems Helena’s ‘spirits’ 

hid it”
“One, two, three! One, two, three!”  Knocking 

started all around the room, confirming his guess.
— “Isn’t that something! Really? So, tell me, my 

dear fellow Pushkin, where did you take it? My heart 
might stop right here on earth, earlier than expected.”

“One, two, three! One, two, three!” A knocking 
started on the table.

— “Is it you, Aleksander Sergeevich?”
We began pronouncing the alphabet.
“No, it’s me, your former batman, Your Most 

Honorable Sir. I’m Voronov.”

— “Oh, it’s you! Voronov!  I am very glad to meet 
you, my old fellow. Try to remember good old times and 
give me my pipe.”

— “I would have been glad to, but can’t.  They 
won’t let me.  You may want to get it by yourself.  It’s up 
there, over your head, dangling on the lamp.”

Everybody looked up. It was really so: both ends 
of his chibouk were swinging on the iron shade of the 
lamp hanging over the table we had been sitting at during 
the séance.6

This event struck us who were already used to 
not being surprised at many things that in the recent past, 
despite all evidence, we would not believe in.

no reason for us to know his secret 
sufferings. Why should we try to 
know what he may be wishing for? 
He had but one desire: to rest in 
the bosom of Death, and instead 
of which he was suffering in great 
darkness for his sins, tortured by 
the traditional devil and had lost all hope of ever reaching 
the bliss of becoming a winged cherub, etc, etc.29

‘Poor Alexandre Sergeitch!’ exclaimed ironically 
our father upon hearing read this wretched posthumous 
production; and so saying he arose as though in search 
of something.

What are you looking for?’ we asked.
‘My long pipe! I have had enough of these cigars, 

and I cannot find my pipe: where can it be?’
“You have just smoked it, after supper, papa,’ I 

ventured.
‘I did. And now Helena’s “spirits” must have walked 

off with it, or hidden it somewhere.’
‘One-two-three!...One-two-three!’ affirmed triple 

raps around us, as though mocking the old gentleman.
‘Indeed?...Well this is a foolish joke!...Could not 

our friend Poushkine tell us where he has hidden it? Do 
let us know, for life itself would become worthless on this 
earth without my old and faithful pipe.’
‘One-two-three!.. .One-two-three!’ knocked the table,

‘Is this you Alexandre Segeitch?’ we asked.
At this juncture my sister frowned angrily and the 

raps suddenly stopped.
‘No,’ she said, after a moment’s pause, ‘it is only 

somebody else.’ And putting her hand on the table she 
set the raps going again.

Who is it then?’
‘It is me, your old ordinance, your Honour...

Voronof.’
‘Ah, Voronof!...Very glad to meet you again, my 

good fellow...Now try to remember old times; bring me 
my pipe.’
‘I would be happy to do so, your Honour, but I am not able 
to. Somebody holds me fast...But you can take it yourself, 
your Honour...See, there it is, swinging over your head on 
the lamp.’

We all raised our heads. Verily: there where a 
minute before there was nothing at all, there was now the 
huge Turkish pipe placed horizontally on the alabaster 
shade and balancing over it with its two ends sticking out 
at both sides of the lamp hung over the dining table.

This new physical manifestation filled us with 
astonishment even those of us who had been accustomed 
to live in a world of marvel for months.30  Hardly a year 
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IV.

Now, we will go on with 
a story that indicates that Helena Petrovna also was a 
medium who saw things. If in our description of individual 
episodes we had tried to keep to a chronological order, 
the following fact, which took place in 1859, would have 
been told earlier. The event happened in the spring of 
1859, at a time when the sisters had just moved to the 
country.

We have to draw your attention to the fact that 
before coming to Rugodevo, none of the sisters had ever 
been to this place: it was bought by the younger sister’s 
husband from people totally unknown to them just a few 
months before his death. His unexpected early death 
made this estate the only property belonging to his widow 
and her two little boys. They were forced to move in, but 
they did not have any idea about who their neighbors 
were, especially those who had been living in the place 
before. The younger sister [Yahontov] only knew that the 
estate had been bought from a certain Statkovsky who 
was the husband of a granddaughter of its former owners, 
the Shusherins.  Who these Shusherins were, the former 
proprietors of these picturesque hills, pine woods, lakes, 
and birch groves and the old mansion overlooking a 
30-verst territory stretching up to Novorzhev, the new 
owners of the place couldn’t have had any idea, much 
less Helena Petrovna, who had been living out of Russia 
for ten years.

One night on the second or third day after the 
sisters’ arrival in Rugodevo, they were strolling around 
the flower garden along the facade of the house. The 
windows of the ground floor opened rather low toward 
the flower garden, and the other side of the house, at the 
corner, looked toward the orchard. The family occupied 
the upper floor.  There were eight or nine large rooms.  
Two rooms downstairs to the right off the entrance were 

before we would not have believed 
even in the possibility of what we 
now regarded as perfectly proven 
facts.

And now we will describe 
mental phenomena proving that HPB was likewise a seer, 
that which is now generally, and as I believe—erroneously 
called in every case—a ‘clairvoyant medium’. If, when 
narrating solitary detached events made the episodes 
follow strictly chronological order, then this ought to have 
preceded all the other manifestations described. It was in 
the early part of 1859 when, immediately after her return 
to Russia, Mme Blavatsky went to live with her father and 
sister in the country place of the latter. Here again, I will 
let her sister speak.

We had just settled in Rougodevo,31  a village of 
which neither of us not even had the least idea, never 
having been there before. It had been bought only a 
year before by my deceased husband from parties 
entirely unknown to us till then, and through an agent; 
and therefore no one knew anything of their antecedents 
or even who they really were. It was quite unexpectedly 
that owing to the sudden death of Mr Yahontoff,32  this 
property passed into my hands. Left a widow, I decided 
to settle in it for a time with my two baby sons, our 
father and my two sisters—H.P. Blavatsky and Liza, the 
youngest, and father’s only daughter by another wife. I 
could, therefore have no acquaintance with either our 
neighbours—landed proprietors of other villages—or 
with the relatives of the late owner of my property, people 
belonging to another class of society than we did. All I 
knew was that Rougodevo had been bought from one 
named Statkovsky, the husband of the granddaughter 
of its late owners, a family named Shousherine. Who 
were those Shousherines, the hereditary proprietors of 
those picturesque hills and mountains, of the dense pine- 
forests, the lovely lakes, and our old park and nearly as 
old a mansion, from the top of which one could take a 
sweeping view of the country at 30 versts around, we, its 
present proprietors could have no conception whatever—
least of all HPB who had been out of Russia for over 
twelve years and had just then returned.

It was on the second or third evening after our 
arrival at Rougodevo. We were two of us walking along 
the flower-beds in front of the house. The ground floor 
windows looked right into the flower garden, while those 
of its three other sides were surrounded with a large, old 
shadowy garden. We had settled on the first floor, which 
consisted of nine or ten large rooms, while our elderly 
father occupied a suite of rooms on the ground floor on 
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occupied by the sisters’ father; to 
the left, along the facade of the 
mansion, there were two similar 
rooms not occupied and locked 
with a key, waiting for the guests 
for whom they were reserved. 
In the rooms with windows on 

the opposite facade of the house, the domestics lived, 
and these rooms were not within the view from the front 
entrance of the mansion. There was a clear view of empty 
rooms only, especially of the second room, in the corner, 
which was visible and filled with the evening rays of the 
sun that obliquely ran through it. The sisters were slowly 
walking along the windows and each time when they 
approached the corner room the eldest (Helena Petrovna) 
looked inside with a long look that she turned away from 
the room with reluctance and a strange smile on her face. 
Vera, the younger sister, noticed these glances and asked 
her what she saw.

— “Do you want me to tell you?” Helena Petrovna 
replied.  “But watch out, you may be scared.”

— “Why should I be scared?  Thank God, I see 
nothing. It’s ghosts, isn’t it, the ghosts you usually see 
who come from the other world?”

— “Oh, I can not tell you from which world they 
came, from the other or this world, because I don’t know 
them and have never seen them before. However, I’d 
rather think from certain signs that they came from the 
other world.”

— “Well! Their faces look like the faces of the 
dead, don’t they?”

— “Oh, no! Then I would have seen them like the 
dead, in coffins or on a table.  I’ve seen that. But these 
people are walking and looking as if they are alive. They 
do not need to inform me of their passing away because 
I did not know them when they were alive. But they look 
as if they were living in olden times! Their dresses are like 
the ones you only see now in portraits. Except for one, 
though.”

—  “Who is that?”
— “Oh! He looks like a student or painter. He 

wears a velvet top blouse and has a wide belt. His hair is 
long and curly reaching his shoulders. He is a very young 
man, a youngster. . . . He stands at some distance from 
the others and is looking in the opposite direction.”

At that moment, the sisters stopped and both 
were looking into the closed room. However, the room 
looked empty only to one of them. The second sister saw 

the right hand side of the large 
entrance hall. The rooms opposite 
to his, those on the left side, were 
uninhabited, and in the expectation 
of future visitors stood empty with 
their doors securely locked. The 
rooms occupied by the servants 
were at the back of the mansion and could not be seen 
from where we were. Alone the windows of the now empty 
apartments came out in bright relief, especially the rooms 
at the left angle; its windows reflecting the rays of the 
setting sun in full, seemed illuminated through and through 
with this efful- gency of those bright sun-beams. We were 
slowly walking up and down the gravel walk under those 
windows, and, each time that they approached the angle 
of the house, my sister (HPB) looked into the window with 
a strange searching glance, and lingered on that spot, a 
puzzling expression and smile settling upon her face.

Remarking at last her furtive glances and smiles, I 
wanted to know what was it that so attracted her attention 
in an empty room?

‘Shall I tell?...Well, if you promise me not to be 
frightened, then I may,’ she answered hesitatingly.

What reasons have I to be frightened?... Thank 
heavens, I see nothing myself... Well, and what do you 
see? Is it, as usual, visitors from the other world?’
‘I could not tell you now, Vera...for I do not know them...
But, if my conjectures are right, they do seem rather, if 
not quite the dwellers themselves, at least the shadows 
of such dwellers from another, but certainly not from our 
world. I recognize this by certain signs.’

What signs? Are their faces those of dead men?’ 
I asked, very nervously, I confess.

‘Oh no!... for in such a case I would see them as 
dead people, in their beds, or in their coffins. Such sights 
I am familiar with...But these men are walking about and 
look just as alive men do. They have no mortal reason to 
warn me of their death, since I do not know who they are, 
and never knew them alive. But they do look...so very 
antiquated! Their dresses are such as we see only on old 
family portraits. One, however, is an exception.’

‘How does he look?’
Well, this one looks as though he were a German 

student or an artist. A black velvet blouse with a wide 
leather sash...Long hair hanging in heavy waves down 
his back and shoulders. This one is quite a young man...
He stands apart and seems to look quite in a different 
direction from the one where the others are.’

We had now again approached the angle of the 
house and halting, were both looking into the empty room 
through the bright window panes. It was brilliantly lit up by 
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it inhabited by those who used to 
live there and possibly had already 
passed away long ago.

Blavatsky continued:

— “Look, look, he turned his head towards us. 
Look! As if he became afraid of us and disappeared! How 
strange it is!  As if he melted away in the sunshine.”

— “During the evening séance, let’s ask who he 
is!”  Vera suggested.

— “Let’s. Well, what of that! Is it possible to trust 
them?  I would give anything to become capable, like 
some other people can, of calling exactly those whom I 
want to talk to! Unfortunately, it only rarely works well with 
me! You see, what an ugly situation! Why is it so?”

— “Well, why are you telling me all the time: 
look, and look! As if I was like you, a clairvoyant. Tell my, 
who are the other people in the room? But listen, if it is 
something scary, don’t tell me! I don’t want to know!”

— “Well, no!  Nothing special. It seems to me 
there are three of them, though one of them I don’t see 
clearly. It seems to be a woman. She is merging somehow 
with the shadow in the corner. In addition, here is an old 
lady, as if she is alive, standing and looking at me. A very 
sweet and stout old lady! Frilly cap, white scarf crosswise 
around her neck, grey dress and checkered apron.”

— “Well, you are describing a portrait in the 
Flemish school of painting?” Ya_v [Yahontov] burst out 
laughing. “Are you serious? Aren’t you making all it up?”

— “God is my witness, I’m not making it up! Well, 
it’s really a pity that you can’t see them!”

— “No, thank you! Me, I don’t feel pity at all! 
Never mind them! How terrible!”

— “There is nothing terrible! Well, except perhaps 
this old man.”

— “What old man?”
— “This old man is awfully strange! Tall, skinny, 

the sunbeams of the setting sun, 
but the room was empty evidently, 
but only for one of us. For my sister 
it was full of the images, probably 
of its long departed, late inmates.

Mme Blavatsky went 
on looking thoughtfully, and to 
describe what she saw.
There, there...he looks into our direction... See!’ she 
muttered. ‘He looks as though he is startled at our sight...
here...he is no more. How strange...He seems to have 
melted away in that sunbeam!’

‘Let us call them out, tonight, and ask them who 
they are,’ I suggested.

We may...But what of that? Can anyone of them be 
relied upon, or believed? I would pay any price to be able 
to command and control as they do—some personages I 
might name! But I cannot...I must fail for years to come,’ 
she added regretfully.

Who [are] they...Whom do you mean?’
They, those who know and can— not mediums 

of course’—she contemptuously added—‘But look, look, 
what a sight!...Oh, see what an ugly monster! Who can 
he be?’
‘Now what’s the use in your telling me “look, look! and 
see!” How can I look when I see nothing, not being a 
clairvoyant as you are...Tell me how do those others 
look?...Only, now here, if it is something too dreadful...
then you better stop!’ I added, feeling a cold chill creeping 
over me. And seeing she was going to speak, cried out 
‘Now pray, do not say anything more if it is too dreadful.’

‘Don’t be afraid, there is nothing dreadful in it...
It only seemed to me so. They are now three...one, 
however, I can see very hazily; it is a woman, and 
she seems to be always merging into, and then again 
emerging out of, that shadow in the comer... Oh, there’s 
an old, old lady standing there looking at me, as though 
she were alive...What a nice kind, fat old thing, she must 
have been! She has a white frilled cap on her hair, a white 
kerchief crossed on her shoulders, a grey, shortish and 
narrow dress and a checked apron.’

Why, you are painting some fancy portrait of the 
Flemish school!’ I laughed. ‘Now look here!...I am really 
afraid that you are mystifying me.’

‘I swear, I do not! But I am so sorry that you cannot 
see!’

Thanks; but I am not at all sorry. Peace be upon all 
those ghosts! How horrible!’

‘Not at all horrible. They are all quite nice and 
natural!...with the exception, maybe, of that old man.’ 
What old man?’
‘A very, very funny old man. Tall, gaunt, and with such 
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with such suffering on his face! In 
addition, his fingernails are awful! 
Really! Like claws, a full vershok 
[about two inches] long.”

— “Lord, have mercy upon 
us! Whom are you describing? As 
if it is . . . .”

— “The devil himself,” Vera wanted to say, but 
did not finish the sentence. Suddenly, she got very scared 
and moved away off the dark window.

The sun was already down, but the sunset was 
resting its crimson light on all things around. The flower 
garden was radiant with double beauty under this light, 
only a dark blue shadow of the corner of the building fell 
on it and covered half. Blavatsky stayed behind the dark 
corner, but her sister got out into the bright light and called 
her to take a look at a wonderful view: distant woody hills 
with tops still golden, ponds with all the green mosaic of 
the shores reflected on their surface, and an old chapel 
slumbering in peace in the heart of a birch grove.

Helena Petrovna approached, wrapped up in her 
thoughts. She wanted to know whom she saw just then 
and was sure that the people had formerly lived here.

— “It is only this old man I feel intrigued with!” she 
said. –“Why does he have such long fingernails; and also, 
you know, such a strange black and high hat. It looks like 
a monk’s klobuk [hat]!”

— “Never mind them!”

— “It is very interesting, especially since I see such 
things very rarely. Other mediums, with stronger powers, 
say that they are surrounded by numerous phantoms all 
the time. On the contrary, I’m not. Only sometimes. For 
instance, just yesterday night in Liza’s [their youngest 
sister’s] room, I saw a gentleman with whiskers.”

— “In Liza’s room? Near the children?? Oh, no, 
for God sake, isn’t it possible to move him somewhere 
else? I hope that he came there only that one time in 
order to meet you but won’t settle there forever. I wonder 
why you don’t feel afraid of them?!”

a suffering upon his worn-out face! 
And then it is his nails that puzzle 
me. What terrible long nails he has, 
or claws, rather! Why they must be 
over an inch long!’ ‘Heaven help 
us!’ I could not help shrieking out. 
Whom are you describing? Surely 
it must be...’ I was going to say—‘the devil himself,’ but 
stopped short, overcome by a shudder. Unable to control 
my terror I hastily left the place under the window and 
stood at a safe distance.

The sun had gone down, but the gold and 
crimson flush of its departing rays lingered now covering 
everything—the house, the old trees of the garden and 
the large pond In the background. The flowers glittered 
with a double attraction in this brilliant light. Alone the 
angle of the old house cut the golden hue in two with 
a dark, gloomy shadow. H.P. Blavatsky remained alone 
behind that obscure angle overshadowed by the thick 
foliage of an oak, while I sought a safer refuge in the glow 
of the large open space near the flower-bed and kept 
urging her to come out of her nook, and better look at 
the lovely panorama: on the far-off wooded hills with their 
tops still glowing in the golden hue; on the quiet smooth 
ponds and the large dormant lake reflecting in its mirror-
like waters the green chaotic confusion of its banks, and 
the ancient chapel slumbering in its nest of birch.

My sister came out at last, pale and thoughtful. 
She was determined, she said, to learn who it was whom 
she had just seen. She felt sure the shadowy figures were 
the lingering reflections of people who had inhabited at 
some time those empty rooms.

‘I am puzzled to know who the old man can 
be!’ she kept saying. Why should he have allowed his 
nails to grow to such a Chinese extraordinary length...
And then, another peculiarity: he wears a most strange 
looking black cap, very high, and something similar to the 
klobouk of our monks.33

‘Do let these horrid phantoms alone...Do not think 
of them!’

Why? It is very interesting.. .the more so, since I 
now see them so rarely...I wish I were yet a real medium, 
as the latter, I am told, are constantly surrounded by a 
host of ghosts, and that I see them now but occasionally, 
not as I used to years ago, when a child...Last night, 
however, I saw in Liza’s room a tall gentleman with long 
whiskers.’

What? in the nursery room...near the children? Oh 
please, drive him away from there, at least. I do hope the 
ghost has only followed you there, and has not made his 
permanent abode of that place?...How can you keep so 
cool and feel no fear when you see them is something I 
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— “Well, why should 
I? They are harmless, in most 
cases. Moreover, I’m used to 
them! Actually, I’m sure that we 
are constantly surrounded my 
thousands, by millions of them.”

— “So, do you think that all these are phantoms 
of the dead?”

— “I’m sure of it.”
— “So why we are not constantly surrounded 

by our close relatives? Why should we suffer from the 
presence of uninvited outsiders, strangers?”

— “Well, I can not explain it to you! How many 
times I have tried to call someone familiar to me, a 
relative; how many times I begged, I wished with all my 
heart, in vain! Two or three times I saw someone familiar 
to me, but not people who were very close, and it always 
happened unexpectedly, without my wish. As far as I have 
noticed, we are not the ones that attract them, but places 
where they lived. If you want, we may ask the domestic 
servants, the old man or someone else. I’m sure, that 
they will be able to recognize them by our description and 
will tell us who these people were.”

The sisters did so. They set down on the porch 
steps and called the first of the house-serfs who were 
passing by. These were Timofey Nekrasov, a former tailor 
who had already retired, and Ulian, a gardener.

First the sisters asked them if they knew an old 
man who had lived here in the past and who had a high 
hat, long fingernails, a long grey suit, etc.?

could never understand!’
‘And why should I fear 

them? They are harmless in most 
cases unless encouraged. Then, I 
am too accustomed to such sights 
to experience even a passing 
uneasiness. If anything, I feel 
disgust and a contemptuous pity for the poor spooks! In 
fact, I feel convinced that all of us mortals are constantly 
surrounded by millions of such shadows—the last mortal 
image left of themselves by their ex-proprietors.’

Then you think that these ghosts are all of them 
the reflection of the dead?’

‘I am convinced—in fact I know it.’ Why then in 
such case are we not constantly surrounded by those 
who were so near and dear to us, by our loved relatives 
and friends? Why are we allowed to be pestered only by 
a host of strangers, to suffer the uninvited presence of the 
ghosts of people whom we never knew, nor do we care 
for them?’

‘A difficult query to answer! How often, how 
earnestly have I tried to see and recognize among the 
shadows that haunted me some one of our dear relations 
or even a friend.34 Stray acquaintances and distant 
relatives for whom I cared little, I have occasionally 
recognized, but they never seemed to pay any attention to 
me, and whenever I saw them it was always unexpected 
and independently of my will. How I longed, from the 
bottom of my soul, how I have tried—all in vain! As much 
as I can make out of it, it is not the living who attract the 
dead, but rather the localities they have inhabited, those 
places where they have lived and suffered, and where 
their personalities and outward forms have been the most 
impressed upon the surrounding atmosphere. Say—shall 
we call some of your old servants, those who have been 
born and lived in this place all their lives. I feel sure, that if 
we describe to them some of the forms I have just seen, 
that they will recognize in them people they knew and 
who have died here.’ 

The suggestion was good, and it was immediately 
put to the test. We took our seats on the steps of the 
entrance door, and sent a servant to inquire who were 
the oldest serfs in the compound. An ancient tailor named 
Timothy, who lived for years exempted of any obligatory 
work on account of his services and old age, and the 
chief gardener Oulyan—a man about sixty, made soon 
their appearance.

I felt at first a little embarrassed, and made 
some commonplace questions, asking who it was who 
built one of the outhouses nearby. Then I put the direct 
query whether there had ever lived in the house an old 
man, very strange to look at, with a high black head-
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— “Oh, yes!” they both 
exclaimed, interrupting each other, 
“that is our late landowner! Exactly 
him! Our old master, Nikolai 
Mikhailych.”

— “Statkovsky?”
— “No, sudarynia! [madame] Statkovsky was a 

young man, who became our master only through his 
wife, Natalia Nikolaevna, who was a granddaughter of 
our real master, I mean, Shusherin, Nikolai Mikhailovich. 
The person you are describing is our master Nikolai 
Mikhailovich Shusherin in person.”

The sisters exchanged glances.
— “We saw his portrait in Pskov,” the younger 

explained, not willing to tell these people the truth. 
“So, why did he wear such a high hat and not cut his 
fingernails?”

— “Well, you see, a long time ago, when he 
served in Lithuania, he caught a typical local disease 
called “Polish plait.” After that he could cut neither his 
fingernails nor his hair. So, he wore a special velvet hat 
which resembled a priest’s kamelaukion [a tall black 
rimless hat]”

— “Well, what did your barynya [mistress] 
Shusherin, the wife of your landowner, look like?”

The house-serfs started describing a person 
absolutely not resembling the old lady whom Helena had 
seem.

However, based on their description, it became 
clear that the tall old lady wearing a kind of a German 
style dress whom Helena saw was a real German, 
Mina Ivanovna, who was a housekeeper who had lived 
at Shusherins’ place for more than 20 years. And not 
only that. In addition, it appeared that the room in which 
Helena Petrovna had seen, that night and many times 
later, the phantoms of the late inhabitants of the Rugodevo 
mansion served them as their last shelter on the earth: it 
was in that very room that the deceased were put before 
they were buried in a chapel behind a pond which one 
could see clearly from the windows of the room.7

gear, terribly long nails, wearing a 
habitually long grey coat, etc., etc.

No sooner had I given this 
description, when the two old 
peasants, interrupting each other, 
and with great volubility, exclaimed 
affirmatively that they ‘knew well 
who it was whom the young mistress described’.

‘Don’t we know him?...Of course we do. Why it 
is our late barrln (master)! Just as he used to be...our 
deceased master Nikolay Mihaylovitch!’

‘Statkovsky?’
‘No, no mistress...Statkovsky was the young 

master and he is not dead. He was our nominal master 
only, owing to his marriage with Nathalya Nikolaevna...
our late master’s, Nikolay Mihaylovitch Shousherene’s, 
granddaughter. And, as you have described him it is him, 
for sure—our late master Shousherene.’

My sister and I interchanged a furtive glance.
“We have heard of him,’ said I, unwilling to take 

the servants into our confidence, but did not feel sure, it 
was him. But why was he wearing such a strange looking 
cap and never cut, as it seems, his nails?’

This was owing to a disease, mistress. An 
incurable disease, as we were told, that the late master 
caught while in Lithuania, where he had resided for years. 
It is called Koltoun35  —if you have heard of it...He could 
neither cut his hair nor pare his nails...and had to cover 
constantly his head with a tall velvet cap, like a priest’s 
cap.’

“Well, and how did your mistress, Mrs Shousherene 
look?’

The tailor gave a description in no way resembling 
the Dutch-looking old lady seen by Mme Blavatsky. 
Further cross-examination elicited, however, that the old 
party, in her semi- Flemish costume, was Mina Ivanovna, 
a German housekeeper who had resided in the house 
for over twenty years; and the young man, who looked 
like a German student in his velvet blouse, was really 
such a student who had come from Gottingen. He was 
the youngest brother of Mr Statkovsky and had died in 
Rougodevo of consumption about three years before our 
arrival. This was not all moreover. We found out that the 
angle room in which HPB had seen on that evening—as 
she has later on, on many other occasions— the phantoms 
of all these deceased personages of Rougodevo, had 
been made to serve for everyone of them either as a 
death-chamber when they had breathed their last, or 
converted for their benefit into a mortuary- chamber when 
they had been laid out awaiting burial. It is from this suite 
of apartments in which their bodies had invariably passed 
from three to five days that they had been carried away 
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After that day, on several 
occasions, not only Helena Petrovna but also her little 
sister Liza happened to see various ghosts in this ancient 
mansion full of memories about olded times and people 
who had passed away. Seven-year old Liza was not at all 
afraid of the personalities she saw, whom she considered 
to be alive; so she only wondered where they came from 
and why nobody except her and her elder sister wanted 
to notice them. Luckily, after two or three similar events, 
Liza’s power disappeared and never returned to her in 
her future life. Helena Petrovna, however, possesses 
such a strong power that there is no need to inform her 
about the death of someone whom she knew: practically 
always they give her notice of their departure before she 
receives the respective letters.

The sisters’ sojourn in Rugodevo ended when 
the elder fell very ill. A few years before that, during her 
trips around Asian or American wilds, she was seriously 
wounded. Now and then, the wound would open, which 
made her suffer a great deal and even resulted in convulsions 
and loss of consciousness. This state of illness lasted for 
two or three days and then the symptoms decreased by 
themselves.  The frightened family members, however, 
did not know this and became very anxious. They sent 
to Novorzhev for a doctor who was, however, not very 
useful because he became rather puzzled and frightened 
—not by Blavatsky’s sickness but by the continuous and 
persistent bustling noises around her that seemed to be 
even more intensified by her poor condition.8 There was 
such a chaos of sounds and knockings in the floor, in the 
ceiling and in the windows that the faint-hearted doctor 
became shocked and even horrified. His fear, his absurd 
grimaces and requests not to be left alone in the room 
with the patient, and his hurry to leave the room seemed 
pretty ridiculous to Helena Petrovna’s relatives who were 
used to various, much more unusual manifestations of her 

into yonder old chapel, on the other 
side of the lake, that was so well 
seen and had been examined by 
us from the windows of our sitting 
room.

 
Since that day, not only HPB, but 
even her little sister Liza, a child of nine years old, saw 
more than once strange forms gliding noiselessly along 
the corridors of that old house, so full of lingering events 
of the past and of the images of those who had passed 
away from it. The child—strange to say—feared no more 
than her elder sister the restless ghosts; the former taking 
them innocently for living persons and concerned but with 
the to-her-interesting problem “where they had come 
from, who they were, and why no one except her “old” 
sister and herself ever consented to notice them,’ She 
found it very rude, the little young lady. Luckily for the 
child, and owing, perhaps, to the efforts of her sister, Mme 
Blavatsky, this faculty left her very soon to never return 
during her subsequent life.36  As for Helena Petrovna, it 
never left her from her very childhood. So strong is this 
weird faculty in her that it is a rare case when she has 
to learn of the death of a relative, a friend, or even of an 
old servant of the family from a letter. We have given up 
advising her of any such sad events: the dead invariably 
precede the news and tell her themselves of their demise; 
and we receive a letter in which she describes the way 
she saw this or that departed person, at the same time 
and often before the post carrying our notification could 
have reached her.

The quiet life of the sisters at Rougodevo was 
brought to an end by a terrible illness of the eldest. 
Years before, during her solitary travels in the steppes 
of Asia she had received a most remarkable wound. 
We could never learn how she had met with it. Suffice 
to say that the profound wound reopened occasionally, 
and during that time she suffered intense agony, bringing 
often convulsions and a death-like trance. The sickness 
used to last from three to four days and then the wound 
would heal as suddenly as it had reopened as though an 
invisible hand had closed it, and there would remain no 
trace of her illness. But the affrighted family was ignorant 
at first of this strange peculiarity and their despair and 
fear were great indeed. A physician was sent for to the 
neighbouring town, but he proved of little use; not so much 
indeed through his ignorance of surgery, as owing to a 
remarkable phenomenon which left him almost powerless 
to act in his great terror of what he had witnessed. He 
had hardly examined the wound of the patient prostrated 
before him in full unconsciousness, when suddenly he 
saw a large, dark hand between his own and the wound 
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invisible power which, in fact, were 
absolutely harmless. For a long 
time, the doctor’s panic made him 
a laughingstock for the inhabitants 
of the Rugodevo compound, and 
they recollected it more often than 
the episode of Helena Petrovna’s 

illness itself.

In the spring of 1860, both sisters left for the 
Caucasus to see their relatives.

V.

Until now, we’ve been talking in much detail about 
Mme Blavatsky as a medium because we personally 
witnessed the manifestations of her mediumistic powers. 

he was going to anoint.
The gaping wound was 

near the heart, and the hand kept 
slowly moving at several intervals 
from the neck down to the waist. 
To make his terror worse there 
began suddenly in the room such 
a terrific noise, such a chaos of noises and sounds, from 
the ceiling, the floor, window-panes, and every bit of 
furniture in the apartment, that the brave physician felt 
terrified, forgetting even to feel astonished or enquire for 
the reason why. His countenance convulsed with fear, his 
efforts to conceal his emotions when asking not to be left 
alone in the room with the insensible patient under the 
pretext of help needed, would have been highly ludicrous 
at any time. Later on, when she recovered, his attempts 
to explain the situation before the undeniable fact of 
his exhibiting such a pusillanimity were highly amusing. 
The appearance of ‘the large dark hand’ was attributed 
by him later on to the uncertain light in the - room and 
the wavering of the flame of candles, though the fact 
occurred in the morning. Such clumsy explanations 
together with the nervousness and dismay of the poor 
doctor—-a sceptic and a materialist—became a legend 
in the country; and being for months to come one of the 
subjects laughed at, remained impressed on the memory 
of the people together with the remembrance of Mme 
Blavatsky’s strange illness.

In the spring of 1860 both sisters left Rougodevo 
for the Caucasus, on a visit to their grandparents whom 
they had not seen for years.

Until this period of her life we have been referring 
openly to Mme Blavatsky as a ‘medium’, for having been 
an eyewitness with many others to the manifestations 
of that strange force we knew of nothing else than 
mediumship to attribute it to. But what is mediumship, so 
called? Who of the Spiritualists or Spiritists know anything 
of the boundary at which mediumship pure and simple 
stops and crossing the dark chasm of unconsciousness 
becomes at once conscious will-power, an invisible occult 
force that may be made by expert training to evolute into 
such a tremendous development as to influence at the 
adept’s volition not only the human physical and mental 
senses, but even to control inanimate nature. Where, 
when, or from whom H.P. Blavatsky had acquired such 
powers we have no means of knowing truth in all its 
details, for she was ever reticent, especially in Russia, 
to speak of it, ever trying to avoid such conversations 
and stopping every question whenever she could. But 
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We can not talk about her 
later life and activity in such detail, 

though we assure you that the facts we will be talking 
about in the following story are really true.

that she had powers transcending 
every condition of ordinary and 
observed mediumship even when 
at Rougodevo is as certain as 
daylight.

Therefore we have no 
means of giving anything certain 
about the subsequent life of H.P. Blavatsky— since 
1863 to 1871 when she returned once more home, for 
a few months, to visit her relatives at Odessa. But here 
is one strange, inexplicable fact that happened during 
her second absence from her country in the house of her 
family that goes far towards establishing the truth of her 
mysterious relations with some extraordinary persons in 
the Himalayas and Tibet. This fact has just been given 
to us by her mother’s sister, Mile de Fadeyeff—a lady of 
unimpeachable veracity of a highly honourable character 
and station in life, and one, whose profound Christian 
convictions and piety during her long life preclude the 
faintest possibility of accusing her of saying anything 
but the strictest truth. This is the fact that we strengthen 
with quotations from her autograph letters—one to Mr 
A.P. Sinnett about two years ago, and one to Colonel 
H.S. Olcott, who after seeing her at Paris last May and 
June [1884], had written to her, begging for additional 
information.

(Here Olcott’s short narrative and my aunt’s letter 
must be inserted together with the letter from Mahatma 
K.H. addressed to my aunt. Copy this, please. Miss 
Arundale for a memento for Olcott.)

[Sinnett did not include any of this material in his 
published biography. The letter from Nadyezhda Fadeyev 
to him is not available, but her letter to Col. Olcott had 
appeared in the 1885 Madras Report of the Result of an 
Investigation into Charges against Madame Blavatsky, 
brought by the Missionaries of the Scottish Free Church 
at Madras, and Examined by a Committee Appointed for 
that Purpose by the General Council of the Theosophical 
Society.

Extracts from Mile Fadeyev’s Paris letter to Olcott, 
dated 26 June 1884, have been used by a number of 
theosophical writers, but never in its entirety. Since HPB 
wished to have it in this part of the narrative, I reproduce 
the translation given on pp. 94-95 of the Adyar Committee 
Report:

‘Dear Sir and Brother,
I am always ready to render service when within my 

power, and, above all, when, as in the present instance, it 
merely requires the speaking of the plain facts.

It is true that I did write to Mr Sinnett some two or 
three years ago, in reply to one of his letters; and I seem 
to remember that I narrated to him what happened to me 
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in connection with a certain note, 
received by me phenomenally 
when my niece was at the other side 
of the world, and not a soul knew 
where she was—which grieved 
us greatly. All our researches had 
ended in nothing. We were ready 
to believe her dead, when—I think it was about the year 
1870, or possibly later—I received a letter from him, 
whom I believe you call ‘K.H.’ which was brought to me in 
the most incomprehensible and mysterious manner, by a 
messenger of Asiatic appearance, who then disappeared 
before my very eyes. This letter, which begged me not 
to fear anything, and which announced that she was 
in safety—I have still at Odessa. Immediately upon my 
return I shall send it to you, and I shall be very pleased if 
it can be of any use to you.

Pray excuse me, but it is difficult, not to say 
impossible, for me to comprehend how there can exist 
people so stupid as to believe that either my niece 
or yourself have invented the men whom you call the 
Mahatmas! I am not aware if you have personally known 
them very long, but my niece spoke of them to me, and 
at great length, years ago. She wrote me that she had 
again met and renewed her relations with several of 
them, even before she wrote her Isis. Why should she 
have invented these personages? For what end and what 
good could they have done her if they had no existence? 
Your enemies are neither ‘cowards’ nor ‘dishonest’, I think 
they are, if they accuse you of this, simply poor idiots. 
If I, who have ever been, and hope ever to continue, to 
be a fervent Christian, believe in the existence of these 
men—although I may refuse to credit all the miracles 
they attribute to them—why should not others believe in 
them? For the existence of at least one of them, I can 
certify. Who, then, could have written me this letter to 
reassure me at the moment when I had the greatest need 
for such comfort, unless it had been one of those adepts 
mentioned? It is true that the handwriting is not known to 
me; but the manner in which it was delivered to me was 
so phenomenal, that none other than an adept in occult 
science could have so effected it. It promised me the 
return of my niece—and the promise was duly fulfilled. 
However I shall send it to you, and in a fortnight’s time 
you shall receive it at London.

Accept, dear Sir and Brother, the expression of my 
sincere esteem.
Nadyezhda Fadeyev.’

On her return to Russia the letter in the KH 
script was forwarded to Col. Olcott. The text, known 
as the 1870 letter, with facsimile is printed as item 1 in 
Letters from the Masters of the Wisdom, Second Series, 
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Helena Petrovna’s later activities were quite 
diverse. Her talented and exceptional nature was 
constantly pushing her to look for new activities, new 
interests, and new engagements. As it is impossible for a 
fish to live without water or a bird to live without air, it was 
unthinkable for her to content herself with the ordinary 
small-minded social environment and the  colorless life 
of the majority of people. After her ten-year absence from 
Russia, Helena Petrovna already could not accept a 
miserable, ordinary life.

There were quite a number of wonderful events 
that took place during the sisters’ three-week horse 
trip from Moscow to Tiflis, but we will mention just the 
following.

and elsewhere.]
And now, though we are 

unable to follow her in her daily life 
outside Russia, or in the steppes 
of Central Asia, we can vouchsafe 
as to the truth of the facts in her life 
narrated further on and given by 
her own sister, aunt and several eyewitnesses, strangers 
as well as relatives. Her subsequent experiences and life, 
after she had left Rougodevo, are extremely varied and 
interesting. Her talented and quite exceptional nature37 
demanded constantly new activities, new interests, new 
occupations—to weaken, as she often said and put an 
extinguisher over her impatience to break loose from 
the civilized life in European Christian society in order to 
roam once more at her will and pleasure in Asia, Africa 
and heaven knows where. It was inconceivable and 
impossible for her to feel satisfied with the colourless 
conventionalism of the routine daily-life of the majority—
as for a fish to live out of the water, or for a wild bird 
to remain for any length of time caged and deprived of 
outdoor air. During the long years of her first absence 
from home, she had lost the habits of her early life, and 
would submit no longer to the exigencies of either a 
worldly life or the quiet routine of a homestead. She hated 
society and the world with a fierce indomitable hatred.

We shall take up her story from the time she left 
with her sister Mme Yahontoff, Russia for the Caucasus. 
The following events are extracted from the last named 
lady’s diary and notes relating to Mme Blavatsky’s occult 
doings.

Many were the strange manifestations that took 
place during the tedious three weeks long journey in their 
private coach by post-horses from Moscow to Tiflis. We 
will mention but a few of them, the first place in them 
belonging to the following that we publish verbatim from 
Mme Yahontoff’s narrative of it.

At Zadonsk, the territory of the cossack army of the 
Don—a place of pilgrimage in Russia where the relics 
of St Tikhon are preserved—we halted for rest, and I 
prevailed upon my lazy sister to accompany me to the 
Church to hear the Mass. They had learned that in that 
day church service would be conducted near the said 
relics, by the then Metropolitan38 of Kiev (at present, in 
1884, the Metropolitan of St Petersburg), the famous and 
learned Isidore,39 whom both of us had well known in our 
childhood and youth at Tiflis where he was for so many 
years the Exzarch40 of Georgia (Caucasus). He had been 
a friend of our family for years and had often visited us. 
During service the venerable old man recognized us and 
immediately dispatched a monk after us, with an invitation 
to visit him at the Lord Archbishop’s house. He received us 
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with great kindness. But hardly had 
we taken our seats in the drawing 
room of the Holy Metropolitan than 
a terrible hubbub, noises and loud 
raps in every conceivable direction 
burst suddenly upon us with a 
force, to which, even we were not 
accustomed: every bit of furniture in the big audience 
room cracked and thumped—from the huge chandelier 
under the ceiling, every one of whose crystal drops 
seemed to become endowed with self-motion, down to 
the table, and under the very elbows of his Holiness, who 
was leaning on it!

Useless to say how confused and embarrassed 
we looked—though truth compels me to say that my 
very irreverent sister’s embarrassment was tempered 
with a greater expression of fun than I would have 
wished for. The Metropolitan Isidore saw at a glance our 
confusion and understood with his habitual sagacity the 
true cause of it. He had read a good deal about the so-
called ‘spiritual’ manifestations and upon seeing a huge 
armchair gliding towards him, laughed and felt a good 
deal interested in this phenomenon. He inquired which 
of us two sisters had such a strange power, and wanted 
to know how it had been begun, manifesting when, 
and so forth. We explained to him all the particulars as 
well as we could; and after listening very attentively he 
suddenly asked Mme Blavatsky if she would permit him 
to offer her ‘invisibles’ a mental question. Of course. His 
Holiness was welcome to it—she answered.... (We do 
not feel at liberty to publish what the question was)...But 
when his very serious query had received an immediate 
answer—precise and to the very point he wanted it to 
be—His Holiness was so struck with amazement and felt 
so anxious and so interested in the phenomenon that he 
would not let us go and detained us with him for over 
three hours. He had even forgotten his dinner. Giving 
orders not to be interrupted, the venerable gentleman 
continued to hold conversation with his unseen visitors, 
expressing all the while his profound astonishment at 
their ‘all-knowledge’.41

When bidding goodbye to us, the venerable old 
gentleman blessed the travellers and turning to Mme H.P. 
Blavatsky addressed to her these parting words:

‘As to you, let not your heart be troubled by the gifts 
you are of, nor let it become a source of misery to you, 
hereafter: for it was surely given to you for some purpose, 
and you could not be held responsible for it...Quite the 
reverse! For if you but use it with discrimination you will 
be enabled to do much good to your fellow-creatures.’

These are the authentic words of his Holiness 
Isidore, the Metropolitan of our orthodox Greek Church 
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At one of the horse 
stations in the land of the Don 
Cossacks, a stationmaster in a 
rude manner told them that there 

were no horses available for them. The sun had not yet 
set and the night promised a full moon, but it appeared 
that they would have to lose time by staying there for 
several hours. Whatever their feelings, there was nothing 
to be done, especially since the stationmaster left and did 
not even want to talk to them. They had to start making 
arrangements for spending a night there, but faced a 
problem: there was only one small, vacant room available 
for them, one located near a hot and dirty kitchen.  A clean 
room for guests was completely locked and for some 
reason nobody wanted to open it for them. Blavatsky 
started losing her patience. “How is this! Why do they give 
them neither horses nor room to spend a night?”  Finally, 
“why is this room closed? How can we find out about 
it?”  There was nobody to ask, however.  The station 
looked deserted. Not a soul anywhere around!  Blavatsky 
approached the low windows of the closed room and 
leaned against the window glass.

— “Well, I see!” she exclaimed in a moment. 
“Just wait! I will make the stationmaster to give us horses 
immediately.”

So she walked away determinedly looking for 
him. 

Her sister in turn, wanting to learn what was 
in the closed room, started looking into the room but, 
despite the fact that the room was lit by the setting sun, 
her profane eyes could see nothing except an ordinary 
station guest room.

To Ya_v’s [Yahontov’s] great surprise and 
pleasure, however, in less than ten minutes station 
workers, under the direction of the stationmaster, who 
looked lost and kept constantly bowing to them, gave 
them three excellent post-chaise horses and arranged 
tarantass [a springless carriage] for them, and they 
continued on their trip.

— “Please tell me, what is the sorcery that 

of Russia, addressed by him in 
my presence to my sister Mme 
Blavatsky (signed V. Yahontoff).

On one of the stations 
where we had to change horses, 
the station-master told us very 
brutally that there were no fresh 
horses for us and that we had to wait. The sun had not 
yet gone down; it was full moon; the roads were good; 
and with all this we were made to lose several hours! 
This was provoking. Nevertheless there was nothing to 
be done, the more so as the station- master who was too 
drunk to be reasoned with, had found fit to disappear and 
refused to come and talk with us. We had to take the little 
unpleasantness as easily as we could and settle the best 
we knew how for the night: but even here we found an 
impediment. The small station house had but one room 
for travellers, near a hot and dirty kitchen, and even that 
one was locked and bolted, and no one would open the 
door for us without special orders. Mme Blavatsky was 
beginning to lose patience.

Well, this is fine!’ she went on. We are refused 
horses, and even the room we are entitled to is shut for 
us! Why is it shut? Now I want to know and insist upon 
it.’ But there was no one to tell us the reason why, for the 
station house seemed utterly empty and there was not 
a soul to be seen about. HPB approached the little low 
windows of the locked room and flattened her face against 
the window panes. ’Aha!’ she suddenly exclaimed, that’s 
what it is! Very well then. And now I can force that drunken 
brute to give us horses In a few minutes.’

And she started off in search of the station-master.  
 
Curious to know what secret there was in the mysterious 
room, her sister and I approached the window in our turn 
and tried to fathom its unknown regions. But although 
the inside of the room was perfectly visible through the 
window, yet our uninitiated eyes could see nothing in it, 
save the ordinary furniture of a station house, dirty as 
they all are.

Nevertheless, to our delight and surprise, ten 
minutes had not passed when three excellent and strong 
post- horses were brought out, under the supervision 
of the station-master himself, who, pale and confused, 
had become as though by magic polite and full of 
obsequiousness. In a few minutes our carriage was ready 
and we continued our journey.

To our questions what sorcery had helped her 
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helped you to do this miracle?”  
Blavatsky’s sister asked her.

— “Well, this is how it is!’ 
she responded with a laugh.  “The 
poor stationmaster thought I was a 
sorcerer when I told him that the 
person who had recently been lying 

in a coffin in that room was asking him not to make us wait. 
At first he stared at me as if he was missing something, 
but when I described to him the face and a dress of the 
diseased woman, he turned pale and hurried to complete 
our travel papers. He must have wanted to get rid of me 
as soon as possible!”  I managed to ask a woman working 
at the station about who had recently been buried, and 
it appeared that it was the stationmaster’s wife who had 
died. In any case, I thank her for helping us!

VI.

Helena Petrovna spent slightly less than two 
years in Tiflis, and no more than four years in all in 
Transcaucasia. Toward the end of her stay there, when 
she was in Imeretia, Guria and Mingrelia, she engaged in 
organizing the log rafting and also nut-tree wood rafting 
because of the high value of the wood abroad. However, 
despite her other engagements, she did not give up her 
experiences in spiritualism, and her medium power had 
not abandoned her, but rather had become even more 
subject to Blavatsky’s will. With the passage of time, 
spontaneous mediumistic events stopped following 
her about so persistently and, though their intensity 
and diversity did not decrease at all, Helena Petrovna 
preferred to receive their messages through writing by 
pencil when she was in a circle of people who were close 
to her: it was much simpler and faster. Sometimes during 
such séances, Helena Petrovna became motionless as 
if she was falling into a magnetic sleep, but even when 
she was in such a quasi-sleeping condition her hand 
continued twitching and writing on the paper. At those 
times, answers to questions asked in her mind were quite 
satisfactory.

to achieve such change in the 
drunken station-master, who but 
a moment before would pay no 
attention to us—Mme Blavatsky 
only laughed.

‘Profit, and ask no 
questions!’ she said. ‘Why should 
you be so inquisitive?’ It is but on the following day that 
she condescended to tell us that the wretched station-
master must have most certainly taken her for a witch. 
It appears that upon finding him In a backyard she had 
shouted to him that the person whose body had just been 
standing in a coffin in the ‘travellers room’ was there again, 
and asked him not to detain us, for we would otherwise 
Insist upon our right to enter the room and would disturb 
her spirit thereby. And when the man upon hearing this 
opened his eyes without appearing to understand what 
she was referring to, Mme Blavatsky hastened then to tell 
him that she was speaking of his deceased wife whom he 
had just buried, and who was there and would be there in 
that room until we had gone away. She then proceeded 
to describe the ghost In such a minute way that the 
unfortunate widower became as pale as death itself and 
hurried away to order fresh horses!

We laughed a good deal at this joke. Once more 
her clairvoyant powers had helped us practically.

H.P. Blavatsky resided at Tiflis less than two 
years, and not more than three in the Caucasus. The 
last year she passed roaming about In Imeretia, Gooria, - 
and Mingrelia. Notwithstanding this she did not abandon 
her occupations in occult sciences; her powers Instead 
of weakening became with every day stronger and she 
seemed finally to subject to her direct will every kind of 
manifestation. The whole country was talking of her. The 
superstitious Gooriel and Mingrelian nobility began very 
soon to regard her as a magician and people came from 
afar off to consult her about their private affairs. She had 
long since given up communications through raps, and 
preferred—what was a far more rapid and satisfactory 
method—to answer people either verbally or by means 
of direct writing.42  At times during such process Mme 
Blavatsky seemed to fall Into a kind of coma, of magnetic 
sleep with eyes widely open though even then her hand 
never ceased to move and continued its writing.43  When 
thus answering to mental questions the answers were 
rarely unsatisfactory. Generally they stunned friends and 
enemies.

In those parts of the trans-Caucasian country 
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and along the coasts of the 
Black Sea, the various peoples 
notwithstanding their Christian 
persuasion which dates from 
the fourth century A.D. are as 
superstitious as any Pagans. 
Especially the halfsavage, warlike 
Apkhasians, the Im- eretenes and the Mingrelians—the 
descendants perhaps of those ancient Greeks who came 
with Jason In search of the Golden Fleece; for, according 
to historical legend it is thesite of the archaic Colchide 
and the river Rion (Pharsis) rolled once upon a time its 
rapid waves upon golden sand and ore instead of the 
modem gravel and stones. Therefore, it was but natural 
that the princes and ‘noblemen’ of the land, who live in 
their ‘castles’ scattered throughout and stuck like nests in 
a thick foliage in the dense woods and forests of Mingrelia 
and Imeretia, and who, hardly half a century back, were 
nearly all half-brigands when not fullblown highwaymen, 
fanatical as neopolitan monks and ignorant as Italian 
noblemen, should have viewed such a character as was 
then Mme Blavatsky in the light of a witch when not in 
that of a beneficent magician. As later in life, wherever 
she went, her friends were many but her enemies still 
more numerous. If she cured and helped those who 
believed themselves sincerely bewitched, she was to 
make herself cruel enemies of those who were supposed 
to have bewitched and spoiled the victims. Refusing the 
presents and ‘thanks’ of those she relieved of the ‘evil 
eye’—she rejected at the same time with contempt the 
bribes of their enemies; for whatever her slanderers 
might have invented against her character, no one has 
yet ever attempted, least of all succeeded, in proving her 
a mercenary woman, or one bent upon money-making. 
Thus for every sincere good wisher, she got half a 
dozen enemies. And, while the whole clan of the Princes 
Gouriel— especially the two brothers Namia and Otto, 
the grandsons of the last sovereign of Gooria, and some 
of the Princes Dadiani, Absahidze and others, were they 
and their families among her devoted friends, many other 
native princes—these countries being regular hotbeds 
of titled paupers—were as inimical to Mme Blavatsky for 
one or another cause as some too orthodox American 
fogies, Spiritualists and their host of mediums became 
later on in the United States.44  Stories after stories were 
invented about her; calumny was rife, and receded before 
no lie to ruin her character.

She defied them all, and would submit to no 
restraint, to none of those well-known worldly measures 
of propitiating Public Opinion. She avoided society; and 
showing her scorn of its idols, was treated as a dangerous 
iconoclast. All her sympathies went towards and with 
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that tabooed portion of humanity 
which society pretends to ignore 
and avow, while secretly running 
after its more or less renowned 
members the card- tellers, the 
necromancers, the obsessed 
and the possessed and such like 
mysterious personages. The native Koodiani (magicians, 
sorcerers), Persian thaumaturgists, and old Armenian 
hags—healers and fortunetellers—were the first she 
generally sought out and took under her protection. 
Finally Public Opinion became furious; and society—
that mysterious somebody in general and nobody in 
particular—made an open levee of arms against one of 
their own who dared to defy its time-hallowed laws and 
‘act as no respectable person would’—roaming in forests, 
alone, on horseback, and preferring smoky huts to brilliant 
drawing-rooms.

At that juncture, Mme Blavatsky— perhaps very 
happily for her—was taken very sick. No doctor could 
understand her illness. It was one of those mysterious 
nervous diseases that baffles science and eludes the 
grasp of everyone but an expert psychologist. As she told 
to some of her friends she began from that time to lead 
a ‘double life’. What she meant, none of the good people 
of Imeretia could understand.45  She was residing at that 
time at Ozourgetti, a military settlement in Mingrelia, 
where she had bought a house. It is a little town, lost 
amongst the woods, which in those days had neither 
roads nor conveyances—but the most primitive ones, in 
carts or on horseback—and which, to the very time of 
the last Russo-Turkish war, was unknown outside of the 
Caucasus. The only doctor—the army surgeon—could 
make out nothing of the symptoms and as she was visibly 
and rapidly declining, he packed her off to Tiflis, to her 
friends. Unable owing to her great weakness to go on 
horseback or to bear a journey in a cart, she was sent off 
in a large native canoe along the river—a journey of four 
days to Koutais.

What precisely took place during that time we 
are unable to state, since she was alone and nearly 
insensible in that solitary boat, and had with her but three 
Mingrelian servants. The little river they were sailing along 
was, though navigable, rarely if ever used as a means of 
transit, at any rate, before the war. Hence the information 
we got came solely from her servants, and was very 
confused. It appears though that as they were gliding 
slowly along the narrow stream cutting its way between 
two steep and woody banks, the servants were several 
times—during three consecutive nights, frightened out 
of their senses by seeing, what they swore was their 
mistress gliding off from the boat and across the water 
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Meanwhile, spontaneous events, though not 
that much often, continued happening and were pretty 
wonderful. These included the event described below.

At dusk, Helena Petrovna came into the room of 
her aunt N.A.F. [Nadyezhda Andreyevna Fadeyev] and 
told her that she felt sleepy.  Her aunt suggested she lie 
down on her bed and Helena Petrovna readily did so. She 
had scarcely fallen asleep, however, when her aunt heard 
steps.  She turned around and there was nobody there! 
In a minute, she heard something again, not exactly 
steps but some kind of unusual sounds, as if something 
was being dragged or pushed along the floor so that the 
floorboards were creaking under the heavy weight. The 
sound moved across the room and stopped at the bed 
where Helena Petrovna was sleeping. Then, one of the 
books on a table opened, fell off the table’s surface, flew 
up to the ceiling and then fell back down on the floor.

Alarmed, though not really afraid, Nadyezhda 
Andreyevna stood up to pick the book from the floor and 

in the distance of the woods, while 
the body of that same mistress was 
lying prostrate on her bed at the 
bottom of the boat. Twice the men 
who towed the canoe upon seeing 
the ‘form’ ran away shrieking and 
in great terror. Had it not been 
for a faithful old servant who was taking care of her, the 
boat and the patient would have been abandoned in the 
middle of the stream. On the last evening, the servant 
he saw two figures while the third—his mistress In flesh 
and bones, was sleeping before his eyes. No sooner 
had they arrived at Koutais, where Madame Blavatsky 
had a distant relative residing at that place, when all the 
servants, with the exception of the old butler, left her and 
returned no more.

It was with great difficulty that Mme B. was 
transferred to Tiflis. A carriage and a friend of the family 
were sent to meet her; and she was brought to the house 
of her friends—apparently dying.

She never talked upon that subject with anyone. 
But as soon as miraculously restored to life and health, 
she left Caucasus and went to Italy. Yet it was before 
her departure from the country in 1864 that the nature 
of her powers seemed to have been entirely changed. 
Toward the end of her convalescence some independent 
and remarkable phenomena had—though very rarely—
occurred as they had before in her youth. We give one 
of them.  One afternoon, very weak and delicate after 
her terrible illness which had lasted seven months, Mme 
Blavatsky came into her aunt’s, NA Fadeyeffs, room. 
After a few words of conversation, remarking that she felt 
very tired and sleepy, she was offered to rest upon a sofa. 
Hardly had her head touched the cushion that she fell 
into a profound sleep. Her aunt quietly resumed some 
writing she had interrupted to talk with her niece. When 
suddenly, soft but quite audible, steps in the room behind 
her chair made her rapidly turn her head to see who 
was the intruder—she was anxious that Mme Blavatsky 
should not be disturbed. The room was empty! There was 
no other living person in it but herself and her sleeping 
niece, yet the steps continued audibly as though under 
a soft, yet heavy person, the floor creaking all the while. 
Approaching the sofa they suddenly ceased. Then she 
heard strange sounds as though someone was whispering 
near Mme Blavatsky: and presently a book placed on a 
table, near the sofa, was seen by NA. Fadeyeff to open, 
and its pages kept turning to and fro, as if an invisible 
hand were busy at it. Another book was snatched and 
flew in the same direction.

More astonished than frightened— for everyone in 
the house had been trained in, and become quite familiar 
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to wake up her niece in order to 
stop these events.  At that moment, 
however, the heavy chair near the 
bed moved and fell down. The 
noise awoke the sleeping woman, 
who opened her eyes, sat on the 
bed, started looking around and 

asked: “What’s going on? What happened?” With that, 
everything stopped that night and the events did not recur 
any more.

At present, all these spontaneous manifestations 
of Blavatsky’s mediumistic power have ceased, although 
we can not say exactly when this happened because she 
departed from Russia and did not touch upon this subject 
in her letters. From her letters, we only knew that she was 
constantly travelling, and that afterwards she did not give 
way to the temptation of using these powers as other, 
weaker person would have done, but on the contrary 
gradually placed them under her command.

with, such manifestations—NA.F. 
arose from her arm-chair to 
awaken her niece, hoping thereby 
to put a stop to the phenomena. 
But at the same moment, a heavy 
arm-chair moved at the other side 
of the room and rattling on the 
floor glided toward the sofa. Mme Blavatsky, who upon 
opening her eyes, enquired of the invisible presence what 
was the matter? A few more whisperings and all relapsed 
into quietness and silence and there was nothing more of 
the sort during the rest of the evening.46

At the date we write it is now over twenty years 
that every phenomenon independent of her will-power—
except such as the one described and that Mme Blavatsky 
attributes to quite a different cause than spiritual 
manifestation, which, however we cannot judge—has 
entirely ceased. When, at what time, this complete 
change in her occult powers was wrought we are unable 
to say, as she was far away from our observations and 
spoke of it but rarely—never unless distinctly asked in 
our own correspondence to answer the question. From 
her letters we learned only that she was always travelling, 
rarely settling for any length of time in one place. And we 
believe her statements with regard to her powers to have 
been entirely true, when she wrote to tell us that ‘now 
(in 1865) I will never be subjected any longer to external 
influences. The last vestiges of my psycho-physiological 
weakness is gone to return no more... I am cleansed 
and purified of that dreadful attraction to myself of stray 
spooks and ethereal affinities (?). I am free, free, thanks 
to Them whom I now bless at every hour of my life.’

We believe in this statement the more as for nearly 
five years we have had personal opportunity of following 
the various and gradual phases in the transformations 
of that force. At Pskoff and Rougodevo it happened 
very often that she could not control, nor even stop, its 
manifestations. Then she seemed to master it with every 
day more; until, after her extraordinary and protracted 
illness, she seemed to defy and subject it entirely to her 
will. This was proven by her stopping at her will and by 
previous arrangement such phenomena for days and 
weeks. Then when the term was over she could produce 
them at her command and leaving the choice of what 
should happen to those present. In short, it. is our firm 
belief that there when a less strong nature would, have 
been surely wrecked in the struggle, her indomitable will 
found somehow or other the means of subjecting the 
world of the Invisibles—to the denizens of which she 
has ever refused the name of ‘spirits’ and souls—to her 
own control How this was achieved it is not for us to say. 
Perhaps, at some future time she may be prevailed upon 
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Mme Blavatsky has never stopped being 
interested in spiritualism studies and still is. For instance, 
in the mid-1860s, when she was living in Cairo (from 
whence she toured often into the depths of Africa) she 
was a vice-president of the local society of spiritualists,9 

about which the local French newspapers of that time 
recount a lot of curious details.

From the reports of this society as well as from 
certain facts that are known to us, it is obvious that 
Blavatsky’s mediumistic powers here not diminished. 
Here is one of the demonstrations.

to write her own autobiography, 
for she alone and no one else can 
do it, with profit to those readers 
who may be interested in psychic 
mysteries. At present we can only 
speak of those events that can be 
easily verified and that we know to 
be true.

We have learned, for instance from her own letters 
as well as from the independent testimony of several 
trustworthy persons who knew her at the time—a well 
known Russian millionaire banker and his wife of Cairo, 
our Consul, the late Mr Lavison, in Alexandria, and several 
other personal friends—that in Egypt as elsewhere she 
was ever in pursuit of mystic knowledge and of adepts 
in occult sciences. It was when she had left Russia for 
the second time, and after several years of silence we 
began receiving again occasionally letters from her. She 
was as ardent as ever in her investigations of psychic 
phenomena. Mediums she held in as little esteem as ever, 
for she considered them one and all as weak, passive 
creatures, sickly sensitives with no will of their own. But 
she was bound she said, to prove to the World of the 
Spiritualists that by no means all of the agents ‘behind 
the veil’—the producers of those meaningless, brutal 
physical phenomena that so rejoice the hearts of our 
unphilosophical wonder-hunters—are ‘spirits’ of departed 
mortals; that mediums, the high-priests of the new 
religion of the day and their parishioners, the Spiritualists, 
were both in the wrong box: ‘their spirits are no spirits but 
spooks’, she writes in one of her letters—‘rags, the cast 
off second skins of their personalities that the dead shed 
in the astral light as serpents shed theirs on earth, leaving 
no connection between the new reptile and his previous 
garments.’

Hence, in 1870 she wrote from Cairo to tell us 
that, having just returned from India, and shipwrecked 
somewhere en passant, she had to wait in Egypt for 
some time before she returned home. In the meantime 
she determined to establish a Society Spirite for the 
investigation of mediums and phenomena according to 
Allan Kardec’s theories and philosophy, since there was 
no other; to give people a chance to see for themselves 
how mistaken they were. She would first give room to 
an already established and accepted teaching and then, 
when the public would see that nothing was coming 
out of it, she would then offer her own explanations. To 
accomplish this object, she said, she was ready to go 
to any amount of trouble—even to allowing herself to be 
regarded for a time as a helpless medium. They know 
no better and it does me no harm47 —for I will very soon 
show them the difference between a passive medium and 
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an active doer,’ she explains.
A few weeks later we 

received a new letter. In this one 
she showed herself full of disgust 
for the enterprise which proved a 
perfect failure. She had written, it 
seems, to England and France for 
a medium and had no response. En desespotr de cause 
she had surrounded herself with amateur mediums—
French female spiritists, mostly beggarly tramps when not 
adventuresses in the rear end baggage of M. de Lesseps’ 
army of engineers and workmen on the canal of Suez.

They steal the Society’s money’— she wrote—
‘they drink like sponges and I had caught them cheating 
most shamefully our members, who come to investigate 
the phenomena, by bogus manifestations. I had very 
disagreeable scenes with several persons who held 
me alone responsible for all this. So I gave orders that 
their fees of membership (20 francs) should be returned 
to them and I will bear myself the costs and money 
laid out for hire of premises and furniture. My famous 
Societe Spirite has not lasted one fortnight—it is a heap 
of ruins, less majestic but as suggestive as those of the 
Pharaoh’s tombs...To wind up the comedy with a drama 
I got nearly shot by a madman—a Greek clerk who had 
been present at the only two public seances we held 
and got possessed, I suppose, by some vile spook. He 
premised by running about the bazaars and streets of 
Cairo with a cocked revolver, screaming that I had sent 
to him during three nights running a host of she-demons, 
of Spirits who were attempting to choke him!! He rushed 
into my house with his revolver, and finding me in the 
breakfast room, declared that he had come to shoot me 
and would wait till I had done with my meal. It was very 
kind of him, for in the meanwhile I forced him to drop 
his pistol and to rush out once more out of the house. 
He is now shut up in the lunatic asylum and I swear to 
put an end forever to such public seances—they are too 
dangerous and I am not practised and strong enough to 
control the wicked spooks that may approach my friends 
during such sittings... I had told you before: how that this 
kind of promiscuous seances with mediums in the circle 
are a regular whirlpool—a maelstrom of bad magnetism 
during which time the so-called spirits (vile Kikimoral) 
feed upon us, suck in, sponge-like our vital powers and 
draw us down to their own plane of being. But you will 
never understand this without “going over a portion, at 
least, if not the whole range of writings that exist upon 
this subject.”48 

(HPB’s account tallies with what is known of her 
attempt to start a society for psychic research before the 
advent of the Theosophical Society in 1875. The April 
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1872 Spiritual Magazine of London 
had reported, under the heading 
of ‘Spiritualism in Cairo’, that ‘A 
Society of Spiritualists has been 
formed in Cairo, Egypt, under the 
direction of Madame Blavatsky, a 
Russian lady, assisted by several 
mediums. Seances are held twice a week, namely, on 
Tuesday and Friday evenings, to which members alone 
are admissible. It is intended to establish, in connection 
with the Society, a lecture room, and library of Spiritualistic 
and other works, as well as a journal under the title La 
Revue Spirite du Caire, to appear on the 1st and 15th 
each month.’ But this was not to be. Emma Coulomb 
who met HPB at this time, drawn to the Societe Spirite 
in the hope of contacting her recently deceased brother, 
reveals that HPB was not present at the seance that led 
to the Society’s collapse. For she says she found a room 
full of angry people, and ’I went away leaving the crowd 
as red as fire to knock her down when she came back. 
Later on I met her again, and I asked her how she came 
to do such a thing; to which she answered that it was 
Madame Sebire’s doings (this was a lady who lived with 
Madame Blavatsky), so I let the drop.’ (Some Account of 
My Intercourse with Madame Blavatsky, Madras 1884, pp. 
3-4.) HPB outlines the difference between the teachings 
of the French Spiritualist Allan Kardec (pseudonym of H. 
Rival, 1803-69) and that of the Occultists in an editorial 
note in The Theosophist Aug. 1883, p. 281, repr. in 
B:CWV, 105-106. ]

She broke all connection with the ‘mediums’, 
shut up her Societe, and went to live in Boulak near the 
Museum. Then it seems, she came in rapport with a very 
extraordinary personage, an old Copt gentleman, who, 
for several weeks was the only one to visit her. He had 
a strange reputation in Egypt, and the masses regarded 
him as a magician. Mr Lavison told a Russian gentleman, 
then commander of a frigate—Mr N—that he had outlined 
and predicted for him for twenty- five years to come, nearly 
his (Lavison’s) daily life — even to the day of his death. 
The Egyptian high officials pretending to laugh at him 
behind his back, dreaded and visited him secretly. Ismail 
Pasha, the Khedive, had consulted him more than once 
but would not consent to follow his advice to resign. These 
visits of an old man who was reported to hardly ever stir 
from his house (situated at about ten miles from town) to 
a foreigner were much commented upon. New slanders 
and scandals were set on foot. The idle sceptics who had, 
moved by idle curiosity, visited the Society and witnessed 
the whole failure, made capital of the thing; ridiculing the 
idea of phenomena, they had as a natural result declared 
all such claims as pure fraud and charlatanry all round. 
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Conveniently mixing up the whole 
truth, they had even gone to the 
length of maintaining that, instead 
of paying the mediums and the 
expenses of the Society, it was 
Mme Blavatsky who had herself 
been paid, and had attempted 
to palm off juggler tricks as genuine phenomena. Thus 
evil-tongued furies followed their victim at every step. 
But wicked inventions and rumours set-up on foot by 
her enemies—mostly the discharged French women 
‘mediums’—prevented not Mme Blavatsky in the least 
from pursuing her studies and proving to every honest 
investigator that her extraordinary powers of clairvoyance 
and clairaudience were facts and independent from mere 
physical manifestations over which she possessed an 
undeniable control. That strange power—witnessed so 
often by us at Pskoff, Rougodevo, Tiflis and elsewhere—
to attract inanimate objects to herself, by simply looking at 
them, to set metal things in motion and vibration without 
any direct contact with them and sometimes at a great 
distance, instead of deserting her, or even diminishing, 
had evidently increased with years. A gentleman friend, 
Mr G. Yakovlef who happened to visit at that time Egypt, 
wrote to his friends most enthusiastic letters about Mme 
Blavatsky. Thus he wrote to his fellow- officer in the same 
regiment a letter we have seen: ‘She is a marvel—an 
unfathomable mystery... That which she produces is 
simply phenomenal; and without believing any more in 
spirits than I ever did, I am ready to believe in witchcraft. 
If it is after all but jugglery then we have in H.P. Blavatsky 
a woman who beats all the Boscos and Robert Houdins 
of thts century by her address...  Once I showed her a 
closed medallion containing a portrait of one person and 
the hair of another—I had In my possession but after a 
few months, which was made In Moscow and of which 
very few know—and she told me without touching it, “Oh! 
it Is your godmother’s portrait and your cousin’s hair... 
Both are dead.” And she proceeded forthwith to describe 
them as though she had both before her eyes. Now, 
godmother as you know— who left my eldest daughter 
her fortune—Is dead 15 years ago. How could she know’ 
etc.

Further on he speaks of meeting her at a table 
d’hote with some friends In an hotel of Alexandria. 
Refusing to go with them to the theatre afterwards they 
remained alone, sitting on a sofa and having a chat 
together. Before the sofa then stood a little teapot on 
which the waiter had placed for Mr Yakovlef a bottle of 
liqueur, some wine, a small wine glass and a tumbler. 
As he was carrying the former with its contents of gloria 
to his mouth, without any visible cause the glass broke 
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In recent years, a lot of changes happened in 
her family.  Our grandfather and the husband of her aunt 
passed away, and all the family moved to Odessa. Helena 
Petrovna herself had not in a long time been to Tiflis, 
where her sister and her family were temporarily staying. 
Often, some of the former F_ev [Fadeyev] serfs who, 
because of their declining years, were not able to maintain 
themselves, turned to her for help. Ya_v [Yahontov] was 
not able to help them much but, since she knew them for 
such a long time, she did all she could. For example, she 
made arrangements for placing two old men in a town 
almshouse — Maxim, a cook, and his brother Peter, who 
was an agile servant long time ago but later had lost one 

in his hand into many pieces. She 
laughed, appearing overjoyed, and 
made the remark that she hated 
liqueurs or wine, and could hardly 
tolerate those who used them too 
freely...

‘ ‘You do not mean to infer 
that it was you who had broke my wine-glass? It is simply 
an accident. The glass is very thin; it was perhaps cracked 
and I squeezed it too strongly.I lied purposely, for I had 
just made the mental remark that it seemed very strange 
and incomprehensible, the glass being very thick and 
strong, just as a verve h. liqueur would be. But I wanted 
to draw her out...

‘She looked at me very seriously and her eyes 
flashed. “What will you bet,” she asked, “that I do it again?”

’Well, we will try it on the spot. If you do, I will be 
the first to proclaim you a true magician. If not, we will 
have a good laugh at you or your spirits tomorrow at the 
Consulate.” And saying so I half-filled the tumbler with 
wine and prepared to drink it. But no sooner had the glass 
touched my lips than I felt it shattered between my fingers 
and my hand bled, wounded by a piece in my instinctive 
act of grasping the tumbler tighter when I felt myself 
losing its hold.

“Entre les levres et la coupe, il y a quelquefois une 
grande distance,” she observed sententiously, and left 
the room, laughing at my face most outrageously.’

Moreover, the numerous family of her relatives 
can attest that she seemed to know all she wanted to 
as to their doings, sayings, and household affairs. We 
ask her own sister, Mme Jelihovsky—to know whom is to 
feel convinced that she is incapable of inventing or even 
exaggerating anything, and who, moreover, an ardent 
Christian, has ended by regarding all such manifestations 
with a friendly eye—to tell the tale. The following letter 
published by her in a Russian periodical gives one of 
such proofs of the aforesaid power of knowing events at 
a distance.

‘During the latter years many were the changes 
that had taken place In our family: our grandfather 
and aunt’s husband (who had both occupied very high 
official positions in Tiflis) had died and the whole family 
had left Caucasus to settle permanently in Odessa. H.P. 
Blavatsky had not visited the country for nearly seven 
years, and there remained in Tiflis but her younger sister 
with her family, and a number of old servants, ancient 
serfs of the late General Fad’eyeffs, who, once liberated, 
could not be kept without wages in the house they had 
been bom in and had been gradually all sent away. These 
people, some of whom were unable owing to old age to 
work for their living, came constantly for help to Mme 
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of his arms and became a hard 
drunkard. From time to time, these 
people came to greet her on the 
holidays. 

Shortly after that, when Blavatsky was living in 
Europe, Ya_v [Yahontov] also moved to Odessa. The 
sisters’ correspondence was far from being frequent and 
was limited to short messages. After a long pause in their 
correspondence, Ya_v [Yahontov] received a long and very 
interesting letter from Blavatsky, part of which consisted 
of separate pages torn out of a notebook with writing 
in pencil under the canopy of Pyramids of Egypt where 
Blavatsky had traveled with a big company of her fellow 
members of the “Society of Spiritualists.” She described 
astonishing events that occurred during their trip, and 
incidentally asked her sister the following: “Please tell me, 
Vera, is it true that one-armed Peter died yesterday (the 

Jelihovsky. Unable to pension so 
many she did what she could for 
them. Among other things she had 
obtained a permanent home at 
the City Refuge Home for two old 
men, late servants of her family: a 
cook called Maxim and his brother 
Piotre—once upon a time a very decent footman, but at 
the time of the event— an incorrigible drunkard who had 
lost his arm in consequence.

‘On that summer Madame Yahontoff (who had 
during the interval married her second husband V. 
Jelihovsky) had gone to reside during the hot months of 
the year at Manglis, the headquarters of the Regiment 
of Erivan—some thirty miles from town. She had just 
received the news that her sister had returned from India 
and was going to remain for some time in Egypt. The two 
sisters corresponded very rarely, at long intervals, and 
their letters were generally short. But after a prolonged 
silence Mme Jelihovsky (Yahontoff) received from HPB 
a very long and interesting letter. A portion of it consisted 
of flying sheets tom out from a note-book and these were 
all covered with pencil writing. The strange events they 
recorded had been all put down on the spot, some under 
the shadow of the great Pyramid of Cheops, and some of 
them inside Pharaoh’s Chamber. It appears that Mme B. 
had gone there several times, once with a large company, 
some of whom were Spiritualists. Some most wonderful 
phenomena were described by some of her companions 
as having taken place in broad daylight in the desert 
when they were sitting under a tent; while other notes in 
Mme Blavatsky’s writing recorded the strange sights she 
saw in the Cimmerian darkness of the King’s Chamber 
when she had been left alone in the Pyramid comfortably 
seated inside the sarcophagus. But as her narrative in 
the notes is very broken, consisting as it does of rough 
notes, we leave a description of what she saw to herself 
when she is ready to give it out. We rather narrate the 
strangest case of clairvoyance that ever came under our 
personal notice. It is a striking case of what Spiritualists 
generally call “spirit identity”. We give a fragment of Mme 
Blavatsky’s letter.

‘ “Let me know, Vera,” she wrote, “whether it is true 
that the old Piotre is dead? He must have died last night 
or at some time yesterday?” (the date on the stamp of the 
envelope showed that it had left Egypt ten days previous 
to the one it was received) “Just fancy what happened! A 
friend of mine, a young English lady and medium, stood 
writing mechanically on bits of paper, leaning upon an 
old Egyptian tomb. The pencil had begun tracing perfect 
gibberish—in characters that had never existed nowhere 
as a philologist told u&—when suddenly, and as I was 
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date on the letter indicated that the 
letter was sent from Egypt ten days 
before)? Listen, one of our English 
women fellows was a medium, 
and when she was writing with 
a pencil on a piece of paper with 
the sarcophagus of a Pharaoh as 

a table, phrases suddenly appeared in a language that 
none of her fellow travelers knew. I was passing by and 
approached them just in time to stop them from throwing 
away the piece of paper with a message on it written in 
an unintelligible scribble and appealing to me in Russian: 
“Baryshnia [young lady]! Baryshnia! Will you pray for me, 
a sinful man? I suffer. I want a drink! I suffer!”  “In using this 
term, ‘baryshnia,’ the name our old servants will probably 
call us until we get old,” Helena Petrovna continued, “I 
realized that it was one of them, so I took a pencil myself 
to receive a message from him. I don’t know if it’s true, but 
he introduced himself as Peter Kucherov and notified me 
that he had passed away in an almshouse at the hospital 
of doctor Goralevich where you put him together with 
Maxim who supposedly died earlier. You did not mention 
it in your letters.  Tell me, is it true?” This was followed by 
a detailed description of the scene and Peter’s own words 
when he was complaining about the painful feeling of an 
unquenchable thirst he was suffering as punishment for 
his hard drinking when he was alive.  At the end of the 
letter was a postscript saying that she no longer had any 
doubts about the death of two brothers because the same 
night she had seen both of them.

Her sister, who was intrigued by this news, 
immediately sent a wire to Tiflis and received an answer 
fully confirming the news recounted by Blavatsky: Peter 
had died about ten days before, the same day indicated 
in Helena Petrovna’s letter, and his brother had died two 
days earlier.

looking from behind her back, 
they changed into what I thought 
was Russian letters. My attention 
having been called elsewhere, 
I had Just left her when I heard 
people saying that what she had 
written was now evidently in some 
existing characters, but neither she nor any one else 
could read them. I came back just in time to prevent 
her from destroying that slip of paper as she had done 
with the rest, and was rewarded. Possessing myself of 
the rejected slip, fancy my astonishment on finding it 
contained in Russian an evident apostrophe to myself!

‘ “Barishnya!’ (little or “young miss”), “dear 
baryshnyal” said the writing. “Help, oh help me, miserable 
sinner!...I suffer: drink, drink, give me a drink\...l suffer, 
suffer!” From this term barysh- nya—a title our old 
servants will, I see, use with us two even after our hair will 
have grown white with age—I understood immediately 
that the appeal came from one of our old servants and 
took therefore the matter in hand by arming myself with a 
pencil to record what I would myself see. I found the name 
Piotre Koutcherof echoed in my mind quite distinctly, 
and before me an undistinguishable mass, a formless 
pillar of grey smoke, and thought I heard It repeat the 
same words. Furthermore I saw that he had died in Dr 
Gorolevitch’s hospital attached to the City Refuge—the 
Tlflis Work House I suppose. Moreover, as I made out, 
it is you who had placed him in company with his old 
brother, our old Maxim, who had died a few days before 
him. You had never written me about poor Maxim’s death. 
Do tell me whether it is so or not...”

‘Further on followed her description of the whole 
vision as she had it, later on in the evening, when alone, 
and the authentic words pronounced by “Piotre’s spook” 
as she called it. The “spirit” (?) was bitterly complaining 
of thirst and was becoming quite desperate. It was a 
punishment it said—and the spook seemed to know 
it well—for his drunkenness during the lifetime of that 
personality!...”An agony of thirst, that nothing could 
quench...an ever living Are!” as she explained it.

‘Mme Blavatsky’s letter ended with a postscript 
in which she notified her sister that her doubts had all 
been settled. She saw the astral “spooks” of both the 
brothers—one harmless and passive, the other active 
and dangerous.49

‘Upon the receipt of this letter, her sister was 
struck with surprise. Ignorant herself of the death of 
the parties mentioned, she telegraphed immediately to 
town and the answer received from doctor Gorolevitch 
corroborated the news announced by Mine Blavatsky in 
every particular. Piotre had died on the very same day 
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In order to prove the 
evident authenticity of this event, 
we think it is necessary to add that 
Blavatsky could not have known 
about the death of these two old 

men. They died in Tiflis, where Helena Petrovna had not 
maintained any correspondents.  In addition, only ten 
days had passed from the date of death of the second old 
man until the date of Blavatsky’s letter, a period of time too 
short to make the exchange of written communications 
with Egypt possible. It is obvious that there was no 
question of wire exchange possible.

VII.

Since we are trying not to collect evidence of the 
later life of Mme Blavatsky from her own letters, and since 
we are talking only about facts that we ourselves witnessed 
or that we acquired from sources that are undoubtedly 
unbiased, we must skip a few years of Helena Petrovna’s 
life almost without a pause. Those who wish to fill this 
gap can easily do it using the information from foreign 
newspapers: since the end of the 1860s, the newspapers 
of Cairo, Alexandria, Tunisia and Greece where Mme 
Blavatsky spent a part of this decade constantly discussed 
her activities. Currently, American and Indian newspapers 
aren’t surpassed by them in this respect.

At the beginning of 1870s, once again, Mme 
Blavatsky visited the south of Russia and then left her 

and date as given in HPB’s letter, 
and his brother two days earlier.’

That the genuineness of 
such clairvoyance should become 
self-evident, we must add that it 
was practically impossible that 
Mme Blavatsky should have 
learned on the same day of the death of the two old men, 
they at Tiflis and she in Egypt. Since even her sister who 
lived thirty miles from Tiflis knew nothing of the event so 
long as ten days after. The date on her letter and that 
on the envelope of the post-office showed it was written 
and sent on the day following that on which the death 
occurred; and ten days are barely sufficient for a letter to 
reach Tiflis from Egypt. As to a question of a telegram, the 
idea is positively absurd. For years Madame Blavatsky 
had ceased to hold any communication with Tiflis. She 
corresponded with no one except with Mme Jelihovsky—
and this very rarely—and the decease of two obscure old 
serfs in the poor-house is not an event that is generally 
announced to the world by the (word indecipherable] 
Agency.

Disgusted with her failure and the gossip it 
provoked, she soon went home via Palestine, and 
lingered for some months longer, making a voyage to 
Palmira and other ruins, whither she went with Russian 
friends. Accounts of some of the incidents of her journey 
found their way into the French and even American 
papers. At the end of 1872 she returned according to 
her usual habit without warning and surprised her family 
at Odessa. But her new advent had not been this time 
unexpected for it had been announced nearly two years 
before. [A reference to the 1870 Mahatma letter received 
by HPB’s aunt N. Fadeyev, telling that she would return 
to her family before 18 new moons.]

We have hitherto avoided to get our statements 
about Mme Blavatsky’s doings—when she was far away 
from home—out of her own letters. We have introduced 
into this semi-biographical sketch only such events and 
phenomenal facts as we know are correct to a detail; for, 
we had been either [MS broken] eyewitnesses to them or 
had transcribed them from the written [MS broken]. We 
now enter into an epoch of her life when she appears 
as a public character, the papers of all countries become 
familiar with her name, and where anyone may follow 
her step by step in her daily life. We send such as are 
interested to the back files of the daily and periodical press 
(from 1870) of Tunis, Egypt, and Greece, and to which we 
may add from the year 1875 to 1884 those of America, 
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homeland for good where despite 
her numerous “outstanding” talents 
she could not apply them since 
she did not have the necessary 
connections and patronage. 
Russian journalists opened their 
doors to her only after the press of 

the Old and New World started talking about her.

In 1872, Helena Petrovna moved to North 
America. After having traveled around and becoming 
quite familiar with the country, she settled in New York 
where she lived seven years. She spent these years 
constantly working trying to acquire knowledge in her 
favorite subject. In addition to four or five languages that 
she already knew, she learnt a few more including three 
ancient languages – Latin, Hebrew and Sanskrit. She 
had learned Greek earlier, when she was living in Athens. 
When she was studying Sanskrit, in addition to language 
manuals she greatly enjoyed the assistance of a Hindu 
man who was close to the Theosophical Society. Helena 
Petrovna managed to make the doors of the New York 
Public Library always open to her, and she was able even 
to consult bibliographical rarities not available for general 
public use. The fruit of these hard-working years was 
her extensively researched theological two-volume book 
which, in spite of its abstract substance, was re-printed 
within six months of its publication. We are talking about 
her “The Isis Unveiled” book that gave rise to a lot of talk 
in a foreign press; though it was almost unnoticed in our 
country.

During this period, Mme Blavatsky, while not 
denying the reality of mediumistic events, developed a 
new vision about their origin and the medium’s role in 
their manifestations.10 Under the influence of her new 
vision, she began denying her mediumistic powers. 
She persistently rejected the name of spiritist that was 
imposed on her in the press. 

India, Russia, England, and finally 
those of Paris and Germany.

She left Russia (Odessa) for the last time in April 
1873, after a few months of sojourn with her relatives, for 
Paris where she was anxious to meet a cousin. She could 
never find an outlet for her activity large enough to satisfy 
her aspirations in her own country, and even the sphere 
of Russian journalism had become open to her only after 
the press of the Old and New World had made her name 
known all over Christendom, and the heathen lands.
In June of the same year she was in Paris where she 
had intended to reside for sometime, when suddenly she 
received a letter—‘an advice I have neither the desire, 
or possibility of resisting’ as she explained it to us in 
her correspondence—from one of her Teachers in the 
far East. Hardly after two months’ rest she had to pack 
up her trunks once more and cross over to the U.S. of 
America. She did this, as we all know it, unhesitatingly 
and at two days’ notice. She arrived at New York on July 
7th 1873 and resided in that city—with the exceptions 
of a few weeks and months when she had to visit other 
cities and places—for over six years, after which time she 
got her naturalization papers. All these years she passed 
in investigating and studying her favourite subject—
Occult Sciences. Beside the four or five languages she 
knew in her youth, she had begun studying the Latin and 
the Hebrew—the latter and the Kabala with a Rabbi, a 
great Occultist—and she knew the Greek still earlier, 
having studied it at Athens. But she neglected and finally 
abandoned all this for the study of Indian philosophies 
and religions, for she had ever raved about the Aryans 
and there had ever been an incomprehensible attraction 
for her in that far away country; the cradle, she assured, of 
all the secrets and mysteries of Nature, and its depository 
to the present day.

The outcome of all these studies was the 
Theosophical Society of New York ‘founded by her with 
the help of Colonel H.S. Olcott’ and a few others; and 
her scientific-theological work in two large volumes, 
which is at present in its seventh edition. We speak of 
Isis Unveiled, by turns so praised and so abused in the 
European press.

It is in America, if we have understood and inferred 
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the fact correctly through her 
letters home, that her final opinion 
about mediumistic, or the so-called 
Spiritualistic phenomena was 
made and forever settled. Without 
having ever denied the reality of 
such manifestations, since she 
had been familiar with them from her childhood, she 
finally openly professed to be able to explain their cause 
and origin, and the mysterious processes that take place 
within and without the medium’s body.

This is what she wrote from America in 1874.
The more I see of mediums—for the United States 

are a true nursery, the most prolific hot-bed for mediums 
and sensitives of all kinds, genuine and artificial—the 
more I see the danger humanity is surrounded with. 
Poets speak of the thin partition between this world 
and the other. They are blind: there is no partition at all, 
except the difference of states in which the dead and 
the living exist and the grossness of the physical senses 
of the majority of mankind. Yet—these senses are our 
salvation. They were given to us by a wise and sagacious 
mother and nurse—Nature; for otherwise individuality 
and even personality would have become impossible: the 
dead would be ever merging into the living and the latter 
assimilating the former. Were there around us but one 
variety of ‘spirits’—as well call the dregs of wine, spirits—
the reliquiae of those mortals who are dead and gone, 
one could reconcile oneself with it. We cannot avoid in 
some way or the other to assimilate our dead, and little 
by little and unconsciously to ourselves we become 
they—even physically, especially in the unwise West 
where cremation is unknown. We breathe and eat, and 
devour the dead—men and animals—with every breath 
we draw in; as every human breath that goes out makes 
up the bodies and feeds the formless creatures in the 
air that will be men some day. So much for the physical 
process; for the mental and the intellectual and also the 
spiritual it is just the same: we interchange gradually 
our brain- molecules, our intellectual and even spiritual 
auras, hence—our thoughts, desires, and aspirations 
with those who preceded us. This process—rather novel 
in its ultimate views to physiology and biology—is one 
for humanity in general. It is a natural one and one in the 
economy and laws of nature, owing to which one’s son may 
become gradually his own grandfather and one’s aunt to 
boot, imbibing their combined atoms and thus accounting 
for the possible resemblance (atavism?!)—but also one 
in which the latter could never become their grandson or 
nephew. But there is another law, an exceptional one and 
which manifests itself among mankind sporadically and 
periodically: the law of forced post-mortem assimilation: 
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during the prevalence of which 
epidemic, the dead invade from 
their respective spheres the 
domain of the living—only within 
the limits of the regions they lived, 
very luckily, and in which they 
are buried.50 In such cases the 
duration and intensity of this epidemic depends upon 
the welcome they receive, upon whether they find the 
doors opening widely to receive them or not, and whether 
the necromantic plague will be increased by magnetic 
attraction, the desire of the mediums, sensitives, and the 
curious themselves, or whether again, the danger being 
signalled, ‘ the epidemic will be wisely repressed.

‘Such a periodical visitation occurs now in America. 
It began with innocent children—the little Misses Fox—
playing unconsciously with this terrible weapon, and, 
welcomed and passionately invited to “come in”, the 
whole of the dead community seemed to rush in, and 
get a more or less stronger hold of the living. I went on 
purpose to a family of strong mediums—the Eddys—and 
watched for over a fortnight, making experiments, which, 
of course, I kept to myself....You remember, Vera, how 
I made experiments for you at Rougodevo, how often I 
saw the ghosts of those who had been living in the house 
and described them to you—for you could never see 
them. Well it was the same daily and nightly in Vermont. 
I saw and watched them, these soulless creatures, 
the shadows of their terrestrial bodies, from which in 
most cases soul and spirit had fled long ago but which 
thrived and preserved their semi-material shadows, at 
the expense of the hundreds of visitors that came and 
went as well as of the mediums. And I remarked under 
the advice of my Master that (1) those apparitions which 
were genuine were produced by the “ghosts” of those 
who had lived and died within a certain area of those 
mountains: (2) those who had died far away were less 
entire—a mixture of the real shadow and of that which 
lingered in the personal aura of the visitor for whom it 
purported to come; and (3) the purely fictitious ones or as 
I call them, the reflections of genuine ghosts or shadows 
of the deceased personality. To explain myself clearer, it 
was not the spooks that assimilated the medium, but the 
medium—W. Eddy—who assimilated unconsciously to 
himself the picture of the dead relatives and friends from 
the aura of the sitters....

‘It was horrid, ghastly, to watch the process! It 
made me often sick and giddy, but I had to look at it, and 
the most I could do was to hold the disgusting creatures 
at arm’s length. But it was a sight to see the welcome 
given these umbrae by the Spiritualists! They wept and 
rejoiced around the medium clothed in these empty 
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Thus in 1877, in one of her letters she wrote the following:

“Are we the spiritists? Good Lord! I joined the 
Theosophical Society (which is a local branch of the India 
Arya Society), more exactly the brotherhood called Arya 
Samaj, just because they fly a banner of truth and science 
to oppose honestly all the prejudices and abuses of the 
spiritists. We (the Theosophists) are rather spiritualists, 
however not of the American but rather of the Alexandrian 
type.”

Soon after Helena Petrovna’s book was 
published, her name started being mentioned because of 
the book and also appeared in local Russian publications: 
articles by professor Wagner about spiritualism in 
“Russian Messenger” (Russkiy Vestnik); translations of 
selected selections of Mr. Olcott’s (who was president 
of the Theosophical Society) “People From the Other 
World” about the séances of the Eddy brothers — all of 

materialized shadows: rejoiced 
and wept again, sometimes 
broken down with an emotion, a 
sincere joy and happiness that 
made my heart bleed for them! “If 
they could but see what I see” I 
often wished. If they only knew that 
these simulacra of men [and] women are made up wholly 
of the terrestrial passions, vices and worldly thoughts of 
the residuum, of the personality that was, for these are 
only such dregs that could not follow the liberated soul 
and spirit and are left for a second death in the terrestrial 
atmosphere51 that can be seen by the average mediums 
and public. At times I used to see one of such phantoms, 
quitting the medium’s astral body pouncing upon one of 
the sitters, expanding so as to envelop him or her entirely 
and then slowly disappearing within the living body as 
though sucked in by its every pore....’ 

Under the influence of such ideas and thoughts 
Mme Blavatsky came out finally quite openly with her 
protest against being calle’d a medium. She stoutly 
rejected the appellation of ‘Spiritist’ that was being forced 
upon her by her foreign correspondents. Thus in 1877 
she says in one of her letters to a friend:

What kind of Spiritist can you see in or make of me, 
pray? If I have worked to join the Theosophical Society in 
alliance offensive and defensive with the Arya Samaj of 
India (of which we are now forming a branch within the 
Parent Theosophical Society), it is because in India all 
the Brahmins whether orthodox or otherwise are terribly 
against the bhoots, the mediums, or any necromantic 
evocations or dealings with the dead in any way or shape. 
That we have established our Societies (Arya Samaj and 
Theosophy) simultaneously in order to combat under the 
banner of Truth and Science every kind of superstitious 
and preconceived hobbies. That we mean to fight the 
prejudices of the sceptics as well as the abuse of power 
of the false prophets, ancient and modem; to put down 
the high-priests Calchases with their false Jupiterean 
thunders, and to show the fallacy of the Spiritists. If we 
are anything, we are Spiritualists, only not on the modem 
American fashion but on that of ancient Alexandria with 
its Theodadiktoses, Hypatias and Porphyries ...’

Soon, after the appearance of Isis Unveiled, the 
name of Mme H.P. Blavatsky appeared, moreover, in 
the pages of our best Russian periodicals. The articles 
of Professor Wagner in the Rousskoy Vyestnik (Russian 
Messenger) of M.N. Katkof, on spiritism; translations from 
the works of Colonel H.S. Olcott (the President of the 
Theosophical Society)—‘People from the other World’, 
describing his seances with the Eddy Brothers, brought 
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these reminded Russians about 
Mme Blavatsky. Shortly after that, 
foreign magazines started actively 
commenting on Helena Petrovna’s 
role in the cremation ceremony 
of Baron De Palm in New York. 
These comments ended up in the 

Russian press, but, alas! they did not help her achieve 
fame, just as the laudatory comments on her book were 
adopted by few, very few Russian newspapers, a strange, 
but definitely incontestable fact! Each time strangers 
spoke favorably about her, those who were not strangers 
to her immediately started telling a nonsense story, 
speaking ironically about her or too simply spreading lies 
about her: “How it can be? Is it the same Blavatsky who 
lived here, among us? It can not be true!” The result of all 
of this was not the association of her with the fact that a 
Russian woman wrote a clever book in English; rather, it 
suddenly allowed these people to allege, with no proof, 
that she was a charlatan, bad mannered, stupid, ugly 
(how are all of these related to the merits and drawbacks 
of her book?), and finally that “when she was 17 years old 
she killed (?!) her husband and because of that had run 
away from Russia.”  You should love your homeland so 
much that, despite such “bouquets of flowers” presented 
to you by your compatriots, you continue to be Russian in 
your heart and such a passionate patriot of your country 
as Mme Blavatsky has remained!11

forward prominently before the 
Russian reading public the name 
of Mme Blavatsky they had so long 
lost sight of. Nearly simultaneously 
with this, the Continental and 
American papers raised up a 
world-wide sensation by their 
talk and comments upon the first [public] cremation 
that ever occurred in the United States: that of Baron 
de Palm, Fellow of the Theosophical Society, and Mme 
Blavatsky’s connection with it and the role she played 
in the said Society. Many of such articles found their 
way into Russian, and were translated and republished 
by our press. Alas! this connection served rather to her 
dishonour than to her honour, thanks to the prejudice, 
bigotry and usual dirty malice of the penny-a-liners. 
Nor has the praise bestowed upon her Isis Unveiled by 
a few of the leading Russian and European journals, 
forced the smaller fry to change their tone toward an 
absent country-woman. Strange yet a self-evident fact! 
No sooner a foreign paper—especially if it was English 
or a German periodical or daily—speak of herself or of 
her work in tones of praise, than the press of her own 
country would raise up an indecent protest. For every just 
praise abroad, then was a calumny immediately invented 
in her own country, some self-evident lie, ironical abuse 
or simply a libel upon their countrywoman. ‘How? Are 
we to believe that this Mme Blavatsky is the one that 
we all know?... Impossible]’ And in consequence of 
this ‘impossible’, with regard to the fact that a Russian 
woman had written a remarkable English work, it became 
‘possible’ to affirm that all the Madames Blavatsky they 
may have known—and especially Mme H.P. Blavatsky—
were lunatics who believed in Spiritualism; hence frauds, 
ignorant, badly educated, unmannered, stupid, deformed 
(sic), as though the latter defect even if it were true could 
have anything to do with her literary work! Finally, one 
of the papers came out with the stupendous information 
that the Mme Blavatsky, author of Isis Unveiled, was 
‘the same Mme B. who at the age of 17 had murdered 
(?!) her venerable husband and then disappeared from 
Russia’ (the little gazette Ouley).52  The libel was later 
on contradicted officially, but it never prevented other 
papers from going on to invent from time to time other 
libels.53  In the presence of such uncalled for insults from 
her generous countrymen, one must love indeed one’s 
motherland to remain the true and thorough Russian 
patriot at heart as Mme Blavatsky ever was and is, her 
American naturalization notwithstanding!

(We doubt, and so do many even amongst her 
Russian friends, whether, notwithstanding the well 
known fact that Mme Blavatsky has never meddled in 
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Baron De Palm, whose death was mentioned 
above, was a very rich man who left his large fortune 
to the American branch of the Theosophical Society, 
asking them to build a crematorium (a furnace for 
burning corpses) and after the incineration of his body, 
to distribute his ashes by pinches among them as a 
remembrance of him. His testament was executed at 
a grand solemn ceremony that attracted huge number 
of people. There were a lot of stories published in New 
York newspapers, and for the first time portraits of major 
figures of the Brotherhood of Theosophists were placed in 
the magazines, which, by the way, also included a portrait 
of Blavatsky. Almost simultaneously, many of her articles 
attracted public attention, especially those in defense of 
the unjustly accused Slade the medium, and also articles 
against Mr. Huxley who had delivered three lectures 
in the city of New York exclusively aimed at proving 
the non-existence of the eternal human soul. After the 
publication of the latter, Helena Petrovna received public 
appreciation for her literary talent, so that when “Isis 
Unveiled” was published she straight away possessed 
an honorable place in a world of science and awoke 
such an interest in the New York public that she became 
constantly disturbed by new acquaintances, especially 
by journalists chasing after her. Following the American 
press, the European press also started talking about her. 
The London Phrenological Journal published her portrait 
and a sort of a biography of her. The “Public Opinion” 
proclaimed that “Isis” is “the most wonderful event in the 
field of literature of our century.” It goes without saying 
that specialized publications devoted to spiritualism and 

politics, and has, by principle, 
and through that inherent feeling 
in most Russians—one intimately 
connected with early associations 
and education—remained ever 
true in her sympathies to the 
Imperial family, whether, we 
say, she can ever return to Russia. She has become 
an American citizen— i.e., foresworn allegiance to the 
Czar publicly before the people of the US—and she 
has separated herself forever from the Orthodox Greek 
Church and even Christianity. These two actions seem to 
be viewed by the Russian Govt, as the one unpardonable 
sin. Hence the Russian journalism has a good chance 
of libelling her to their heart’s content. She is far away 
and cannot bring a law-suit for defamation against any 
penny-a-liner who chooses to traduce and lie about her. 
And with all that she was regarded for nearly two years in 
India by the Anglo-Indian government as a Russian spy! 
H.S.O. Editor)

Baron de Palm, whose death and cremation in 
the United States had set the whole press of the two 
continents agog, was. It seems, a very rich man. He left 
the whole of his great fortune to the Theosophical Society 
of New York, on the condition that the Theosophists 
should build a crematory, and reducing his body to ashes 
should preserve it as a memorial of what had been once 
himself.54  This was accomplished with a great and. solemn 
ceremony which attracted an Immense crowd and people 
from every part of the United States. The New York and 
other dally papers were full of it, while several Illustrated 
journals came out with portraits of the chief actors of the 
cremation, and of the Baron, and the Founders of the 
famous Theosophical Society or ‘Universal Brotherhood’: 
among others Mme Blavatsky’s portrait, which was 
reproduced by- several continental journals. During that 
period many of her articles in various papers—Russian 
and American—attracted public attention. Her article 
in the defence of Dr Slade, the medium, so cruelly and 
so unjustly accused and sentenced in London, was 
translated and republished by some continental journals, 
as well as several of her sarcastic articles against some 
of the scientific materialists of the day. Her brilliant literary 
talent55  [referring to the footnote below, HPB has written 
in red pencil at this point: ‘Please see apology’] began 
to be recognized and when her Isis Unveiled appeared 
(which is not worth a two-penny dam) her door was 
assailed with reporters who begged for an interview. 
The latter resulted as often in sarcastic nonsense as in 
serious notices. The sensation was carried from America 
to the Old World. Phrenological and literary journals 
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related sciences felt shocked: 
“Isis”, which presented the 
profession de foi of a person whom 
until that moment they considered 
to be in agreement with their views, 
caused a sensation among them. 
At the same time, the literary value 

of Helena Petrovna and her public image increased: the 
honoraria for her articles quadrupled. 

“Can you imagine how pleasantly surprised I 
was!” she wrote her sister in one of her letters at that time.  
“For my latest article about esoteric issues and nirvana in 
the Buddhist religion, which I sent to the newspaper ‘The 
Tribune,’ I expected to receive $100-$150, but they paid 
me $400!  It means that I have become fashionable! There 
is no end of proposals. For a foolish article which I write 
with one stroke of the pen in order to get rid of importunate 
requests I receive $60-$70, whereas previously I felt 
very happy if I was paid $20 for a much more elaborate 
and serious piece of work of the same size.  Are they 
really paying for the value of articles, or are they paying 
for the name? Previously, my writings were not of worse 
quality, and maybe they were even much more carefully 
elaborated, but they didn’t know my name before. Today, 
it is in much demand, so editors do not give me a moment 
of peace: everybody wants it, and they pay $250! It’s good 
that I’m not a presumptuous person. My father’s daughter 
is modest; she has not become conceited!”

This last remark is really true: Helena Petrovna 
did not become conceited and arrogant in the midst of the 
befuddling fumes of incense burnt in her honor, especially 
by the local small daily periodicals which hoped to receive 
her articles or to be invited to her famous “Lamasery” — 
the “New York heathen temple,”12 as they called the house 
on Seventh Avenue where Mme Blavatsky lived. These 
meetings provided Helena Petrovna with rich material for 
articles that were more or less true but always interesting 
to the majority of the local public. Indeed, she attached so 
little importance to her literary efforts that she was always 
frankly surprised by such success. This is what she wrote 
to her relatives concerning the results from the literary 
efforts that made her so famous:

“I don’t understand, what makes people praise 
my works so much. It is true that during all these years, I 
worked and studied a lot, but in fact, my ‘Isis’ was written 
so easily, that I would not call it a work, but rather a 
pleasure! I am often surprised how easily I write ‘about 

had her portrait and more or 
less disfigured biographies. The 
London Public Opinion declared 
that her Isis Unveiled was the 
most remarkable production of 
the age; and the N.Y. Tribune 
added that ‘it amply confirms her 
claims to the character of an adept in secret sciences 
in the exposition of its mystic lore’; while the Californian 
Sacramento Record-Union expressed its opinion that 
‘she had surpassed all her predecessors in the task of 
elucidating the most absorbing and important problems 
life can furnish’, one that even ‘complete failure to achieve 
which would have involved no humiliation...’ adding that 
Mme Blavatsky ‘has produced a unique work’ which “will 
become a classic.’ Useless to mention the notice of those 
special journals which are solely devoted to Spiritualism 
and mediumship. As the profession of faith of a person 
they had hitherto considered a Spiritualist and at one with 
themselves—Isis Unveiled made of course, a sensation 
among them in quite an opposite direction: with a few 
noble exceptions it was tom to pieces. At the same time 
her articles began to be more than hitherto appreciated.

At this sudden fame and turn of the wheel of 
fortune, she laughed as she laughs at everything outside 
her own beloved studies.

‘Fancy my surprise!’—she wrote about that 
time, to her sister—‘I am—heaven help us!—becoming 
fashionable, as it seems. I am writing articles on 
Esotericism and Nirvana and paid for them more than I 
could have ever expected though I have hardly any time 
for writing for money....Only believe me, and you will for 
you know me, I cannot make myself believe that I have 
ever been able to write decently....If I were unknown no 
publisher or Editor would have ever paid any attention to 
me....It’s all vanity and fashion....Luckily for the publishers 
I have never been vain.’

Quite true:—she never was vain. In the midst 
of all this fog of incense and adulation she has been 
surrounded with these latter years, she has never shown 
a sign of haughtiness, conceit or simple vanity. Indeed 
we found her constantly surprised and sincerely amused 
at the value that other people seemed to see In the said 
works that have made her name so famous throughout 
the world. To prove it we give another extract of one of 
her letters to her family:—

True, during the long years of my absence from 
home I have constantly studied and have learned 
certain things. But when I wrote Isis, I wrote it so easily 
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Byron and important matters!’ 
When an article is needed, I 
sit down and start writing. The 
subject does not matter to me — 
metaphysics, psychology, ancient 
philosophy, zoology or natural 
sciences. I never hesitate, I never 

ask myself if I can do it or if it is within my power, I just 
start writing and the work appears! As if there were some 
knowledgeable person present who is dictating a text to 
me. You should not think that I am out of my mind, but I’m 
sure that somebody is transferring thoughts into my mind. 
I believe that I am influenced by something, and I feel 
strong because I believe in its power. It is rather not me 
who is talking and writing but my inner ego, my luminous 
self, who is thinking and writing for me. Look: is it really 
possible that in few years I became so educated that once 
I write an article (which, by my opinion, is very superficial), 
all local periodicals feel excited? Comments, praise from 
people who are indeed educated and competent; visits 
of editors and journalists; there is no end of orders for 
articles. Where does it come from?”

The source is obvious to us; however, H.P. was 
absolutely sure that her writing efforts were facilitated 
by “indirect influences,” that the best pages of her “Isis” 
were written “as dictated by somebody.” When her work in 
writing this very complicated, very intellectual book, which 
required referring to several hundred authors of various 
periods and nationalities, was in full swing, here is what 
she wrote to her sister:

“You may not believe me, but I feel dazed, as if 
I’m in a feverish ecstasy! When I’m awake and, it seems 
to me, when I’m asleep, I devote myself to my ‘Isis’! I’m 
watching and I can’t stop enjoying looking at what I see 
as her veil is thinning out and falling down right before 

that it was certainly no labour 
but a real pleasure. Why should 
I be praised for it? Whenever I 
am told to write I sit down and 
obey and I can write easily upon 
almost anything: metaphysics, 
psychology, philosophy, ancient 
religions, zoology, natural sciences—or what not. I never 
put myself the question: “can I write on this subject...” 
or—”am I equal to the task?”—but I simply sit down and 
write. Why? Because He who knows all simply dictates 
to me...My MASTER, and occasionally others whom I 
knew years ago in my travels....Please do not imagine 
that I have lost my senses. I have hinted to you before 
now about Them...and I tell you candidly that whenever I 
write upon a subject I know little or nothing of, I address 
myself to Them and one of Them Inspires me, Le., he 
allows me to simply copy what I write from manuscripts 
and even printed matter that pass before my eyes, in 
the air...It is that knowledge of His protection and faith 
in His power that have enabled me to become mentally 
and spiritually so strong ... and even He (the Master) 
is not always required, for during his absence on some 
other occupation, He awakens in me his substitute in 
knowledge...At such times, it is no more I who writes, 
but my inner ego, my “luminous Self’ who thinks and 
writes for me. Only see. Is it possible that in a few years 
I should have become so very learned as to write without 
hesitation page after page of Isis, with all its verbatim 
quotations from, and innumerable references to, books 
that I had never, nor could I ever see them! Then all 
this running after me of reporters and journalists, and of 
Russian editors after my articles....’

For us it was evident—whence and by what 
caused. But HPB was sincerely convinced from her very 
youth of the existence of some far away, living people 
who helped her, and that all her work was produced 
through the ‘indirect help and influence’ of some beings 
at a great distance, nay: that even the best pages of her 
Isis were written ‘under the dictation’ of her Tibetan guru 
or Master! During the very time of her writing this so very 
complicated erudite work, so full of abstract and most 
difficult philosophical subjects, so full as she herself says 
of quotations from and references to several hundreds of 
authors of all nationalities and epochs—this is again what 
she wrote to her sister. (This letter is preserved and may 
yet prove of service.)56

You may disbelieve me, but I tell you that in saying 
this I speak but the truth: I am solely occupied—not 
with writing ‘Isis’, but with Isis herself. I live in a kind of 
permanent enchantment, a life of visions and sights with 
open eyes The Theosophist and no trance whatever to 
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my very eyes! It’s already three 
years, day and night, that images 
from the past have been spinning 
around me. Slowly, as if on a magic 
panoramic stage set, centuries 
by centuries are passing before 
my eyes. Races and peoples, 

countries and towns arise, fall to ruins and disappear. 
The hoary prehistoric period of time is replaced by the 
historical epoch; myths give up their place to real events 
and people; and each event, each turn — starting with 
causative reason and ending with its naturally resulting 
consequences — are just as if printed in my head. When 
I’m thinking, it seems to me that my thoughts are a kind 
of mosaic of different colors. I put them together, I move 
them, and at the end, something is produced that is 
always geometrically correct. I can’t understand, where 
did I get such a memory? Such a quick-wittedness and 
clarity of conclusions? I am being helped. Obviously, it is 
‘the master’ who is helping me!”

From our point of view, it was her natural talents 
that were helping her, and also her knowledge and 
memory that were developed due to her hard work. 
However, as we can see in the abstracts from her letters 
above, she was the last person to value herself; she 
denied her personal participation in this work and credited 
all her success to certain “influences,” to suggestions by 
some mythical “master.”13

deceive my senses! I sit and watch 
now the fair goddess constantly. 
And as she displays before me the 
secret meaning of her lost secrets, 
and the veil becoming with every 
hour thinner and more transparent, 
gradually falls off, before my eyes, 
I hold my breath and can hardly trust to my senses!... It 
is already several years, that, in order not to forget what I 
have learned elsewhere, I am made to have permanently 
before my eyes all that I need to see. Thus night and 
day, the images of the past are ever marshalling before 
my inner eye. Slowly and gliding silently like images 
in an enchanted panorama, centuries after centuries 
appear before me...and I am made to connect these 
epochs with certain historical events and I know there 
can be no mistake. Races and nations, countries and 
cities emerge during such or another century, then fade 
out and disappear during some other one, the precise 
date of which I am then told by....Hoary antiquity gives 
room to historical periods; myths are explained by real 
events and personages who had really existed; and 
every important— and often unimportant—event, every 
[MS broken: revolution, a new?] leaf turned in the book 
of life of nations—with its incipient cause and subsequent 
natural results—remains photographed in my mind as 
though impressed in indelible colours....When I think and 
watch my thoughts they appear to me—as though they 
were— like those little bits of wood of various shapes of 
colours in the game known as casse-tete. I pick them 
up one by one, and try to make them fit each other, first 
taking one, [then] putting it [aside] until I find its match, 
and finally there always comes out in the end something 
geometrically correct...I certainly [MS broken: refuse] 
point blank to attribute it to my own knowledge or memory, 
for I could never arrive alone at either such premises or 
conclusions....I tell you seriously I am helped. And he 
who helps me is my Hozyain [a Russian term signifying 
literally “Master of the House”]—my Guru.’

That which helped her, in our humble opinion 
were her natural gifts, and her memory developed by an 
incessant life-labour and study.57  But, as will be seen from 
the above fragmentary quotations from her autograph 
letters, it was she herself, who of all persons appreciated 
them the least, denying any great active participation in 
her literary work, attributing it to [MS broken] ‘influences’, 
to its dictation or inspiration of some mysterious ‘Guru’ or 
Master—a personage it seems held in very high esteem in 
India by its Theosophists as everyone can see by reading 
Mr A.P. Sinnett’s work called The Occult World and other 
like works from the [pen?] of several Theosophists.58
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VIII.

Those who are interested 
in what Mme Blavatsky is doing 
today may get detailed information 
by addressing themselves to the 
following publications: Her letters 

“From the Caves and Jungles of Hindustan,” which are 
being published in “Moscow Gazette” and “Russian 
Messenger” using her pen name Radda Bai; certain 
works, such as Sinnett’s book “The Occult World”; and, 
finally, for most accurate information, her own journal 
“The Theosophist” (see the announcement on page 442 
[of Rebus]). There is one thing remaining for us to do in 
concluding this brief account: to say few words about 
her social and spiritualistic activity in order to disprove 
frequent false gossip disseminated in the Russian press.

When the last Russian-Turkish war broke 
out, Mme Blavatsky was still living in America. At the 
height of the war, she practically put aside all her other 
engagements and devoted all her time to enthusiastically 
fighting the enemies of Russia in the press. In response 
to almost every vicious escapade of local journalists 
against Russians, she replied with such energy that local 
supporters of our enemies were practically shut down 
in New York. “The Tribune,” “The Sun” and “The Daily 
Times” were the main media organs for Helena Petrovna. 
She punished detractors with such anger and wit that 
they considered it unsafe to excite the indignation of this 
“Russian American.” Aristarkh-Bey, a Turkish consul in 
Washington D.C. at that time, published a strongly worded 
accusation against Russians for their alleged cruelty in 
Asia Minor, basing himself on messages he received 
from Turkey that suffered from several geographical and 
other mistakes. Helena Petrovna used these mistakes to 
refute him in the “Sun” so effectively, that he decided that 
it was necessary to pay a visit to her. Saying that it was 
a misunderstanding, he recanted all what he wrote. This 
episode produced strong impression on the New York 
public.

She also had a resonant wrangling with the Papal 
Nuncio because of her articles against catholic clergy and 
particularly against the Pope for his reciting “Te Deums” 
for Turkey’s prosperity and the success of Turkey’s arms. 

As in the old days in London, where she defended 
the honor of Russia in the middle of a crowd of Englishmen, 
she has today been speaking up fearlessly, writing and 
holding our enemies up to shame. In a fit of anger and 
patriotic feelings, she forgot about her expatriate status, 
American citizenship and her theosophy interests and 
concentrated herself on a single goal: to hold high and 
steadily the banner of Russia! Her voice faded and died 

Those interested in 
Mme Blavatsky’s present 
[pronouncement?] will do well to 
read the various [onesl that speak 
of her, and chiefly [MS broken] 
journal edited by herself—The Theosophist.59

But we have a few words more to say before 
we conclude this truthful narrative [MS broken] but to 
contradict the many slanders and [MS broken] about her 
In the Continental press.

We have said she was a true Russian at heart, 
though she may sympathize as little with the Russian 
government as she does with every other. This was 
proven to us during the Russo-Turkish war. No sooner 
had it broken out than she began to show her warmest 
sympathy toward the Russian army In every way she 
possibly could. In the New York papers one found her 
during those days ever fighting for her country by 
defending it tooth and nail from its calumniators and 
enemies. In those days she had not yet begun writing 
for the most prominent journals of Russia as she does 
now. Her articles were published only in the Tiflis and the 
Odessa dally papers. And we know that every penny she 
ever received from the Tiflisky Vyestnlk Office she gave it 
away for the benefit of the Tiflis [word faded: Barracks?] 
of the wounded.
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away in the general chaos of 
emotions, interests and agitations 
of that time and practically did not 
reach Russia.  Those Russians 
who knew what she was doing, 
however, could not but render the 
justice and homage to her that she 

deserved. She did what she could, not only by her word 
but by her deeds as well. At that time, she did not yet 
have access to the columns of major Russian periodicals, 
so she permanently wrote for the newspaper “Tiflis 
Messenger,” and she donated all her honoraria to support 
barracks for the wounded in Tiflis.

In 1878, all major representatives of the 
Theosophical Society in America — namely, the President 

And yet this did not prevent her, as soon as the war 
was ended to become a citizen of America, forswearing 
allegiance.

The cause of such apparent Inconsistency has to 
be sought deeper and rather In a psychological than any 
intellectual cause. As we have said it in the beginning, 
we know her well, from her very youth and therefore 
we are more competent to judge of her true character 
than anyone else who knows her less. She remained 
throughout her life the same, and as she had been in her 
childhood (See Chap. l) so she was as a grown up woman 
and is—begging her pardon—just the same now. Recent 
and intimate conversations with her showed us that we 
were not mistaken. The same contempt for public opinion 
and the laws governing Society—laws that she regards 
as ‘degrading shams’—as she showed in her youth and 
womanhood. ‘I want the people I respect to know me as 
I am, to see me face to face not through the mask of 
civilization and society’—she proudly maintains—‘as for 
those I neither respect nor care for—they may think of me 
whatever they like.’
Hence we find her assuming the same attitude with 
regard to politics and various forms of government. She 
hates the former and submits to the laws of the respective 
countries she inhabits—as she says:—‘Not because of 
fear of them, but out of pure self-respect.’ She would think 
as soon of committing burglary in the house of a friend 
who receives her in his house and affords her protection 
as to break the law of a country that gives her hospitality. 
Said Mme Blavatsky to friends on a recent visit to Paris 
[In 1884]—‘If I have not offered my services voluntary and 
gratuitous as a spy to Russia when I found out that I was 
taken for one by the Anglo-Indian government, it is only 
because of the inexpressible disgust I have ever felt for 
spies and traitors in general!’

This profession of faith shows her whole character.
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Colonel Henry Olcott and others 
including Mme Blavatsky, who was 
a corresponding secretary of the 
Society — moved from New York 
to Bombay, India. They were called 
there by the principal organizers 
of the whole brotherhood, the 

Arya Samaj, authentic Buddhists, scholar pundit Hindus, 
who greeted them with such joy and honor, that at some 
point, the local police became concerned. The English 
authorities were afraid that they might pursue political 
goals but very soon they became convinced in the 
contrary. They had ascertained for themselves that all 
the goals of the Theosophical Society were aimed only 
at public education and at possible alleviation of social 
blemishes in India itself by establishing and spreading the 
pure and clearly ethical teaching of the ancient “Vedas.” 
It is already more than 30 years, since Buddhism was, 
so to say, revived to a new life by the efforts of few 
Hindu scholars, in particular by a certain swami (a holy 
man) called Swami Dayananda Saraswati. Because of 
his knowledge of ancient and modern languages, deep 
Veda studies and, in general, his versatile erudition, this 
wonderful man was not afraid to be involved in oral and 
print-media debates with European scholars with doctoral 
degrees in various scientific fields, and he won their 
academic disputes. He was especially strong when he 
criticized Huxley’s materialistic theories.

Buddhists believe in the divine source of 
everything, in the Trinity of the human essence itself: in 
the eternal spirit, in the half-immortal soul (which becomes 
immortal only in the case of the ethical pureness of man 
by merging with the Holy Spirit that hovers over the head 
of each mortal when he or she is still alive), in other words, 
in the astral, spiritual body of a man and in his or her 
mortal physical body. The main goals of the Theosophical 
Society are not focused exclusively on spreading Buddhist 
teaching,  as has been claimed, but the Society has its own, 
much stronger adepts. The Society’s goals are as follows: 
to search rigorously for truth and justice in everything — 
in life, in science, and in yet unexplained natural events. 
In pursuing these goals, of course, they zealously help 
their fellow members, who are Buddhists, in their efforts to 
spread and support their faith, which is the oldest religion 
in India, since they fully acknowledge the purity of the 
ethical principles of Buddhism and the obvious difficulties 
in fighting for it in India against Christian truths because 
of the hate that English missionaries managed to kindle in 
the local indigenous community. For the success of their 
humanistic goals aimed at fostering the development of 
human civilization, Theosophists could not make any 
other choice. The Society’s successes as well as the 
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trust and love they have managed 
to attract from local people, have 
resulted from Theosophists’ 
tolerance and care for the 
wellbeing and enlightenment of the 
poor population of India. A primary 
concern of any branch of the 

Theosophical Society, wherever it was established, is to 
provide help to the poor, and to set up hospitals, libraries 
and schools. Their schools accepted children without any 
distinction of creed. Generally, tolerance based on their 
conscience — in both faith and political convictions — 
has been the main guiding rule of the Society. This is why 
the Society can expect to be successful everywhere: their 
tasks are highly ethical.  By using their enlightening efforts 
and their overall goodwill, they seek to unite people, to 
make all people equal, for peoples’ wellbeing without any 
interference with the individual convictions, conscience 
or faith of each of their members. They give people 
complete moral freedom by respecting their convictions 
and not seeking to affect them. Recently, the founders 
of the Theosophical Society Colonel Henry Olcott and 
Mme Blavatsky have disagreed on the issues of religious 
tolerance with their initial patron, the Indian wise man 
Dayananda Saraswati. They blame him for being unfair 
to their fellow Theosophists who are not Buddhists, so 
without any hesitation, they have given him up, which 
shows even more how powerful and influential they are. 
Their trip last year trip, to the real cradle of Buddhism, 
where for centuries priests have been preserving their 
secret sacred things — the manuscripts of the “Veda” and 
the tooth of Buddha himself — resembled the parade of 
conquerors, almost demigods, and clearly showed their 
great popularity.

Not so long ago, the newspaper “Caucasus” 
(basing itself on a certain German newspaper) called 
Mme Blavatsky “grand Priestess of the society of 
Theosophists,” and the newspaper “Odessa News Letter” 
reported that she is publishing “in London(?) a Sanskrit 
journal.” We are used to hearing such distorted news about 
her, so we would like to use this opportunity to note that 
H.P. Blavatsky may not be called a priestess but rather is 
a corresponding secretary of the Society. Moreover, she 
is really publishing a journal “Theosophist,” not in London, 
but in Adyar, which is near Madras and where, due to the 
climate conditions, the principal Society members moved 
from Bombay last year.

The Theosophical Society already has up to fifty 
thousand members. The journal “Theosophist” is their 
periodical, a publication aimed at the following goals 
that, together with the goals of all the Theosophists, have 
been outlined by Ch. Fauvety, a French scholar and the 

Not very long ago, the daily paper Kavkag came 
out with a reprint from a German gazette in which 
Mme Blavatsky was called ‘the grand priestess’ of the 
Theosophical Society where she officiates daily in great 
ceremony and has a Church; and the Listok of Odessa 
announcing at the same time, that she was editing in 
London a Journal in Sanskrit! Such is the average of the 
correct information given out about her by most of the 
foreign papers.

And now, if we exclude the Occult Sciences and 
phenomena, what is it that attracts so many intelligent 
men and women and the Indian masses in general to the 
Society founded by her? We find a direct answer—about 
the best we have ever read—in the late Bulletin Mensuel 
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president of the Psychological 
Society in Paris, in his article 
“Science et Theosophie”14 as 
follows:

“Their (the Theosophists’) urge towards 
connecting Europe and Asia by intellectual ties is of great 
humanistic value. . . . Our modern Western civilization, 
beyond all doubt, is active and progressing, while Eastern 
civilization, which is devoted to preserve ancient traditions 
piously, has been frozen in social and religious forms from 
ancient times. The first is covering Europe and America 
and spreads out all over the world; the second which is 
contained in its most ancient sources — India and China 
— embraces a larger part of Asia and represents almost 
half of the Earth’s population. To bring these two cultures 
together by developing intellectual relationships between 
them, to foster their development by science, philosophy, 
progress of enlightenment and the religious ideal — that 
was the idea and the main purpose of this undertaking 
taken upon herself by Mme Blavatsky. Thus, a woman 
designed and took over the responsibility to carry out a 
great project which was targeted at the future merger of 
all members of human race and at the establishment of 
the human spiritual union!”

At the end of his article, Mr. Fauvety gives 
certain details of Helena Petrovna’s life.  He describes 
her scientific knowledge and the merits of her book “Isis 
Unveiled,” which he presents as follows: “This wonderful 
work is of great value from the philosophic point of view, 
and shows (her) deep and amazing knowledge. . . .” Then, 
when he is describing Mme Blavatsky’s activities, he 
recollects an historical fact dated to the year of 1831, and 
since Helena Petrovna was born in the same year, the 
author focuses on the coincidence of these two events. 
Here is what he writes:

“There was a need for such a talented person 
a Mme Blavatsky, who would be up to the high mark 
of such a venture.... It reminds me that since 1831, the 
followers of St. Simon have been announcing the arrival 
of a woman from the East who will connect two cultures 
— Eastern and Western — and who will be the mother 
of a regenerated society. Following this deceptive dream, 
some of them even left for the East seeking for a woman 
of this kind. . . . They made a trip to Egypt, Syria and 
the Asian part of Turkey for nothing — they did not meet 

des Sciences Psychologiques of 
Paris, in an article called ‘Science 
et Theosophie’, by the editor of 
the paper, and President of the 
Psychological Science, a man of 
science and a philosopher named 
C. Fauverty. Says this well known 
author:—

‘Their aspirations (of the Theosophists) to unite 
Europe with Asia in the same intellectual bonds has a 
grand humanitarian sense.... Our Western civilization 
is undeniably mobile and progressive, whereas the 
civilization of the East preserving faithfully its sacred 
traditions of old, has crystallized Itself in the social 
and religious forms of the faraway Past. The former 
embraces Europe and America with all the globe; the 
latter circumscribed within its oldest regions—India and 
China, extends and covers the greatest portions of Asia 
and represents more than half of the world population. To 
place then two civilizations in intellectual communication, 
to give the one by means of the other an impulse through 
science, philosophy, and its success in culture, general 
enlightenment and the religious ideal—such is the plan, 
such the aim and object of an enterprise the initiative of 
which comes from Mme Blavatsky. Thus it is a woman 
who planned, and undertook to achieve the execution of 
this grandiose project of a future union in an intellectual 
Brotherhood of all the members of the human family and 
the realization of its spiritual alliance.’

Toward the close of the article M. Fauverty 
communicates a few biographical details about 
Mme Blavatsky; gives a correct idea of her scientific 
attainments and the merit of her Isis Unveiled which book 
he characterizes in the following manner: ‘a remarkable 
work which has a high philosophical meaning, and shows 
a deep and a most astounding knowledge’. Further 
on, while describing Mme Blavatsky’s active work, he 
reminds the readers of an historical fact dating over half 
a century back and points out to a strange coincidence 
between a prophecy of the St Simonists and what Mme 
Blavatsky calls her second birth. This is what he says in 
connection with it:—

‘The world needed a woman so highly gifted as a 
Mme Blavatsky (thanks !!!) to rise to the eminence of such 
an enterprise.... And this reminds me that the St Simonists 
so far back as 1831 had begun announcing to the world 
the advent of a woman from the East,60 who shall unite 
the two populations of the East and the West, and shall 
become the mother of the reformed Society. Deceived by 
their impatient fancy, some of the St Simonists started 
and went in 1831 to the far East in search of that woman-
type...Vain were their travels over Egypt, Syria and 
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anyone of the kind who might be 
such a woman. They made this trip 
too early,” Mr. Fauvety confidently 
says. “If they had made the trip 
50 years later, and if they traveled 
farther, they would have found in 
Mme Blavatsky a Russian woman 

who was engaged in the great spiritual unification cause 
they were dreaming of. . . .”

With this comment of a French scientist, we finish 
our true story of H.P. Blavatsky.

I. Ya.

Original notes from the Rebous’ article

1 In her youth, Helena Petrovna was one of the powerful mediums, 
unfortunately very rare in Russia. At present, Mme Blavatsky 
is living in India, where she is a publisher and an editor of The 
Theosophist journal as well as is serving as a secretary of the 
Theosophical Society. Her letters “From the Caves and Jungles 
of Hindustan” are being published in “Moscow Gazette” and 
“Russian Messenger” using her pen name Radda Bai. – Ed.

2 Currently an attorney at law in Stavropol.

3 Since all the events date to the distant past, we can not guarantee that 
the names of the village and people are correct. – Note of the author.
 
4 The same repeatedly happens at séances with other mediums also. – Ed.

5 In this context, we would like to mention that we have been reading 
aloud “The Memories of Ekaterina Romanovna Dashkova,” which was 
published, probably in the “Otechestvennye zapiski” [domestic notes] 
journal. Our interest in this was stirred up by the constant interruption 
of our reading by what was allegedly the spirit of the author. Through 
constant knockings, we received on his behalf various comments, 
explanations and disclaimers of some of his views. We were fascinated 
by all these clarifications and additions to our reading, which were 
presented with great intellect, interest and humor. – Note of the author.

6 The same event, but even more sophisticated, we observed 
during one of the séances in the presence of Mme Pribytkova: 
a sealed golden bracelet was taken from the hand of the 
medium, and, following the instructions by invisible personalities, 
was found on a sloping surface of a porcelain reservoir of 
the lamp hanging from the ceiling in the séance room. – Ed.

7 The sister’s conversation and the story about the entire episode 
were presented to us by the younger sister, Mme Y_va [Yahontov].— 
Note of the author.

 8 We also have observed extraordinary manifestation of a medium’s 

Asiatic Turkey: they found not 
what they had gone in search of...
They had started on their journey 
too early: had they gone East 50 
years later and pushed further on 
to India—they would have found 
Mme Blavatsky, a Russian woman 
(from the East) in the process of realizing the grand idea 
of that spiritual and intellectual union they had been so 
long dreaming about....’

It is with this view of the French philosopher and 
scientist that we conclude our truthful narrative about H.P. 
Blavatsky. We had recently the means of ascertaining 
personally how many Hindus feel for her an affectionate 
veneration, and prove it by regarding and even calling her 
their wise and affectionate mother.

[HPB has characteristically concluded the translation with 
the words ‘End of Flapdoodle’.]

Endnotes - HPB’s notes to her translation

15 The representative of the nobility of the province, an honorary 
office to which will carry three years—one among the noblemen and 
by their own class. 

16 In those far off days, when Spiritualism had hardly begun in 
America, belief in ‘Spirits’ as the only agency at work in such raps 
and knocks was accepted in Russia as elsewhere, since few are 
acquainted even now with the theories of the occultists. The author 
in answer to our query whether she believed herself in spirits and 
mediumship, as she used the term, answered she knew of no other 
names to express the faculty of producing such raps and phenomena. 
‘I remember,’ she (Veral said, ‘that when addressed as a medium, she 
(Mme Blavatsky) used to laugh and assure us she was no medium but 
only a mediator between mortals and beings we knew nothing about. 
But I could never understand the difference,’ she [Vera] added. 

17 Thus, a governess, named Leontine, who wanted to know the fate 
of a certain young man she had hoped to be married to, leamt what 
had become of him—his name that she had purposely withheld being 
given in full—from a letter written in an unknown handwriting she 
found in one of her locked boxes, placed inside a trunk equally locked. 

18 From the first, that’s to say almost from her childhood and certainly 
in the days mentioned above, H.F. Blavatsky would, in such cases, 
see either the actual, present thoughts of the party which questioned, 
or its paler reflection—still quite distinct to her—of an event or a name 
or whatever it was in the past as though hanging around the person—
generally in the vicinity of the head. She had but to copy it consciously, 
or allow her hand to do so mechanically. At any rate, she never felt 
herself helped or led on by an external power; i.e. no ‘Spirits’ helped 
her in this process ever since she returned from her first voyages, she 
tells us. It seemed an action entirely confined to her own will, more or 
less consciously exercised by her, more or less premeditated, and put 
into play. Whenever the thought of a person had to be communicated 
through raps the process changed. She had first of all to read, 
sometimes to interpret the thought of the querist, and having done so, 
to remember it well after it had often disappeared; watch the letters of 
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power when the medium was ill, notably, 
as the author says, when the medium 
was helpless because he had lost 
consciousness as a result of his illness. 
Similar typical observations as well as 
the repeatedly observed involvement of 
electricity and other well known natural 
forces in mediumistic events clearly imply 

that these events can potentially be studied by applying a scientific 
approach. – Ed.

9 But not in any way “a paid medium,” as the newspaper “Caucasus” 
reported last year.

10 We skip the description of Helena Petrovna’s distinctive views, 
which is very briefly summarized here by the author, in order to 
expound it later in more details based on other available sources. – 
Ed.

11 See the journal “The Theosophist” of which she is a publisher and 
an editor of (1877, 1878 and 1881). – Note of the author.

12 “The Lamasery of New-York.” Hartford Daily Times. December 2, 
1878.

 13 In fact, Indian Theosophists attach great importance to this semi-
mythical personality (see Sinnett’s “The Occult World”.)

 14 Bulletin Mensuel de la societé scientifique d’études 
Psychologiques, – 15 mars 1883.

the alphabet as they were read or pointed 
out; prepare the will-current that had to 
produce the rap at the right letter, and then 
have it strike at the right moment the table, 
or any other object chosen as the medium 
for the repercussion of sounds or raps. A 
more difficult process and far less easy 
than direct writing. 

19 Zaitchik—means literally ‘a little hare’—while Zaetz is the Russian 
term for any hare. In the Russian language, every noun, substantive 
and adjective may be made to express the same thing only in a 
smaller form. Thus, a house is dom, while the idea of a small house is 
expressed by the word domik, etc. 

20 Indeed not; for it was neither a ‘Spirit’ nor ‘Spirits’ but a living man 
who can draw before his eyes the picture of any book or manuscript 
wherever existing and in case of need even that of any long forgotten 
and unrecorded event. The astral light, the storehouse and the record 
book of all things and deeds, has no secrets for such men. 

21 Now Madame Jelihovsky by her second marriage and residing in 
[The word at the edge of the page has broken off. The spelling of the 
name is now Zhelihovsky. The nineteenth century spellings of names 
and places in the MS have been retained throughout this transcription.] 

22 Elementals, of course, for we know that Mme B.—will have nought 
to do with shells or the Elementaries. 

23 This looks as though some of the living chelas if not the Masters 
themselves had been at work around Madame B. so far back as in the 
years 1857-59. 

24 Quite the contrary, we believe, and if so, then how about the 
best physical phenomena produced during the greatest hubbub and 
confusion in the room, as the author tells us a few pages before? Had 
Mme B.’s will nothing to do in the production of the manifestations then 
would harmony (v.L) (v. ante) and quiet be the chief requisites, as well 
as complete passivity on her part—which was only as learnt later—
only apparent. It Is evident that while she could exercise a power over 
the Elemen  tal, she had but to sit passive and quiet when the ‘higher 
intelligences’ or as the author calls them agencies—i.e the will of the 
living chelas or their Masters was the means by which the phenomena 
were produced. (Publisher) 

25 Simply because she was tired and disgusted with the ever growing 
public thirst for phenomena. As In 1880 so In 1850 and. 1860. People 
are never satisfied with what they get but ever crave for more. 

26 In Russian -Kikimora. 

27 To make it intelligible we must give here Mme Blavatsky’s 
explanation of the difference. She never made a secret that she had 
been ever since her childhood until nearly the age of 25 a very strong 
medium, though after that period, owing to a regular psychological 
and physiological training under her Master, she was made to lose 
this dangerous gift, and every trace of mediumship outside her will 
or beyond her direct control made to disappear. She was taught to 
discern between the shell and the Elemental, and had two distinct 
methods of producing communications through raps. [MS broken here] 
one consisted in sitting nearby entirely passive and permitting the 
influences to act at their will: at which time the brainless Elementals—
the shells would rarely if ever be allowed to come owing to the danger 
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of the intercourse—chameleon-like would 
reflect more or less chaotically the thought 
of those present and follow in a half silly 
way the suggestions found by them in 
Mme B.’s mind. The other method used 
very rarely, for reasons of her intense 
dislike to meddle with really departed 
Entities—or rather to enter into their 
‘currents of thought’ as she expressed it—is this, so far as we are 
able to understand. She composed herself, and seeking out with eyes 
shut in the astral light that current that preserved the genuine impress 
of some well known departed Entity she identified herself for the time 
being with It; and guiding the ‘raps’ made them to spell out that which 
she had in her own mind. Thus, if the rapping ‘Spirit’ pretended to be 
a Shakespeare, it was not in reality that great personality but only the 
echo of the genuine thoughts that had once upon a time moved in 
his brain and crystallized themselves, so to say, in his astral sphere 
whence even his shell had departed long ago—the imperishable 
thoughts alone remaining. [MS broken here: Not?] a sentence, not a 
word spelt by the raps that was not formed at first in her brain, in its turn 
the faithful copy of that which [MS broken here: was?] found by her 
spiritual eye in the luminous Record-book of departed humanity. The, 
so to express it, crystallized essence of the mind of the once physical 
brain was physical brain was there before her spiritual vision, her 
living brain photographed it and her will dictated it by guiding the raps 
which thus became intelligent If, leaving aside the mediumistic routine 
of the Spirits of the Spiritualists, every genuine medium, shaking off 
his passive torpor, should carefully watch sensations and recording 
his impressions give them out truthfully to scientific investigators, to 
the biologists and the physiologists, then would Spiritualism become 
in  deed—a Science. For it would help humanity, by throwing the bright 
light of fact upon its dark pathway, instead of allowing it to lose itself in 
the deep bog of mere fanciful speculation which injures the physical 
and mental status of the medium, impedes progress of psychological 
sciences and changes a portion of humanity into a herd of half crazy 
fanatics. 

28 I remember that we were deeply interested in those days in reading 
aloud in our little family circle, The Memoirs of Catherine Romanovna 
Dashkova, just published. The interest in this remarkable historical 
work was greatly enhanced to us owing to the fact that our reading 
was very often interrupted by the alleged spirit of the authoress 
herself. The gaps and hiatuses of a publication severely disfigured 
and curtailed by the censor’s pen and scissors were constantly 
filled up by comparing notes with her astral records. By means of 
guided raps—Mme B. refusing as usual to help us by direct writing, 
preferring to lazily rest on her arm-chair—we received in the name 
of the authoress, innumerable remarks, additions, explanations and 
refutations. In some cases her apparent mistaken views In the days 
when she wrote her Memoirs were corrected and replaced by more 
genuine thoughts. All such corrections and additional matter given, 
fascinated us profoundly by their extraordinary profundity, their wit 
and humour, often mixed with the natural pathos that was one of 
the prominent features of that remarkable historical character. (Vera 
YahontofI) 

29 This was a genuine Spirit manifestation; i.e. a clumsy personification 
of the great poet by passing shells and spooks allowed to merge into 
the circle for a few moments. The rhymed complaint speaking of 
hell and devil was the echo of the feelings and thoughts of a pious 
governess present: most assuredly it was not any reflection from 
Mme B’s brain, nor would her admiring respect for the memory of 
the greatest Russian poet have ever allowed her to make such a 
blasphemous joke under the cover of his name. 
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30 The reader must remember that all this 
took place nearly thirty years ago [1859], 
when Spiritualism was nearly unknown 
in Europe and had hardly begun In 
America. Now such physical phenomena 
have become very common—they were 
regarded as positively miraculous then. 

31 In the district of Noroijef, in the Government of Pskoif—about 300 
versts from St Petersburg. It was then a private property, a village 
of several hundred serfs which was since then sold and, soon after 
freedom was given its peasants, passed into other hands. 

32 A young, brilliant, and most promising officer of the Imperial guards 
who died leaving his wife hardly 19 years old. 

33 The round tiara covered with a long black veil, worn by the Orthodox 
Greek monks. 

34 And how often—Mmc Blavatsky tells us— has she tried with the 
most famous mediums to evoke and communicate with those dearest 
to her and whose loss she had deplored. All was vainl ‘Communications’ 
and ‘messages’ she certainly did obtain, and got their signatures, and 
at two occasions their materialized forms. But the communications 
were couched In a gushing language quite unlike the style she knew 
so well; their signatures were obtained from her own brain; and on 
no occasion when the presence of a relative was announced and the 
form described by the medium, who was ignorant of the fact that Mme 
B. could see as well as any of them—has she recognized the alleged 
relative in the host of spooks and Elementaries that surrounded them 
(when the medium was a genuine one of course). Quite the reverse. 
For she often saw, to her disgust, how her own recollections and brain-
images were drawn from her memory and disfigured in the confused 
amalgamation that took place between their reflection in the medium’s 
brain which instantly sent them forth, and the shells which sucked 
them in, like a sponge and objectivised them—a hideous shape with a 
mask on—in her sight. Even the materialized form of her uncle at the 
Eddy’s was the picture she sent Out from her own mind, as she had 
come out to make experiments without telling it to anyone, it was like 
an empty outer envelope of her uncle that she threw on the medium’s 
astral body. She saw and followed the process. She knew Will Eddy 
as a genuine medium, and the phenomenon was real as it could be, 
and she defended him in the papers. In short, for over 40 years of 
experience, she never succeeded in identifying in one single instance, 
those she wanted to see. It is only in her dreams and personal visions 
that she was brought in direct contact with her own blood relatives 
and friends, those between whom and herself there had been a strong 
mutual spiritual love. Her conviction therefore, based as much on her 
personal experience as on that of the teachings of the occult doctrine, 
is the following: For certain psycho-magnetic reasons, too long to be 
explained here, the shells of those spirits who loved us best, will not, 
with a very few exceptions approach us. They have no need of it, 
since, unless they were irretrievably wicked they have us with them 
in Devachan, that state of bliss, in which the monads are surrounded 
with all those, and that, which they have loved—objects of spiritual 
aspirations as well as human Entities. ’Shells’ once departed from 
their higher principles have nought in common with the latter. They 
are not drawn to their relatives and friends, but rather to those with 
whom their terrestrial, sensuous affinities are the strongest. Thus 
the shell of a drunkard will be drawn to one who is either a drunkard 
already or has a germ of this passion in him—in which case they 
will develop it by using his organs to satisfy their shell-craving; one 
who died full of sexual passion for a still living partner will have its 
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shell drawn to him or her, etc. This is the 
reason—as explained by her—for never 
seeing her ‘relatives’. We Theosophists 
and especially Occultists must never lose 
sight of the profound axiom of the Esoteric 
Doctrine which teaches us that it is we, the 
living, who are drawn toward the Spirits—
but that the latter can never, even though 
they would, which they never do, descend to us, or rather into our 
sphere. 

35  A terrible and disgusting skin disease very common in Lithuania and 
contracted only in its climate. The hair seems to acquire the property 
of expanding, each hair having a tumoured root and being filled with 
gore and matter, until it becomes as one-mass of putrefaction, which 
for some physiological reasons it becomes impossible to cut even at 
the beginning of the disease. Nor can the nails on the fingers and toes 
be touched, their cutting leading to a bleeding to death. 

36 The young lady is now a matron of over forty and was saying but 
only last year how lucky it was for her that she saw no more these 
trans-terrestrial visitors. 

37 Dear Miss Arundale permit me to hide my blushes—I am not 
responsible for my sister’s enthusiasm. 

38 One of the three ‘Popes’ of Russia, so to say; the highest of the 
ecclesiastical hierarchy of the Orthodox Greek Church. 

39 Now a man passed ninety years of age.

40 The spiritual chief of all the archbishops and the head of the Church 
in Georgia

41 Vsezncdstvo—the word used can hardly be translated by the term 
omniscience—it is an attribute of a less absolute character and refers 
to the things of this earth.

42 This was always done in full consciousness and simply by watching 
people’s mental thoughts as they evolved out of their heads in spiral 
luminous smoke, sometimes in jets of what might be taken for some 
radiant material—and settled in distinct pictures and images around 
them. Often such thoughts and answers to them would find themselves 
impressed in her own brain, couched in words and sentences, in 
the same way as original thoughts do. But, so far as we are able to 
understand— the former visions are always more trustworthy, as they 
were Independent and distinct from her own Impressions, belonging to 
pure clairvoyance not ‘thought transference’ which is a process always 
liable to get mixed up with one’s own more vivid mental impressions. 

43 Very naturally, since it was neither ‘magnetic sleep’ nor a coma 
but simply a state of intense concentration and attention, necessary 
during such operations; when the least distraction leads to a mistake. 
People knowing but of mediumistic clairvoyance and nothing of our 
philosophy and modes of operation fall often into such error. 

44 The author seems to have forgotten a better example as an 
Illustration of that terrible hatred based upon fear that has ever 
pursued Mme Blavatsky wherever she went: India with Its host of 
multicoloured padres and missionaries, its time-serving anglicized 
Hindus, and fanatical Eurasians and (go on). 
[At the bottom of the page HPB has written:] Miss Arundale please 
leave here below a large space for Olcott to write down his effusions 
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upon the subject 

45 “Whenever I was called by name’—
Mme Blavatsky tells us, “I opened the eyes 
upon hearing it and was myself, In every 
particular. As soon as I was left alone, 
I relapsed into my usual half dreamy 
condition and became somebody else...
In cases when I was interrupted during a conversation in the latter 
capacity—say, at half a sentence either spoken by me or some of my 
visitors—invisible of course to any other, for 1was alone to whom they 
were realities—no sooner I closed my eyes than the sentence which 
had been Interrupted—continued from the word it had stopped at. 
When awake and myself I remembered well who I was in my second 
capacity and what I was doing. When somebody else—I had no idea 
of who was H.P. Blavatsky. I was in another far off country, quite 
another individuality, and had no connection at all with my actual life.’ 
She will never say, however, who she was when “somebody else’ nor 
give any more explicit details. She only said she was with her Master 
during that time. 

46 This can hardly be called ‘independent manifestations-—that 
is to say such phenomena as occur in the presence of mediums 
Independent of their previous knowledge or will. As well, regard as 
a medium everyone in the house who witnessed phenomena in his 
presence when alone, received letters or other objective proof of the 
presence of either Masters or chelas. Mme Blavatsky [tells] us that 
she has often seen her Master and his disciples In astral bodies so far 
back as 1859, [heard] distinctly their voices and conversed with them. 
Once that we admit the manifestation we [think] it more philosophical 
to attribute them to the will of living persons than of dead men. 

47 She was mistaken: for It has done her harm. In their eagerness 
to show her no higher than a common medium, editors of spiritual 
papers, remembering that they had received at that time notices of 
the short lived Societe Spirite, made capital of it and a good handle 
to the broom with which as they thought they would try to sweep the 
Theosophical Society out of sight and existence. 

48 This verbal translation of a letter written by Mme Blavatsky 
14 years back shows that she never changed her way of viewing 
communications with ‘spirits’ for physical phenomena—as she was 
accused of doing when in America. 

49 How dangerous is the latter kind was proven on the spot. Miss 
O—the medium, a young lady of hardly twenty—a governess In a rich 
family of bankers, an extremely modest and gentle character, had 
hardly written the Russian addressed to Mme Blavatsky than she was 
seized with trembling and asked to drink. When water was brought she 
threw it away and went on asking for a drink. Wine was offered her—
she greedily drank it, and began drinking one glass after the other until 
to the horror of all she fell In convulsions and cried for ‘wine—a drink’ 
till she fainted away and was carried home in a carriage. She had a 
sickness after this that lasted for several weeks. 

50 Therefore when for example a medium In America personates 
a Russian (Sophie Perovsky, the regicide for Instance), fraud or a 
monomaniacal hallucination is invariably the real cause of it, for what 
we call ‘shells’ cannot emerge out of a certain area of Kama loka; 
whereas if the same spook obsessed a medium at St Petersburg or 
the vicinity, we might easily admit the genuineness of the phenomena. 
Luckily few shells prevail longer than the term of a natural life. 
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Translator. 

51 In the shell of the Earth for its (to us) 
invisible astral form is the region in which 
the umbrae linger after death, a grand 
truth given out in the exoteric doctrine of 
Hades of the ancient Latins. 

52 We resent and blame less, after this information, the Anglo-Indian 
and American papers, who very often invented (or perhaps repeated?) 
the same idiotic calumnies. It only shows how little advanced is yet 
Western Civilization. That an innocent woman should be so persecuted 
by her own countrymen, attenuates, but does not Isolicitate?] the 
villainy of the same act committed by the press in foreign countries, the 
hospitality of which, she trusts. More than ever we become impressed 
with the paradoxical saying, that ‘Christian charity is really practised 
but in heathendom.’ In the Appendix much interesting matter will be 
found, and more than one calumny and slander shown to be false. 
We hope the reader will not neglect to read it with careful attention, 
since the documents given therein are all official and go on to finally 
establish the whole truth. (Editor] 

53 And private individuals (sometime—though happily rarely—in 
high station in life) to repeat them, adding to these other lies—direct 
emanations from their own vicious brains and natures. Such a libel 
has been just set on foot by an ex-maid-of-honour of the Imperial 
Russian Court, a well known old spinster residing for many years in 
Paris, and famous in all Russia and France for her viper’s tongue and 
wicked gossiping. Some of our friends say to us:—’Oh, she is a mad-
woman and known as such by everyone’—‘Very likely,’ we answer. 
But since she is, so far, instead of being safely lodged in a lunatic 
asylum allowed to go free and to carry about her vile slanders and 
wicked inventions; and as, according to a well established axiom 
‘however well proven to be false, there remains always some  thing of 
a calumny’—; and that again those who know her but do not know at 
all Mme Blavatsky or the whole truth about her may be easily led into 
believing what Mile O. S—f (whose full name we withhold merely out 
of Mme Blavatsky’s respect to the Imperial Court of Russia and the 
other maids- of-honour, a title that she disgraces) would have people 
believe her to be—it is but just that facts should be restored, and 
the whole truth left on record. And since Mme Blavatsky, no sooner 
were the calumnies brought home to her in the shape of a long and 
slanderous letter from Mile S—f to an alleged friend of hers (whom 
she traduces as much as she does all others) and a real friend of 
Mme Blavatsky, the latter sent immediately an official petition to the 
Commander in Chief of the Caucasus praying that an inquest should 
be ordered and a certificate of the Police of the results of the same 
be sent to her and that she has since received every legal proof of 
the falsity of the denunciation, we can do no better than append the 
proofs to this volume (See Appendix II). Mme Blavatsky’s name has 
been too often and too unjustly traduced that we should not (word 
indecipherable: seize?) every opportunity to defend it. (H.S.O. Editor.) 
[The Appendix referred to and the information it contained was not 
published, nor was this footnote and the previous one used by Sinnett. 
Luckily, HPB’s Petition to His Highness the General Commander-in-
Chief in the Caucasus, Prince Alexander Mihailovitch Dondukov-
Korsakov, asking for redress against the libels of Mile Smirnov, has 
survived, and is printed in the 2nd volume of H.P.B. Speaks (Adyar: 
TPH, 1951, 1986, pp. 155-6), along with HPB’s letter to the Prince 
from Paris, June 3, 1884, a resume of Mile S’s charges, and some 
biographical material provided by Mme Blavatsky for the Russian 
period covered by the ‘Mystical Fragments’.) 

54 Not so; and the author of these letters was again misled by false 
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reports in the American newspapers. 
When Baron von Palm joined the ‘Society’ 
he was a ruined and dying man; and it is 
out of pure philanthropy and pity for that 
lonely man far away from his country and 
mends that Colonel Olcott accepted him 
as a fellow into his Society. Baron von 
Palm ‘had been’ a rich man, but at the 
time of his death he was completely ruined, though he kept to the last 
his own counsel and never let anyone know of it. Nevertheless, Truth 
forces us to admit that the estimable German ex-diplomat played a 
rather unworthy trick upon his colleagues of the Theosophical Society; 
he drew a legal will and left in it all he had to the Society he belonged 
to: silver and coal mines, large lots of ground in Chicago, land etc. 
He had been sick for a long time and taken care of by Colonel Olcott, 
who to comfort his last days on earth, gave him hospitality in his own 
house. He knew well that the Baron was ruined and that whatever he 
had, even all would be mighty little. Nevertheless he acted toward 
him as he would for any member of his Society, and laughed at the 
old man’s promises of great wealth. Nor was the Crematory built by 
the Theosophists and to Baron von Palm’s order. It had been already 
built by a gentleman of Washington (Pennsylvania) named Dr— for 
himself, and all those who liked to be cremated in it, and was only 
kindly lent by the doctor to the Society for use. 
As to the legacy. Colonel Olcott had soon an opportunity to find out that 
however small were his expectations and great his disinterestedness 
the former were found to amount to nothing and the latter came to 
[grief?]. 
After the tremendous excitement of the ‘heathen’ ceremony over 
Baron de Palm’s body in the Masonic Hall (Col. Olcott was only 
carrying out in this the last and express dying wish of the Baron) and 
his subsequent cremation had subsided, the newspapers began to talk 
over and comment over the ‘enormous fortune’ left by Baron de Palm 
to Colonel Olcott (which was not true for it had been left to his Society). 
There was insulting innuendoes and hints made, as to the active part 
Mme Blavatsky had played in this legacy, plain accusations of having 
blinded him with her phenomena, etc. All was as usual—unwarranted 
conclusions and slander. When the trustees looked, however, into the 
late Baron’s affairs, and started to see what the Society could realize 
of the legacy—it was found to amount to a cipher. The coal and other 
mines had been some of them sold years ago and others closed as of 
no value; the lots in Chicago were under water and consisted of a few 
swamps that had been likewise sold for taxes, and the Baron had died 
penniless to the letter: it was the Society that had to pay all his funeral 
expenses. Notwithstanding this fact, and its publication by Col. Olcott, 
the ‘Founders’ were made to appear from the start as ‘money-making’ 
charlatans and enterprising frauds. 

55 Dear Miss Arundale, I never knew I had one but I translate verbatim. 
Yours blushlngly, HPB. 

56 Most assuredly it will, especially as a proof that Mme Blavatsky 
credited Isis from the first to her Tibetan Masters and has not—as 
alleged by our opponents invented the ‘Brothers’, later on. (Ed.) 

57 Madame Blavatsky denies this positively: [MS broken] we do not 
see the use or sense of refusing any credit to herself. If her statements 
were not the truth.

58 The esteemed author is evidently [a little?] prejudiced or perhaps, 
unwilling as a Christian to attribute such great powers to non-Christian 
adepts. At all events as the [MS broken] used tend only to the greater 
glory of Mme Blavatsky herself, we have nothing to say. We respect 
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the opinion of even those who differ with 
us. 

59 Published at Madras. Address the 
Manager, Damodar Mavalankar, Adyar, 
Madras, India; agents; Quaritch etc., 
London. 

60 Mme Blavatsky was born and bred In the East.
 [In her press Scrapbook Vol. XV, p. 121, where a copy of Fauverty’s 
article Is pasted HPB annotated this sentence with the words ‘Fort 
Drole, L’annee de la naissance de H.P. Blavatsky a Ekaterinoslav!]
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Appendix

Some Remarks on the Article
“The Truth About H.P. Blavatsky”

by Svitlana Gavrylenko

From one side, the contents of the article decisively 
convince us that the author, since his or her early 
childhood, was very close to HPB and knew details about 
her life that only a family member could know.  From 
the other side, we do not know anyone close to HPB 
whose name begins with the initials “I.Ya.”. So this is an 
Enigma for us. Most probably this article was written by 
the younger sister of HPB, Vera Zhelihovsky. Now we will 
summarise the pro and contra of this theory:
•	 We don’t know any member of the Yahontov’s family 

whose name begins with the letter “I” and who was 
interested in the phenomena produced by HPB. 
Vera’s first husband was Nikolay Yahontov, who 
had a brother named Aleksandr. Nikolay Yahontov 
passed away in 1856. Vera had two sons with 
N.Yahontov, born in 1852 and 1856 respectively. 
One was named Rostislav, but the name of the 
second one is unknown. HPB did not mention any 
Yahontovs in her letters and memoirs. 

•	 Vera Zhelihovsky, since the passing of her second 
husband, Vladimir Zhelihovsky, in 1880, was a very 
active writer and writing was the way to support her 
family. It is known that she used different noms de 
plume.

•	 The article describes, in many details, eight episodes 
of HPB’s life; this provides the reader with evidence 
that the author was direct participant and first-hand 
witness of the events described.  

•	 The text of the article distinguishes “the Author” 
from Vera.  For instance, note 7 says: “The sister’s 
conversation and the story about the entire episode 
were presented to us by the younger sister, Mme 
Y_va [Yahontova].— Note of the author.”  We recall 

that in 1883 Vera wasn’t Yahontova but Zhelihovsky. 
So we may consider this as literary twist. 

•	 After HPB’s death Vera published her biography 
“Radda-Bai, The Truth about H.P. Blavatsky”, with 
the same title. In her biography Vera mentioned some 
episodes and referred to the Rebus’ publication, but 
without mentioning the author of this publication.

•	 In the article “H.P. Blavatsky and the Theosophists”, 
also published in “Rebus” magazine, N 28-29, 1884, 
which was signed by “V.Zh.” (Vera Zhelihovsky), we 
also can read about HPB’s younger sister and see 
the reference to the article “The Truth about H.P. 
Blavatsky”.

•	 In the sequence of articles “Unexplainable and 
Unexplained”, signed by Vera Zhelihovsky, published 
in the same magazine, “Rebus”, in 1884-1885, the 
author several times mentioned and invoked the 
article “The Truth about H.P. Blavatsky” but without 
mentioning its author.

•	 Moreover there are other publications in “Rebus” 
(1884-1885) with the title “The Theosophy and the 
Theosophists”, signed by “E. Barabash”, which may 
have been written by Vera.

So, based on the above, we can conclude that there is 
a large probability for Vera to be the author of the article 
“The Truth about H.P. Blabatsky”.

P.S. H.P. Blavatsky used the terms “spiritism”, “spiritist” 
to refer to the attempts to contact dead people. She used 
the terms “spiritualism”, “spiritualist” to refer to a mode of 
world perception which considers the spiritual essence of 
all beings.

This article was published in the magazine Rebus (Enigma) #40-48, 1883, 
at Saint-Petersburg and was signed by “I.Ya.”. We should read it without 
bias and be grateful to the author who left us his or her reminiscences; we 
should also take into account that HPB was alive when this article was 
written. Yet, from the point of view of historical investigation we must draw 
our own conclusion about the author of the article in question.
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Weekly magazine “Rebus”, 1883, Saint-Petersburg
No 40, October 16, p.357-359:
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No 41, October 23, p. 366-368:
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No43, November 6, p. 389-391:
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No 44, November 13, p. 397-400:
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No 46, November 27, p. 418-419:
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No 47, December 4, p. 428-430:
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No 48, December 11, p. 438-440:
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